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ABSTRACT
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Hodels of reading comprehension using the worldng
memory paradigm have been formulated from studies using
adult readers. Although there appear to be differences
in working memory skills between beginner and mature
readers, and normal and reading disabled children, the
exact role of working memory in reading is still
unclear. This study examined the role of working memory
in the development of reading in children. A study ~v
Baddeley, Logie, Nimmo-Smith, and Brereton (1985) was
modified for this purpose to accommodate factors
relevant to reading development in children.
One hundred and ninety nine normal Std 1, 3 and 5
reeders were selected for the study. The children were
tested in their classrooms in sroups according to their
standard of education. The test matQrial~ assessed
firstly, various component reading skills, namely,
phonological coding and lexical access, and reading
comprehension, and secondly, verbal and nonverbal work-
ing memory. The working memory tests included tradi
tional measurcs of working memory span, such as tho
digit and word apan t.CBtB (verbn.Ll, and a dot.ccunt.Lng
span (nonvorbal). Other work~ng memory tests included
Ii
complex reading and listening span tests. The ~anguage
tests relevant to reading in children included
vocabulary and listening comprehension.
The results showed strong developmental trends for all
reading and working memory measures. The complex read-
ing and listening span tests fuiled to predict reading
comprehension in this group, and only correlated weakly
with reading comprehension in the std 1 subjects.
However, they correlated significantly with lexical
Jecision measures in all subjects. The ~est predictors
of reading comprehension were listbuing comprehe"~ion
and vocabulary. Reading comprehension correlated
significantly with measures of phonology jn the Btd 1
subject g r-oup I and with measures of lexical access in
all the subject groups. None of the traditional tests
of workin~ memory correlated with reading
comprehen"~on. Instead, they correlated significantly
with component reading skill tests.
According to the results, the reading span '...cst
co r r-e Lat ed significtmtly with, and predicted, the
ability to H(}CCSS lexical entries from print. 'fhis
suggests the presence of a common component, possibly
information procasslng speed. The working memory
measures tap~ed the phonological loop rather than the
central oxecutive. However, this may support the view
of othor researchers that there is a language and
spatial processor in working memory instead of a
goneral contral executive. This languag~ procossor may
be situQtod in tho phonological loop and may be
iii
involved in reading. However, further research is
required to test this postulate.
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CHAPTER 1
BRIEF OVERVIEW
In recent years, cognitive psychologists have
spearh~aded human cognitive research. They use an
information processing approach to understand the
mental structu~es and operations involved in complex
skills, such as memory and reading. The const~uct of
information processing refers to a sequenca af time-
consuming cognitive activities occurring between the
reception of an external stimulus and an observable
response (Klatzky, 1980; Meyer, Oeman, Irwin, & Yantis,
1988). The present research makes use of an information
processing frame of reference to examine the
developmental relationship between components of memory
and reading.
Memory is cruoial for effective everyday and higher
Qurtice} functioning (Lindsay' Norman, 1977). Human
memory consists of a 'omplex series of interconnected
systems enabling storage and retrieval of information
(Baddeley, 1982, 1990). These systems include sensory,
and short- and long-term, memory (Lindsay & Norman,
1977, Baddeley, 1990). As the name implies, short...term
memory provides temporary sto~age for information
(Baddeley, 1982, 1990). Broadbent (1958) proposed the
first information processing model of short-term
memory. The model was late~ expanded to include a
short-term "working" memory (Atkinson & Shitfrin, 1971)
as illustrated in Figure 1. This working memory is for
holdins and manipulating material during various
cognitive tasks, such as reasoning, mental arithmetic
and reading (Baddeley, 1990; Klatzky, 1980), and
1
simultaneously transferrin~ newly processed information
to, and retrieving other information
memory. An example of retrieval "m
from, long-term
long-term memory
when processing new material io:',..,.-.3Glngthe
of words while rending. Nowadays,
meanings
cognitive
psychologists tend to use the term "working memory"
rather thnn "short-term memory", as the lattar d~aictB
the information pr oceas Lng functions of t'ds system
more accurately (Waldrop, 1987),
l~IGURE 1
The Atkinson and Shiffrin m"dcl of lnemory.
Atkinson R,C., & Shiffrin R.M. (1971).
From
The sequential storaRc of printed words Bnd the text-
and -integrating functions required
attri.butcd
in
rending comprehension in adults are to
working memory (Baddeley, 1984, 1986, 1990; Daneman &
GarPCl'lttH',1980). ModeLa of reading comp , .ihena icn \Ising
the working memory paradigm have henn formulated usinR
skilled adult readers as subjects (Bloom, Fletcher, van
den Bronk, Reitz, & Shapiro! 1990: Fletcher & Bloom,
19RB; KintRch & van Dijk, 1978; Just & Carpenter, 1980,
U)87; van Di.ik & Kfnt soh , lOR3). Tn children, til(' role
played by working memory in reading comprehension haH
bonn invpsti:1at.('d by comparinq diaabl ed l'(>OdN'B and
no l'nll\ 1 matched for chronoloRicnl nnd/or
reading ages (Ackerman, 1984; Jorm, 1983; Oakhill &
Yuill, 1986; Yuill, Oakhill & Parkin, 1989). However,
from a developmental point of view, little is known
about the intera~tion betwe~n working memory and
reading comprehension, furthermore, developmental
changes in the memory p~ocesses of poor readers need to
be addres~ed (Jorm, 1983) as there is evidence of
working memory deficits in these children (Brady, 1986;
Torgeson, Rashotte, & Greenstein, 1988). These deficits
appear to be language-based and to involve phonological
coding, that is, the conversion of symbolic stimuli
into sounds (Brady, 1986; Lieberman, Mann, Shankweiler,
& Werfelman, 1Y82; Mann, 1984; Rack, 1985: Torgeson,
Rashotte, & Greenstein, 1988).
There is, thus, a need to study the interaction between
working memory, component reading strategies and
reading t~omprehension from a developmental perspective.
The present ~esearch attempts to address this need by
modifying studies of Baddeley, Logie, Nimmo-Smith, and
Brereton (1985), using adult subjects, for children at
various stages of reading development.
A variety of memory and reading constructs are covered
in this thesis, and the layout is as follows. Detailed
theoretical backgrounds on working memory and reading
theories are presented in chapter 2 with an emphasis on
developmental aspects. Studies of working memory
measures in relation to component readins skills and
reading comprehension are reviewed in chapter 3. The
aims of the current research and hypotheses are
presented in chapter 4. These are followed by the pilot
study, including methods, results and discussion, in
chapter 5, and the methods used in the main study in
chapter 6. The results of the main study are presented
in chapter 7 and discussed in chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORE'l'lCALBACKGROUND
2.1 EVOLUTION OF THE WORK!NG MEMORY CONSTRUCT
2.1.1 Hypothetical precursors
James (1890) described two forms of memory, namely,
primary and secondary memory, which compare with recent
views of short- and long-term memory respectively. The
present-day construct of working memory evolved from
early theories of short-term memory, such as those
proposed by Broadbent (1958), Miller (1956), Brown
(1958) and Peterson and Peterson (19~9).
The idea of Htructural components in short-term memory
WaS introduced by Broadbent (1958). His model of short-
term memory comprised two subsystems. The ~S~ system
briefly stored sensory information for processing by
the limited capacity ~p~ system. This limitation
appeared to prevent persons from attending to several
sources of sensory input simultaneously. Miller (1956)
shared the view of limited processing capacity and had
previously postulated that a maximum of seven plus or
minus two bits or chunks of information could be
concurrently retained and processed by adults. Melton
(1963) proposed a direct relationship between the
number of chunks of information held in short-term
memorr and the rate of memory trace decay. Rehearsal,
Or the repetitive articulation of verbal material, was
es~ential for short-term retention according to B~own
(1958) and Peterson and Peterson (1959). They showed
that the prevention of rehearsal, using an interference
technique called articulatory suppression, result~d in
4
forgetting due to memory trace decay.
2.1.2 More Recent Hypotheses: Modal Models
Computer technology and cognitive psychology provided
the analogy of short-t~rm memory acting as a
controlling executive system "because .•• the processes
carried out ••• are under the immediate control of the
subject and govern the flow of information in the
memory system" (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1971, p. 82). This
line of thought culminated in modal models of memory
based on modality specific sensory registers and common
short- and long-term stores (Hitch, 1980). These models
posited that only information held and processed in the
short-term store would pass into long-term memory
(Baddeley, 1982). Short-term retention was improved by
control processes including rehearsal, as described by
Brown (1958) and Peterson and Peterson (1959), imaging
(the usc of visual images to recall verbal material)
and coding (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1971).
Coding could adopt two forms. Firstly,
be altered to facilitate recall by
material could
adding easily
retrievable information, such as mnemonic phrases
(Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1971). Seoondly, material from
different sensory input modes could be translated into
a form ~hat could be stored in short-term memory (Levy,
1971). Conrad (1964) and Wickelgren (1965, 1966)
provided evidence of coding in short-term memory. Their
analyses of recall error patterns during short-term
listening tasks revealed acoustic (sound~related) and
articulatory (speech related) coding respectively.
Murray (1967) found that visually presented material
was coded into an acoustic form using overt or covert
articulation to enSure compatibility with the acoustic
qualities of short-term memory. Auditorily presented
5
m~terial
therefore,
investigated
was already in an acoustic form and,
did not require coding. Levy (1971)
articulatory and acoustic coding and also
revealed that both acoustic and articulatory codes were
used in short-term memory.
According to modal models, short-term memory was
involved in a variety of colnltive tasks, including
solving problems (Hunter, 1964), comprehending language
(Rume1hart, Lindsay, & Norman, 1972) and long-term
learning (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Waugh & Norman,
1965). Thus, short-term memory was no longer viewed as
a passiv~ short-term store, but rather as a ~ystem
actively involved in processing information during
higher cognitive functions.
2.1.3 Criticism of Modal Models
Despite contributing towards an understanding of human
memory, modal models could not explain certain research
findings (Baddeley, 1986, 1988, 1990; Eysenck, 1988;
Hitch, 1980). For example. according to these models,
transfer of information into long-term memory was
mediated by the short-term store (Hitch, 1980).
Neuropsychologic~l evidence from brain-injured patients
with memory deficits did not always concur with this
assumption. In some brain- injured patientsl long-term
memory was preserved in spite of impaired short-term
memory (Shallice & Warrington, 1970). In others,
however, an intact short-term memory failed to produce
neW, long-term learning (Milner, 1968).
Research into the assumptions that rehearsal and
prolonged retention of information in short~term store
resulted in long-term learning also Produced
controversial findings (Craik & Watkins, 1973; Tulving,
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1966)• The findings showed that r-ehear-aa L maintained
information in short-term store both with and without
Ions-term learning taking place. Moreover, the extent
of long-term learning was not directly proportional to
the length of time information had been held in short-
term memory.
That there were clear-cut differences between
and long-term memory coding was also questio~ed.
models suggested that phonological or acoustic
short-
Modal
codes
Were used in short-term memory, and semantic codes, in
long-term memory (Baddeley, 1986, 1990). However,
evidence existed of phonological and semantic coding in
both short- and long-term memory (Bruce & Crowley,
1970j Shulman, 1970). Visual coding also occurred in
short-term memory (Kroll, Parks, Parkinson, Bieber, &
Johnson, 1970). With reference to their "levels of
processing" memory model. Craik and Lockhart (1972)~
postUlated that coding methods depended on the type of
processing task and available reSOurces rather than the
site where coding occurred. Unfortunately, their model
concentrated on long-term memory and failed to offer an
alternative framework for a revised hypothesis of
short-term/w~rkin~ memory (Baddoley, 1986).
Although modal models assigned short-term memor~ "••.
the role of an operational or working memory, the
empirical evidence for such a view ••• (was) remarkably
sparse" (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974, p, 48), Thus, modal
models viewed short-term memory as a conduit for
carrying information from sensory memory into long-term
memory. Some researchers felt th~t this down-graded
view was unacceptable, and that a revised and more
comprehensive model of short-term memory was necessar~.
This led Baddele~ and Hitch (1974) to undertake a
detailed investigation of short-term memory fUnctions.
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~.1.4 Towards a Model of Working Memory
Baddeley and Hitch (1974) used an information
processing approach to
and aimed to formulate a
~nvestigate short-term memory
working memory hypothesis.
They tested the postulated "limited capacity" of short-
term memory by manipulating factors that might compete
for storage and processiug space during reasoning,
comprehension and free recall tasks. They
experimentally manipulated the capacity of the system
by overloading it, by increasing the difficulty in
phonological discrimination and by interfering with
aubvocaL rehearsal (articulatory suppression)• They
found:
i. Preloads of two Or mor~ items appeared to have
little effect, whereas six items retarded verbal
processing.
ii. Phonemic similarity (refe~ring to similar sounds
in words) appeared to interfere with phonological
coding, resulting in reasoning, comprehension and
free recall errors.
iii. Repeating irrelevant words or random digit
sequences while performing other tasks appeared to
impede verbal processing. This was particularly so
for digits.
In general, the results showed a trade-off between the
space required for storage and the processing rate for
concurrent tasks. However, the method of allocation of
this space was unclear. Baddeley and Hitch concluded
that a common system or limited capacity "work space"
was responsible for storage and control processing
fUnctions. A passive phonemic response buffer and an
8
active articulatory component seemed to
conjunction with this work space. Thi~
operate in
buffer and
articulatory component were combined to form a
IIphonemic rehearsal buffer component" (p. 86). A visual
short~term memory component was later introduced to
accommodate evidence of visual images that lasted
longer than icons Cnaddeley, 1976; Phillips & Christie,
19778., 1977b).
In addition to the phonemic rehearsal buffer component
(Baddeley & Hitch, 1974), further findings indicated a
phonemic store that did not rely on articulation
(Baddeley, 1981; Baddeley & Lewis, 1981). This was
evident when articulatory suppression failed to disrupt
homophone judgements of visually presented words
(Baddeley & Lewis, 1981). Besner and Daveisar (1982)
also reported two phonological codes that responded to
print, one of which was not affected by articulatorY
suppression. Baddeley and Lewis (1981) referred to them
as the "inner voicell and the !tinner ear", Thereafter,
Salame and Bdddeley (1982) suggeated dividing the
phonemic rehee,rsal/buffer component into a phonemic
store and an articUlatory component. VallaI' and
Baddeley (1984) supported this suggestion following
their assessment of a brain-injured patient with an
auditory verbal short-term memory deficit. They found
distinct phonemic similarity effects (associated with
phonemic coding and retention) in the absence of
significant word length or articulatory suppression
effects (associated with speech or phonological
ooding). Therefore, separate components appeared to be
responsible for phonemic- and speech/phonological
coding respectively. A model of working memory was
proposed based on these findings.
9
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2.2 A MODEL OF WORKING MEMORY
2.2.1 General Introduction
Working memory was defined as ".. , a system for the
temporary holding and ma.nipulation of information
during the performance of a range of cognitive tasks
such ag comprehension, lea~ning, and reasoning"
(Baddeley, 1986, p , 34) • 'Ihe first working memory
model suggested a central pr~cessing unit, the central
executive, which received input f.rom the senses and
cQntrollp.d or directed activities in two slave systems,
the articulatory loop and ..he visuo-spatial scratch pad
(Baddeley, 1981). Ap~rt from retention and information-
processing functions, the cent~al executive Was capable
of activating information in, ano transferrinG encoded
information to, long-term memory. This model ~as
revised in accordance with the proposal to divide the
articulatory loop into two systems (Salame & Baddeley,
1982) based on neuropsychological evidence !Vallar &
Baddeley, 1984) as discussed in 2.1.4. The revised
model had thrpe slave systems, the articulatory loop,
the primary acoustic short-tr I store and the visuo-
spatial scratch pad. 1hese slave systems represented
the articulatory c.omponent and the phonemic and visual
short-term stores respectively (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974;
Vailar & Baddeley, 19d4).
The current model also has a central executive, but has
reverted to two slave systems, the phonological loop
and the visuo-spatial sketch pad (Baddeley, 1986, 1990;
Gathercole & Baddeley, 1989, 1990). The phonological
loop comprises two components, a phonological short-
term store and an articulatory control process.
Although the names of some of the sl~ve system have
changed, they retain the same functions. This should be
borne in mind when reading lite~ature on working memory
10
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as the terminology may vary depending on the author.
Central
executive
Visuo-spatial
sketch pad
FIGURE 2
The CUrrent ~fodelof Working Memory.
A.D. (1990).
From Ba.ddeley,
2.2.2 The Central Executive
The central executive is the limited capacity work
spa.ce proposed by Baddeley and Hitch (1974}. The
structure and way in which it carries out its functions
are still under investigation. However, it apPears to
he involved in all activities requiring attention
(Baddeley, 1981, 1990; Eysenck, 1988). As the word
"executive" suggests, it is involved in planning,
controllin~ and carrying out behaviour. These oxecutive
functions resemble those attributed to the "aupervisory
a.~~ivating system" (SAS) in a model of attention by
~crman and Shalliae (1986). Executive functions are the
produce of the frontal lobes according to
neuropsychological theories regarding brain structure
and behaviour relationships (Lezak, 1983). Working
memory (central exeoutive) planning, tracking and self-
monitoring functions during a visuospatial task have
been found to be significantly poorer in patients with
frontal lobe lesions (Owen, Downes, Sahakian, Polkey, &
Robbins, 1990). The possibility that the oentral
executive is associated with the frontal lobes ha~ also
11
be~n r~Ased in the light of deficits observed in
Alzheimer patients (Baddeley, 1986, 19B8, 1990). These
patients have difficulty in tracking and in integrating
two or more cognitive operations when performing tasks.
The central executive is 'lso involved in storage and
processing. To this end, it coordinates working memory
operations and the flow of information between itself,
the slave systems and long-term memory (Baddeley, 19B8,
1990). Information-processing tasks in which the
centr~l executive appears to play an important role
include reading comprehension. This is discussed in
2.7.
2.2.3 The Phonological Loop
In Baddeley's most recent model of working memory
(1990), the phonological loop incorporates an acoustic
storage system, the phonological short-term store or
memory, and an a.rtiCtllatoryccmponent.,the sl'tioulatorY
control process. Input to the phonological loop occurs
via acoustic images and auditory or subvocal speech.
Both phonemic and phonological coding OCCur in this
loop. The rp.sultantrepresent&tions are then stored in
tne phonological short-term store. According to
Baddeley, the issue of whether the articulatory
component and the phonological short-term store should
be seen as two separate systems or as components of a
single system is a "moot point" (Baddeley, 1986, p. 86)
at this stage in his research into working memory.
'<
(8) The Articulatory Control Process
The articulatory control process comprises the inn~r
speech component and output buffer responsible tor
articulatory coding or rehearsal in short-term memory,
12
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and phonological coding and subvocalization in reading
(Baddeley, 1990i Baddeley, Eldridge, & Lewis, 1981). It
works in close collaboration with the phonological
short-term store. Auditory memory traces in this store
are refreshed by subvocal rehearsal in the articulatory
control process and then transferred back to the
phonological short-term store. Visual input may also be
phonologically encoded, rehearsed and retained in this
way.
The articulatory control process rehearses auditory
information to be processed by the central executive,
thereby facilitating transfer to, and retrieval from,
long-~ .~ (Dempster, 1981). In this context, it
works together with the phonological short-term store
in contributins to the acquisition and retention of new
words in a person's vocabulary (Baddeley, 1990i
Gathercole, 1990i Gathercole & Badd~ley, 1989). It also
operates during memory span tasks. Howeve~, its output
capacity Is restricted to the number of syllables that
can be articulated during a two-second period
(Baddeley, 1990i Eysenck, 1988). This produces the
word-length effect, whereby one's memory span for short
words is graater than that for lObI words (Baddeley,
1990; Baddeley, Thompson, & Buchanan, 1975). Short-term
auditory recall may also be impaired by articulatory
suppression (Baddeley, Lewis, & Vallar, 1984;
Christowitz, Doctor, & Saling, 1985).
(b) ~honological Short-term Store
The phonological short-term store or memory Bcts as an
auditory input register and temporary store for
auditory info~mBtion (Baddelay, 1990; Baddeley, Lewis,
& Vallar, 1984; Hitch, 1980; Vallar & Baddeley, 1984).
It operates by means of an acoustic or phonemic code,
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which is not affected by articulatory suppression. It
seems to be responsible for the recency effect during
free recall tasks whereby the items presented last are
~ecalled first. This effect disappears w~th time delays
(Hitch, 1980). Auditory memory traces can be retained
for longer periods by means of rehearsal in the
articulatory control process.
One of the phonological short-term store's most
important functions appears to be related to spoken and
t'lritten Languuge corapr-ehcneLon (Baddeley & Wilson,
1988). Entire sentences, or parts thereof, are
ma.intained in this sto:.:'cduring processing. This
'Iy 0ccurs with long, syntactically complex
Ices chat cannot be processed immediately (VallBr
& B8~ -dlay, 1984). Impairment of this store following
tr~in injury may adverselY affect the ability to
undorstcnd spoech, and to a lossor extent, written
l:\ngulJIgo.
2.2.4 The Viauo-Spatial Sketch Pad
Visuospatial and -sequential stimUli appear to be
temporarily retained and manipulated in the visuo-
spatial sketch pad (Baddeley, 1986, 1990), There is
also evidence of a passjvc, visuoperceptual input
store. similar to the phonolodical short-term store.
Eye movements may pIny a role in rofreg~ing visual
memory traces similar to that of articulation in the
articulatory control process. This pad may be involved
in the visual memory aspects of reading, such as the
sequential ret0ntion of letter strings (Baddele"
1986).
In summary, the current model of working memory
\~onsists of the central executive, a phonological loop,
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comp~ising the articulatory control process and
phonological short-term store, and the visuo-spatial
sketch pad. As there is ongoing research into the
working memory model, the structures and terminology
may change. However, components of working m~mory, in
~articular the central executive and the phonclogical
loop, appear to play an active role in reading. This is
discu~sed in ~.6 and 2.7.
2.3 DEVEI,OPMENTAL CHANGES IN WORKING MEMORY
Thrl~e views have been proposed regarding developmental
changes in workIng memory capacity. The first suggested
that the number of central executive memory slots
(processing space) increasod with age until adulthood
(Huttenlocher & Burke, 1976) when seven plus or minus
two memory slots were available to simultaneously
process the same number of bits of information (Miller,
1956). Disparate findings, however, indicated little
change in the number of Ulemoryslots per se from about
five years of age (Chi, ~976) resulting in the second
view. According to this view, working memory
performance did not improve as a result of increased
capacity. Instead, the use of more effective central
executive pro~cssing skills or st~Qtegles enabled the
child to handle more bits of information at one time
(Perfotti & Lcsgold, 1977). The third view (Casc,
Kurland, & Goldberg, 1982) was between the other two
and suggested that efficiency in using processing
skills developed relative to the amount of attention
r~quired by the processing. The latter was reduced as
processing skills became more automatic (Case, 1985),
thereby increasing storage space and what might be
taX'med IIfunotional capaoityll.
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Aspects of these developmental views can be applied to
the working memory model. According to Baddeley (1986),
working memory development could be explained in two
ways. Firstly, available storage space in the central
executive might increase as the demand for the limited
attentional capacity decreased with more efficient use
of memory strategies or ~ontrol processes. Memory
strategies can be defined as, " cognitive or
behavioural activities that are under the deliberate
control of the subject and are employed to enhance
memory performance" (Naus & Ornstein, 1983, p. 12).
Rehearsal in the a~ticulatory loop and chunking can be
regarded as memor$ strategi~s.
The other explanation centred on an improvement in the
rate of articulation or aUDvocalization aasociated with
speech development without specific reference to the
central executive (Baddeley, 1986). From the age of
five years, children appeared to make increasing use of
covert speech or rehearsal to aid memorization (Conrad,
1971; Ornstein, Naus, & Liberty, 1975; Torgeson &
Goldman, 1977). However, the use of this strategy was
not as spontaneous in young children as it was in older
children (Guttentag, 1985; Harris, 1978; Kail, 1979).
Older children adopted active rehearsal strategies
compared with passive strategies in younger children
(Ornstein, Medlin, Stone, & Naus, 1985). This allowed
them to combine a greater number of memory items
together (Kunzinger, 1985; Ornstein, Naus, & Liberty,
1975), thereby increasing their rehearsal set sizes.
Thereafter, their rehearsal sets contained more early
list items (primacy effect) at the expense of later
items (recency effect) during memory span tasks.
Deficits in active rehearsal strategies resulted in
lower primacy effects in learning disabled children
(Bauer, 1977, 1979). Active strategies alone, however,
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might not account for developmental differences in
working memory (Huttenlocher & Burke, 1976). Changes in
the speed of item identification and phonetic encoding
also appea~ed to be involved (Lorsbach & Gray, 1986;
Spring, 1976j Spring & Capps, 1974).
Baddeley (1986) postulated that the articulatory
control process in the phonological loop was implicated
in memory Bpan development for auditorily presented
material. Children's articulatory skills appeared to
improve vLth age due to central nervous system
maturation and/or practice. The rate of subvocal
rehearsal was thereby increased, enabling more material
to be held in the phonological short-term store. The
phonological loop also appeared to be involved in
visual memory development. However, visually presented
material had to be named and the name rehearsed to
ensure retention (Baddeley, 1986). As stated, the
spontaneous use of these
development (Guttentag,
1979).
strategies increased
1985; Harris, 1978;
with
Kailt
Thus, the central executive Rnd phonological loop
components of working memory show develop'~ntal trends
in children. Both these components nre involved in
cognitive tasks, including reading. This raises the
question of whether there is a reciprocal relationship
between working memory and reading development and this
is discussed after structural and developmental models
of component reading skills are considered.
2.4 COMPONENT READING SKILLS
2.4.1 Dual-Route Reading Model
Reading requires the integration of visual and verbal
subcomponent skills (Bowers, 1988). In reading, printed
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text is decoded and assimilated with existing knowledge
to Promote comprehension. According to Harris and
Coltheart (1986), there are two mental procedures
involved in decoding printed words, namely phonics and
whole-word procedures. These are shown in Figure 3.
------_ ...r--_.....l,--_-.--
___l_----.
ResponseJ'I Buffer'----r-
tSPEECH
FIGURE 3
A model of lexical and nonlexical reading routes. From
Patterson, K.E., Marshall, J.e., and Coltheart, M.
(1985).
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(a) Xndirect or Nonlexical Reading Route
The phonics procedure involves the indirect or
nonlexical reading route utilizing the correspondence
between speech and reading (Friedman & Albert, 1985).
This route employs letter-sound or grapheme-phoneme
correspondence or conversion rules for reading
familiar, regular worda in young children, and
unfamiliar, regular words in older children and adults
(Harris & Coltheart, 1986, Morton & Patterson, 1980).
Letter strings are segmented into single letters or
syllables. These are converted into sounds, which are
then blended to form words (Bryant & Goswami, 1987).
Nonwords can be re:..din the same way.
accessed only if the words are in
Meanings can be
an individual's
spoken vocabulary. Words can also be read by analogy to
known words using this route (Marcel, 1980). For
example, the word "HOUSE" can be read if the word
"MOUSE" is known simply by subs~ituting the initial
letter-sound.
An important disadvantage of this route is the
inability to read irregular words correctly. For
example, if one applies letter-sound correspondence
rules when reading the word "TONGUE", it would be
pronounced "TONGEW". As skilled readers seldom
mispronounce familiar irregular words, there is
evidence for a dir~ct or lexical reading route. This
appearance without
recognize whole words from
applying letter-sound
route
their
enables readers to
correspondence strategies.
(b) Direct or Lexical Reading Route
The whole-word procedure makes use of a direct or
lexical reading route. During this procedure, printed
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worda are compared to visual representations, called
lexical entries, in an individual's mental lexicon
(Coltheart, Dav~laar, Jonasson, & Besner, 1977; Harris
&, Coltheart, 1986). This mental lexicon relsemblesan
intern~l dictionary. It contains separate sUbsystems
for processing phonological, orthographic and semantic
information belonging to lexical entries. Lexical
access is the process whereby a visual word stimulus
activates its semantic representation or meaning in the
semantic subsystem.
Entries stured in the lexicon are word specific
(Coltheart, 1985). Therefore, this route is used once
the reader has learned, and can recognize, the direct
relationship between a string of letters ~~mprising a
word, its articulation and its meaning. For ~xample,
the letter string "D 0 G" is read directly as "dog" and
interpreted as a four-legged domestic animal that
barks. This route is essential for reading irregular
words (Harris &, Coltheart, 1986). These words, for
example, "YACHT", do not follow letter-sound
correspondence rules. The lexical ~oute is also used to
discriminate between homophones or words with the same
pronunciations, but different spellings and meanings,
for example I "RED" and "READ" (Friedma.n 11& Albert,
1985).
Evidence to support the dual-route model has come from
studies of brain-injured patients exhibiting acquired
dyalexias affecting one of the reading routes (Funnell,
1983; Patterson, 1981). In surface dyslexia, the
lexical route is impaired and patients cannot read
irregular words (Harris & Coltheart, 1986). In
phonological dyslexia, patients can read familiar words
lexically, but cannot read nonwords using letter-sound
correspondence rules (Funnell, 1983).
..
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2.4.2 Develop.ent of Co~ponent Reading Skills
(a) stages of Dual-Route Reading Development
Unlike learning to talk, reading does not develop
spontaneously (Harris & Coltheart, 1.986) • Instead, a
child is taught to read during the initial years of
formal education. By that stage, helshe has large
listening and spoken vocabularies (Ellis, 1984)
corresponding to the input and output phonological
lexicons. Research into reading acquisit~Qn has shown
that chIl.dr-en use dual-route reading strategies
(Bradley & Bry~nt, 1983; Harris & ColtheMrt, 1986;
Stuart & Colthea~t, 1988) and, they are incorporated in
most reading instruction programmes (Beech, 1987).
b.
"
Some recent models propose that reading develops in a
series of stages (Stuart & Coltheart, 1988) in which
words are read via either the nonlexical or lexical
routes. These include models by Frith (1985), Seymour
and MacGregor (1984) and Harris and Coltheart (1986).
Frith and Seymour and MacGregor classified reading
development into three stages, whereas Harris and
Coltheart described four stages. These models are
illustrated in Figure 4.
'p
READING ROUTE Lexical i Nonlexieal LeXleal
Rl:AOINGSTRATEGY !Visual Feature Analysia ,Phonological CodinglO~hographio Coding
MODEL :
Barr.1B & Coltheart I Slght- I Dioerimination-! phonologioal- , Orthographic
IVocabulary: Net I Reoeding i, I ! stagestage stage Stage
ruth LOgoqraphio Alphabetic Ort.hographic
stage i Stage i stag!)
Seymour & MacGregor LOgograpbic Alpha.Oetic Orthographlc
Stagtl stage stage
FIGURE 4
Stage models of Readi~g Develop.ent.
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(i) Logographic Stages
A precursor to lexical reading involves logographic or
visual feature analysis. Logographic word recognition
is based on a few visual cues and relies on visual
m~mory (Seymour, 1987). Phonology and pronunciation are
recalled only after the word has been recognized.
Single, unfamiliar words are not attempted and
contextual cues are used to identify unfamiliar words
in sentences.
Harris and Coltheart (1986) proposed two logographic
r~ading stages, the first of which is the sight-
vocabulary stage. This stage lasts until about five
years of age during which time a child can read a ~mall
number of words directly. These words are acquired
either spontaneously, such as brand names like Coca
Cola, or by whole-word teaching methods. The second
stage is the discri~in.tion-net stage, which occurs
during the first months of formal reading tuition and
corresponds to an increase in reading vocabulary.
During this stage, a child reads by means of partial
visual cues, such as word length and individual
letters. Therefore, he/she may incorrectly identify all
lonp ords as "television" because it is the only long
wo.d he/she knows. Frith (1985) and Seymour and
MacGregor (1984) proposed only one early reading stage,
the logographic stage. This stage incorporates the
visual feature reading strategies described in both
sight-vocabulary and discrimination-r.et stages.
(ii) Phonological Coding Stage
Development of phonological skills seems to fol!.,w a
pattern (Bryant & Goswami, 1987). At an early age,
children understand the concept of rhyme or similer
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so'nding ~yllables in words, which enables preschool
children to play rhyming word g~llles (stuart, 1987).
Thereafter, they learn to separate words into the
initial conson~nt or consonant clusters, called the
»onset", and the remaining vowels plus final consonant,
called the
1985, 1987).
"rims" (Bryant & Gosl"allli,1987, 'l'reitnan,
The ability to analYse and segment a word
into all its component sounds or phonemes appears later
when children learn the rules governing the
correspondence between these Bounds and alphabetic
letters. The grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules arB
acquired during the early years of schooling, otherwise
referred to as the pbonological-recoding stage by
Harris and Coltheart (1986) and the alpbabetic stage by
Frith (19~$) and Seymour and MacGregor (1984). During
this stage, children use the indirect or nonlexical
reading route.
Grapheme-phon~me correspondence know1qdgo, however, may
not bp. sufficient for word reading (Lieberman,
Shankweiler, Fischer, & Carter (1974). Childrellmust
attain a conscious level of phonemic aWareness. This
implies mastery of higher phonological skills,
including sequential decodi-AS Il:trategiesand the
mapping of s~gmented phonemes onto the pronunciation of
a word (Cataldo & Ellis, 1988). Otherwise, a series of
phonemes would be pronounced as a meaningless sound
string. For example, "CAT" would be read as "CUHATUH".
Further development in phonological coding skills
allows children to read nonwords (Cataldo & Ellis,
198a) ,
(iii) Orthographic Stage
The lexical reading route develops orthographically
(Seymour, 1987). This involves reading whole worda by
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recognizing letters in a specific sequ~nce according to
spelling rules (Harris & Coltheart, 1986). Visual
representations of words stored in the lexicon enable
this direct word recognition.
'fhe orthoGE'o;plhic stage (Frith, 1985; Harris &
Coltheart, 1986; Stuart & MacGregor, 1984) gradually
replaces phonological coding for reading familiar words
from about eight to ten years of age. By then, a child
can visually identify' familiar, whole regular and
irregular warns directly from the way in which they are
spelt. This increases reading speed and horalds "••• a
bypass of phonological recoding in favour of visually
mediated access" (McCusker, Hillinger, & Bias, 1981, p.
235). The number of words that can be recognized
directly increases with the development of a child's
word-specific knowledge.
(b) An Alternative to Reading Stage Models
Aocording to Stuart and Coltheart (1988), stage models
of reading development are inaccurate in aSBuming that
",•• all children pass through the Bame stagea in the
same order" (p. 149). They performed a longitudinal
study of phonological and letter-sound knowledge on
children before and during initial reading tvition.
Their results showed that those children who could
sequentially segment words into phonemes (phonemic
segmentation) and who knew
reading at the alphabetic or
letter sounds started
phonological-recoding
stage rather than at the visually oriented logographic
or discriminati~n-net stage. Only children who had not
developed phonological altiUs initially made usc of
visual memory skills when learning to read.
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Thus, reading is a complex skill involving both
nonlexical and lexical component strategies. These
strategies appear to develop in stages, although the
stages may not be identical for all children. As
mentioned before, working memory appears to be involved
in reading. In the following sertion, the role played
by working memory in the com):>,-!.t reading strategies
or skills will be discussed.
2.5 WORKP""l MEMORY IN COMPONENT READING SKILLS
The phonological loop maY be involved in reading during
the alphabetic (Frith, 1985; Seymour & MacGregor, 1984)
or phonological-recoding (Harris & Coltheart, 1986)
stage when children acquire a.nd use letter-sound
correspondence knowledge to read unfamiliar words
(Gathercols, 1990). The articulatary control process
may be the site where visuallY presented letter strings
are phonologically recoded (Baddeley, Vallar, & Wilson,
1987). Each resultant phoneme is articulated in the
articulatory control process and temporarily stored in
the phonological short-term stare waile subsequent
letters are being recaded. These phonemes are then
blended into words (Baddeley, 1986, Wagner, 1988).
This early stage of reading occurs when most words are
unfamiliar and phonological coding is important for
lexical aGCeSS and reading comprehension (Daneman,
1987). It may also contribute towards long-term
learning of phoneme-grapheme correspondences (Ellis,
1990; Gathercol.e, 1990). Daneman (1987) postulated that
although the phonological laop may not be involved in
everyday flUent reading, adults also use phonological
coding "... fOl' identifying unfamiliar or new words"
(p. 68).
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In addition to inefficient phonological coding, poor
immediate phonological memory may also impair reading.
BradY (1986) found these disabilities to be
interrelated in children who were poor readers. Their
inefficient coding reduced available short-term memory
capacity. Gathereole and Baddeley (1990) reported
similar findings when comparing language disordered
children with controls matched for verbal and nonverbal
abilities. Development of phonological coding skills in
the subject group was comparable to those of the
youn.ger verbal controls. However, they performed
significantly poorer than both control groups on list-
learning tasks, and Gathercole and Baddeley (1990)
postulated a selective phonological short-term memory
deficit in these language-disordered children. A
long!tudinal study of chdLdr-er: with specific reading
disabilities indicated phonol lical discrimination and
processi~1 difficulties, and aud~tory digit, and word
and sentence span deficits (Ellis & Large, 1987).
The phonological loop~ therefore, appears to play an
active role in reading, particularly during the
phonological recoding stage when graphemenphoneme
strategies are used to decode printed words. However,
most interest in the relationship between working
memory and reading has been focused on oomprehension.
Models of reading comprehension are generally based on
studies of mature readers and are not concerned with
developmental issues. However; the model of re&o.ing
comprehension involving working memory, presented in
the next section, has been used to investigate reading
comprehension in children from a developmenta.l
perspective in previous studies.
development is discussed after
presented.
Reading comprehension
the model has been
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2.6 WORKING MEMORY IN READING COMPREHENSION
2.6.1 General Overview
Written material is processed at word, sentence and
text levels during comprehension (Colley, 1987). These
processes include decoding and lexical aCCesS (word),
segmentation, semantic and syntactical analyses and
interpretation (sentence) and integ~ating sentences,
recognizing and classifying the topic and activating
relevant long-term knowledge (text) (Haberlandt &
Graesser, 19B5). Words in sentences are related to
other information from preceding passages in the text
as well as to a general frame of reference (Carpenter &
Just, 1977).
Host information processing models of
comprehension (Bloom, Fletcher, van den Broek, K..'l1t.z,&
Shapiro, 1990; Fletcher & Bloom, 19B8; Kintsch & van
Dijk, 1978; Just & Carpenter, 1980, 1987; van Dijk &
Kintsch, 1983) share common features. They descri~e
underlying reading processes as well as how information
and knowledge are represented. A mental representation
of acquired knowledge is called a schema (Just &
Carpenter, 1987), which is a framework consisting of
discrete slots containing relevant information. There
are slots for each structural component of a story, for
example, the setting, plot, and resolution. They act as
filing systems and allow for the organization of
material during reading of the story, A schema also
relates to other schemata in long-term memory.
l,inguistic and conceptual inform~tlon (ur. I:.~
represented in units called propositions (J 9~ &
Carpenter, 1987). A proposition consists of a pradicnte
and one or more conoepts called arguments (Kintsch, W.,
Koeminsky, Streby, McKoon, & Keenan, 1975; Kintsch, W.
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& Van Dijk, 1978). Arguments comprise nouns and
pronouns. Predicates are verba, adverbs, adjectives
and conjunctions and denote properties of, or relations
between, arguments.
The W. Kintsch and van Dijk model (1978) is ~n
information processing model of reading comprehension
involving working memory. It Uses schema- and text-
based approaches to discourse structure and
comprehension. This model is widely used as a basis for
understanding the role played by working memory in
reading comprehension in both ad, \ts and children.
2.6.2 A Working Memory Model of Reading Comprehension
by W. Kintsch and Van Dijk
The W. Kintsch and van Dijk model (1978), revised by
van Dijk and W. Kintsch (1983), describes text
comprehension as "••• a cyclical process constrained by
the limitations of working memory" (p. 363. 1978). This
model, illustrated in Figure 6. adopts a parallel
processing framework whereby reading is seen as an
interactive process within the context of a schema as
explained before. The schema refers to expectations
regarding the structure of a story (Kintsch, W., 1977).
Readers formulate the semantic structure of reading
mate~ial according to their schema prior to attaining
comprehension. Semantic structure includes a micro- and
macrostructure, which a.~ linked by semantic mapping
rules or macrorules. The microstructure consists of
propositjons or semantic units in a text called the
text base. The ma~rostructure or gist refers to high-
level relationships between propositions as well as
inferences made about these relationships (Kintsch, W.
& van Dijk, 1978; van Dijk, 1977; van Dijk & Kintsch,
W., 1983).
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FIGURE 5
The W. Klntsch and van Dijk Model of Processing Stages
in Comprehension. From Kintsch, W·. (::.977) •
Both micro- and macrostructur('a are composed during
simultaneous information processing cycle~ and storage
in working memory. The sequence of operations involved
in comprehension, both top-down (schematic) and bottom-
UP (from cues in the text), are illustrated in Figure 5
and are self-explantory. At the microstructure level,
activated se~antic representations of words are held in
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working memory and then grouped (chunked) into
meaningful propositions. These propositions are then
arranged in a coherent, hierarchical sequence, which
forms the text base. Certain pertinent propositions are
selected from earlier text material and held in the
working memory buffer. Their purpose is to connect
incoming chunks of text with already processed material
if there are oVerlapping or common arguments. When
commonalities occur, the incoming text is considered
coherent with the text base, and is retained in long-
term memory for integration at macrostructure level to
form the gist. Irrelevant prot.si\t ~p are deleted and
replaced by inferred proposit~onb consist~.ltwith the
schema.
A reader is, therefore,
material with the
propositions, that are
establish associations
continually comparing incoming
selected,
stored
with
newly processed
in the buffer to
previously processed
reading material. Any proposition may be p"ocessed more
than once, thereby increasing the likelihood of recall.
Individual differences in text processing are due to
huffer capacity, speed of processing and the complexity
of the text (Kintsch, W. & van Dijk, 1978; van Dijk,
1977i van Dijk & Kintsch, W., 1983). Tn addition, prior
knowledge of, or familierit¥ with, material in texts
facilitates c~l~king and si~ultaneous processing of
greater amounts of information.
The Kintsch and van Dijk model refers directly to the
limited storage and simultaneous processing functions
of working memory. Evidence supporting this model WaS
obtained by manipvlating text structures, such as the
number of arguments in propositions and the number, and
length, of propositions, and recording the changes in
text reading rate and recall (Kintsch, W. & Keenan,
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1973; Kintsch, W. at al., 1975; Manelis & Yekovich,
1976; McKoon, 1977). The results showed firstly, that
processing time for propositions depended on the length
of the text. The longer the text and the more numerous
the propositions, the greater the time required for
integrating those propositions. Secondly, in texts with
identical numbers of words and propositions, those with
several arguments in the propositions took longer to
read and were hardrr to recall than those with fewer
arguments. The more nUmerous arguments, which contained
impo~tant content information, probably required more
storage capacity in working memory, thus reducing
processing capa~ity.
These studies refer to research results based on adult
subjects. A selection of studies using the W. Kintsch
and van Dijk model in the investigation of the
development of reading comprehension in ohildren is
discussod in the next section.
2.6.3 Development of Reading Comprehension
The organization of story material for reading and
listening comprehension purposes depends on available
schemata, according to the W. Kintsch and van Dijk
(1978, 1983) model. Although schemata were thour,htto
be present primarily in older children, there is
evidence of schematic micro- and macrostructural
processing, both occurring in working memory, in young
children. W. Kintsch (1A77) found that 4-year-olds
could organize random and sequentially ordered pictures
into stories according to sohemata. These children also
inferred relevant propositions from the stories as a
whole at the microstructure level. Furthermore, only
relevant details were included for gist (macro-
struGture) recall. Thus, prereaderd use both micro- and
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macrostructural processes when listening to stories.
Nevertheless, differences in working memory processing
and storage capacity were found to contribute towards
differences in listening comprehension in prereaders
(Daneman & Blennerhassett, 1984).
Severa.lutiudies have showed differences between reading
Grmprehension in beginner and more experienced readers
(Keenan & Brown, 1984). The differences were generally
ascribed to developmental changes and improvement in
decoding skills (Lomax, 1983). Although these skills
contribute towards fluent reading, qualitative
developmental changes in the comprehension process per
se have not been noted (Keenan & Brown, 1984). Keenan
and Brown (1984) replicated some of the work done by W.
Kintsch and Keenan (1973), W. Kintsch et a1 (1975),
Manelis and Yekovich (1976) and McKoon (1977) (see
2.7.2) in thiLj- and fifth-grade readers. They measured
reading times and recall after manipulating the number
of arguments in propositions and the number and
position of
important
development
propositions in texts. Their findings are
for understanding reading comprehension
in children.
Firstly, they postUlated that quantitative differences
in reading times between third- and fifth-grade readers
represented differences in the time taken to decode
print and analyse syntax. Decoding and syntactical
analyses relate directly to functions performed in the
phonological loop. According to Baddeley, VallaI.',and
Wilson (1987), decoding can be attributed to the
articulatory control process, whereas the phonological
short-term store contributes towards syntactical
analysis. This store "..• acts as a 'mnemonic window',
holding sequences of incoming discourse, and allowing
the components of such sequences to be processed and
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interrelated" (p. 526 - 527). The number of items or
chunk site retained in the window is important for
syntactical analysis. The more complex a sentence is
sYntactically, the more material has to be stored
simultaneously for the sent,~ce to be syntactically
analysed and understood. Of relevance to working memory
development is that younger. children may be restricted
in the number of items they can retain in order to
analyse syntax.
Secondly, there were no differences in the way third-
and fifth-grade readers constructed semantic meaning
from text or in the hierarchical connections between
these semantic units (microstructural processing).
Reading times increased in both groups as the number of
propositions per sentence increased, and recall of a
proposition was contingent on its position in the
hierarchy for both subject groups. Keenan and Brown
(1984) concluded that children of various ages extract
meaning from text in a simila~ way. This may be due to
the fact that all children h,~ve considerable experience
in oral language or listening comprehension before
learning to read, and that listening comprehension
correlates significantly with read1ng comprehension
(Daneman & Blennerhassett, 1984; Palmer, MacLeod, Hunt,
& Davidson, 1985). However, when comparing quantitative
reading and listening comprehension results in
and older children, reading comprehension
behind listening comprehension in the younger
(Durrell & Hayes, 1970).
younger
may lag
children
Thirdly, there may be differences in macrostructural
processing, that is II ••• in inferencing, generalizing
and integrating the presented text with existing
knowledge structures II (Keenan & Brown, 1984, p. 1568).
There is evidence of developmental trends in
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macrostructural processing (E. Kintsch, 1989). Older
children are bwtter able to make inferences from text
and this improves comprehension and subsequent recall
(Paris & Up~on, 1976). furthermorc, ch~ldren with
developmental reading disabilities have greetar
difficulty making inferences than age-matched normal
readers (Oakhill, 1984), These deveLopnenna.rtrend~lmay
be ascribed to increased proficiency in lower-level
processes, ouch as decoding and syntactical analysis.
This lowers the demand on the limited working memory
capacity for these functions, and makes m~re space
available for higher-level pz-oce ssLng (Perfetti, 1985).
The higher-level processing functions resemble those
performed by the central executive in working memory.
This raises the possibility t~at macrostructural
processes occur in the central executive. Rese&rch into
the role played by the central executive in reading
comprehension in children supported the hypothesis of a
single, central processor (Yuill, nakhill, & Parkin,
1989). However, studies using adult subjects have led
Daneman (1987) and DaneDan and Tardif (19B7) to
postulate the presence of two separate processors, a
verbal/symbolic processor and a spatial proc~ssor,
These stUdies are presented in chapter 3.
In a later study, Keenan (1986) compared the ability of
fourth- and sixth-grade readers to recall paragraphs
containing few and many different arguments. In
general, the younger children had difficulty recalling
the many-argument paragraphs, although there were no
significant differences between them and the older
children in terms of processing time, lexical access
and structure of text representation. Keenan postulated
that these difficulties were the result of
developmental differences in working memory capacity,
which adversely affected the accessibility of text
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microstructure for recal'.
2.7 CONCLUSIONS
The wo rkf.ng mt:)',;;,ymodel (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974;
Baddeley, 1990) has stimulated considerable interest in
the role played by various working memory components in
the development of language skills, especially
component reading skills and reading ~omprehenaion. The
phonological loop, consisting of th~ articulatory
control process and the phonological short-term store,
may be responsible for deOOding and storage during
nonlexical readins. The phonological short-term store
may &lso be involved in the sequential storage of
discourse necessary for listening and reading
comprohension. The latter appears to occur during both
nonlcxical and lexical reading. Functions oerformed by
the phonological loop, therefore, appear to correspond
to the microstructural processes referred to in the W.
Kintsch and van Dijk (1978, 1983) model of reading
comprehension.
Although macrostructural processes resemble functions
ascribed to the central executive in the model of
working memory (Beddeley, 1986i 1990), Baddeley has not
yet explained exactly how the central executive might
b~ involved in reading. Apart from the study conducted
by Baddeley, Logie, Nimmo-Smith, and Brereton (1985),
none of his recent wOI'k on ,·orlt:l.ngmemory in reading
involves the central eXEcutive. Instead, he has
concentrated on the phonological loop, possibly because
its functions are more amenable to testins.
The models and deve Loj» -ntaI theor{ 913 of ,.,.orltingmemory
and reading presented in this chapt~r form tho
theorotical background for the studies presented in
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chapter 3. Xn chapter 3, methods of measuring working
memory are discussed in relation to measures of
component reading skills and reading comprehension.
,I
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CHAPTER 3
WORKING MEMORY MEASUREMENT IN RELATION TO READING
3.1 INTRODUCTION
There have been evolutionary changes in the measurement
of working memory resulting from hypotheses and models
associating it with reading. The changes have occurred
largely in response to tl~ need for improved measures
for use in reading reaearch, as many traditional
measures proved unsatisfactory. Traditional and
improved working memory measures are presented below.
3.2 TRADITIONAL MEASURES OF WORKING MEMORY
3.2.1 The Digit Span Test
Ever since Miller (1956) postulated that adults could
retain seven plus or minus two chunks of information in
short-term memory, the digit span test has been used as
a measure of short-term/working memory capacity. It is
included in most memory batteries, for example, the
Wechsler Memory Scale (Wechsler & stone, 1945). and
entails the immediate sequential recall of series of
random digits prpclented verbally. The number of digits
presented on each triol increases from three to nine,
and the test is discontinued when the tastee fails to
recall their correct sequence. Most normal adults can
recall seven digits correctly.
The digit span test also forms part of children's
intelligence tests,
Scale for Ch~ldrea
number of digits
such as the Wechsler In~elligence
Revised (Wechsler, 1974). The
recalled corroctly by children
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generally increases with udvancing chronological age,
probably as a result of development in item recognition
and encoding (Huttenlocher & Burke, 1970). The
relationship between performance on the digit span +.est
and reading is discussed below.
3.2.:& Re8.dingRetardation and Dig:i.tSpan
Several early studies reported that retarded readers
performed poorly on the digit span test compared to
normal readers (Kopitz, 1975; Rugel, 1974; Spring,
1976). Ellis (1979), however, found that certain
retarded readers showed no memory span deficit. Results
of a study comparing groups c,fretarded readers with a
normal digit span to groups with a poor digit span
implicated the retrieval of specific verbal coding
information in long-term memory (Torgesen & Houck,
1980). A more 1'ecentstudy by Bowers I Steffy, and Tate
(1988) showed a relationship between digit span and
word attack skills in normal and disabled 8- to 11-
year-old readerF. The word attack test involved
pt~nological decoding of nonwords, and competent
performance required the sequential retention of letter
and syllable sounds for blending purposes.
Thus, there are conflicting results from studi~s
comparing digit span and reading rGtardation (Perfetti
& Lesgold, 1977). A possible reason for this may be
that tho digit span test measures soveral othGr
cognitive components apart from short-te~m store. Thes,
are attention, sequencing, number skills, mnemonic
strategies and item id~ntification speed (Hishra,
Ferguson, & King, 1985).
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3.2.3 Other Traditional Span 'fests
Talley (1986) warned against using digit span as a sole
measure of sho~t-term memory. He found that the Rey
Auditory Verbal Learning Test (Rey, 1964) was a
superior measure of verbal memory encoding. This test
measures a testee's immediate word span and learning
CUrve for lists of common nouns. It may, therefore, be
a more specific measure of the type of phonological
coding used in reading because of the linguistic natura
of the test material.
Memory span tests involving words and the counting of
dots were used to investigate differences in short-term
memory capacity between young children and adults
(Case, Kurland & Goldberg, 1982). The dot counting span
test resembles a digit span test. Children aged 6 to 12
years were asked to nO\lntand remel.llberthe number of
green target dots on cards, while ignoring yellow
distractor iots, The cards were presented in sets of
one to eight cards. The children had to remember the
number of dots , each card in a set in the correct
sequence. The pro. Jrc involved a counting speed and
span tests du~ing which the children were allowed to
~ount at their own pace. Their performanue was compared
uith that of adults on the same test. However, the
adult subjects had to count in nonsense numbers, for
example, ".•• rap slif dek "." (P, 399). There was no
sisni£l~ant difference between the subject Sroup~ when
counting speed (operational or functional efficiency)
was con~rolled, Case, Kurland, alld Goldberg (1982)
concluded that children's memory span increases as a
result of operational efficiency, although mnemonic
strategies, like rehearsal, may contribute. The dot
counting span is considered to be a measure of
nonlinguiatic working memory capacity, particularly in
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children (Baddeley, Logie, Nimmo-Smith, & Brereton,
1985).
As more information on the role of working memory in
reading became available (Baddeley, 1984; Baddeley,
Elridge, & Lewis, 1981), the interaction between
specific working memory functions and reading began to
be considered. Because many traditional tests of
short-term or working memory capacity, such as the
digit and word spans, appeared to be unreliable
correlates of reading comprehension, it b~came
necessary to find working memory measures that
pertained directly to reading.
3.3 TOWARDS IMPROVED 'rESTS OJ! WORKING ~fEt.fORY SPAN IN
RELATION TO READING
3.3.1 Development of a Working Memory Span Test
'l'radLtional measures of working memory storage capaoity
correlate weakly with reading comprehension (Perfetti &
Lesgald, 1977), possibly because th~y do not involve
linguistic processing (Jorm, 1983). Daneman and
Carpenter (1980) suSge&ted, therefore, that individual
differences in working memory storage capacity alone
could not explain differences in reading comprehension.
Instead, they postulated that working memory processing
functions, as well as storage capacity, were inv~_ved.
This combination of processing functions und storage
capacity was referred to as working memory functional
capacity by Baddeley (1986, 1990) and Baddeley and
Hitch (1974). In reading, like other cognitive
functions, there is a trade-off between processing and
storage. If text processing was poor during reading, it
would reduce available storage capacity, thereby
adversely affecting comprehension. Thus, there WBS a
need to develop working memory tests for use in reading
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·rc-~ftrchthat tapped functional capaci'y.
3.3.2 The Reading Span Test
In r~sponse to this n ~d, DRncm~n and Carpenter (1980)
developed R reading span test to investigate working
memory I n reading comp r-ehr-nsi on in adults. This test.
~losely approximated norm"l reading and, therefore,
mnde use of linguistic processing. Furthermore, it
demonstrated working memory functional capacity by
reflecting the trade-off between storage (retaining th~
final words in encll sentence) and processing functions
(rE"Hding and comp r-c-he nd ing ~wnlelll'ps) (Danoman , 1982).
Their subjects read sentences contnining 13 to 16
words. The sentences were presented in sets of two to
six, and the number of sentences incz-aased
prorrcssiv01y. After aach set, they had to recall the
last word in each sentence in the correct order. Other
tests administered included readin" comprehension nnd
word apa n t.os ts , T'ho r-oad l ng ~;pnn Lest c o r-r-ol ut.e d
significantly (1'=.59, p<.Ol) with the measure of
rondina comprehension In this experiment. The word span
t.o s t., wh i o h d id . ot. r-o qu i r-o t.ox t pr-o ce s s Lnq , d i d not
correlnt.e with comprehension.
A no oond experiment was carrled out using 1 ist.oninq as
Iv('II ns 0rill and s l 1en t. r-o ad in~ ve rs ions 0f the read ing
span t.e at., J\~(d n , I.ho sub.ioc t s had to rC'nd or lis ten to
s e t.s of ~wnLen('('s. '1'h('1 l.ho n had 1.0 ';\ldJ.((' wlwther thf>
se nt.onco s 'vel'£> t.T'II<' o r f'a lSf' to o naur-o that they had
prOCP!HI('(i t.hem , and to r= cu ll thp l a.at. word in o ach
serrt.onc o . AH in t.ho IH'('vi()\IH nxpe r-l mon t; , t.ho I l st.o nLnq
(r:=.r.:i, p<.OI) Hid oral (;·::.fir., p..:.Ol) and s i Len t,
(1"::.-1:1, l'<.O[ J ro ad im; span r-osu l t » co r-r-o In t.od
!:iI~rJifi('artlly wilh 1'(\adin.L: ('omI'J'f'hplwiCltl. Tlnn('mnn and
C:u'l)('n\('l' (lURO) ('(l11clu<i(\d l.ha l lnd iv idua l ,lirf'f'T'('nr'pi:l
·11
in reading and
assessed using
listening comprehension could be
working memory span tests that tapped
both the procossing and storage functions.
Many subsequent studies examining the role of working
memory in a variety of reading tasks have appeared
based on this approac)l. Masson & Miller (1983) extended
the Daneman and Carpenter (19RO) study. They compared a
r-o ad ing span test wi t.h the ab i 1 I t.y to integrate textual
information and wake inferences (read between the
lines) from other nontextual information. Pass3ges
adapted from Walker and Meyer (1980) were used. Other
t.e st.s administered included reading oomp r-ehensLon vnd
letter span tests. They obtained correlations (r=.53,
p<.Ol) hetwec';l t.ho r-ead lng span and reading
comprehension tests similar to those obtained by
Dnneman and Carpenter (19RO). There was also a
significant correlation (r=.53, p<.Ol) betwoen the
reading span Rnd inferential test results. It appeared,
thereforp, that high-level textual processing was
related to the working memory span. This conclusion was
further supported by the absenoo of a relationshio
beLwee~ letter span, a working memory capacity test,
and r-oad ing c cmp r-ehena ion or r ead inR span. ARai n , these
r,(,Stlll',sStlggost that HI(' N'ading spnn Lest mea.aur-es
mor-e than wo rk inu 11)('1001':" Gttpllvil.y. Lt.a relationship t.o
i n I'e r-e nc i ng ability c-ou l d 1n,I'(,111;(' mac r-o at r-uc t.u r-a l
proceRAing Rccording Lo Ih(' W. Kintsch Rnd VRn Dijk
(197R, 1US:!) mode (l f t'('IHl inlJ. (~omJll'f')\('nH ion.
3.3.3 The Working Memory Span Test
Buddo ley , Lo g ie , Nd mmo v Sm Lt.h, and HrC'rpt()n (19S!i) f'ound
t.ha L L1H' c-omp lex i t.y of t.ho Danoman and Ca r-pon t.e r- (ICJRO)
" 1\ s t.r-o nu t.h and
(p. 120), 'l'ho v \1(' I iov o d t.hnt. I III t,hml~h i l.
I·', ..
tapped various working memory functions, the complexity
of this test complicated the interpretation of resuJts.
Consequently, they decided to simplify the reading span
test. They developed a simplified working memory span
test and used two experiments to investigate the role
of working memory in fluent reading in adults. In
addition to this test, they included other m0asures of
language Rnd reading abilities, such as letter matching
(Jackson & McClelland, 1979; Posner & Mitchell, 1967),
lexical decision, vocabulary and reading comprehension.
Their working memory Rpan trst was also designsd to
measure storage and processing functions. It comprised
short sentences containing a person as a subject, a
verb and an object. Half of the sentences were sensible
and half I absurd. Thus. in terms of sentence st.r-vct.ur-e,
oach proposition contained two arguments and one
predicate. The subjects were asked to listen to sets
comprising two, three or four sentences and this
progressively increased thr number of arguments to be
prucessed and retained in working memory. There were
four trials for each sct. After the presentation of a
~entencet the subjects had Lo indicate on an answer
sheet whether the sentence mnde sense or not. TI~y wore
then cued to recall either the object or subject in
each sentence in Lhe set in the correct order.
Letter matching WBS tested in two ways. Firstly, the
subjects had to compare 80 pairs of upper or lower case
letters, for example, "AA, bb , ab or AD" (p. 122) and
indicate whcthrr they were identical or different on an
answer shonto Se cond Ly , t.hev were giv(~n "YES" and "NO"
questions and svsked to produco r-ol.evan t comb inat i.onn of
letters in Y" pon so , Fo r- oxnmp le , "YES" c ould be
un swe r-od "An" or "Bb" nne) "NO" I "Ab" 01' "nn " (Posno r- &
Hi t.cho 11, Inti7).
'I:l
The- lexical decision test comprised 100 words and 100
nonwords of one syllable. The word length varied
between three to six letters. Half of the nonwords were
pseudohomophone~ and half were nonpseudohomophones.
Pseudohomophones sound like rea] words, but are spelt
incorrectly, for example, 'frute'. The nonpscudo-
homophonic nonwords wtre matched for visual similarity
to It pseudohomophone by a l t.o r-Lng one lo tt.e r , for
example, 'fruke' . In each case, the subjects were asked
to judge whether a word was real or not. Practice lists
containing 16 words and 16 pseudohomophones or
nonpseudohomophones were given before the test lists of
25 wo r da and 25 pseudohomophones or nonpscudo-
homophones. Subjects were allowed 20 seconds to
complete each test list.
Reading comprehension was measured using the Nelson"
Denny Reading Test. The subjects were given 15 minutes
to answer as many multiple choice questions as possible
after reading a series of passages. Baddeley et al.
(1985) used the Mill Hill Vocabulary TesL to assess
basic verbal ~ills, requiring the subjects to select
t.he cor-roct s~ ionym for a,v('H'dfrom six a lt.or-netLve s ,
Significant correlations were found between
comprehension and lexical decision (r=.51,
)"e>aoing
p<.OOl),
working memory (r=.46, p<.OOl), letter matching (r=.40,
p,.Ol) and vocabulary (1'=.33, p<.Ol) in that order.
SteIHvise regression analyses wor-e cal'riNi out w i ch
reading comprehension as the variable.
Although the percentage of variance Recounted for by
the independent variables dcpenderl on the order in
wh ic h t.he y wo re en t.o red in to t.he l'pgres~llon e qua t ion,
wo r-kinq memory s pan , lexical d ecls lon and vocabulary
w(~r(' all Hignificant p r-o rl i('t.o ra of rending
In addition La hn s lc vor-baI skills
·1 I
(vocabulary) nnd the ability to Rccess information from
the lexicon (lexical decision), rending comprehension
appeared to involve the simultaneous storage and
processing of rending material in working memory.
Baddeleyet al. (1985) concluded that the working
memory span tesL was a" •••
fluent rending" (p. 126).
promising predictor of
A second experim~nt was conducted to assess whether
reading comprehension relied on a general or language
based workIng memory system. Reading comprehension was
compared with vocabulary and working memory span, all
of which involved language processing, and also with
the dot counting span test (Case, Kurland, & Goldberg,
lA82), n nonlinguistic measure of working memory
sto~nge and processing functions. Vocabulary and
working memory span were the best predictors of reading
comprehension. Although there was an correlation
(r=.43, p<.D01) between the two working memory
measures, dot counting span test scores correlated
weakly witll reading comprehension (r=.29, p<.OOl) when
compared wl~h correlations between the latter and the
working memory span test. Baddeley at al. (1985)
postUlated that this might indicaL0 the presence of a
specific language processor measured by the working
memory span ~est that contributes to reading
c~mprehension rather than a general, central executive
processor measured by the clot counting test. However,
t.he se authors felt that. more ape ,fic working memory
meuaur-o s would be needed to I.e'S!. t.h is po at.u lat.o. 'I'he se
issues werE' addressed by 0 Lho ,'S and s t.ud dea are
discussed in S('(~ t.I Oil 3.4.
Dlxon, LePevre, and Twilley (1988) t.ested normal adult
I'Ca<iP!'H tlsil.i-(the same
vo oahu la r-y , r-oad ing spa n nnd
r-oad i ng comprehension,
lexical decision test.s us
Baddeley e t al. (1985). They added infer~~ce, number-
of-meanings, digIt span Rnd word-recall testb. During
the inference test, the subjects read two passages and
after eRch pftR8a~e, answ0red six questions using "
world know lodge to mak« plausible in I'er-ence s about the
motivations and actions in the story" (Dixon, LeFevre,
& T~dlley, 1988, p. 467). The subjects reQd 50
sentences one at 0. t.Lme in the numbe r+o I'<-mean Lng a test
to deCIde whether a sentence had one or two meanings.
Tho digits were presC'nteri in sets of 4 to 10 random
digits by means of a t.ape recorder. After listening to
ouch s o t , the subjects had to write down the digits in
tho order of presentation. A tape recorder was also
used to prescnt the monosyllablic words, which were
randomly nrrnnged in s ,..8 of 3 to 8 words in length.
After listening to each 8Pt,
down the second last word.
the suhjects had 0 write
The results showed significant ~orrelations betwe~n
f.he numher-of-meanings
(1'=.5-1, p<.05), lexical
r~ading span tests (1'=.39,
correlated with the
inferences (r=.28, p<.05), numher-of-meanings (1'=.27,
p<.05), vo cabu La r-v (r=.27, p<.OS), and .l ex ical dnc isLon
reading compreh('nsion o.nd
(r=.31, p<.05), vo.::nbulnry
decision (1'=.37: p<.05), and
p<.05). Rf'uding span alRo
(r=.2H, p<.05) tests. Diqil span and word-recall
correlated with readin~ span, hut no~ with rcadinA
comprehension. The number-of-meanings, vocabulary and
reading s pa n Lest.a wer(~ s lrtn i f icant, pr-r-d io cor-a of
rC'lldin~ comprehension. 1l11111Y8eH
results resembled those of Baddeley e1 n]. (1985).
However, the lexical decision Lest did not contrihute
any si~ni ficarll, va rLanr-e in Lho l'p~~l'essi()nequation
using rending comprehension IlH the deppndent vnril1.ble.
Dixon, J,pF('vT'C',and 'l'willoy (19HH) cono l.udr-d that
rf'lldin~rcomp r-o hens Ion WHH It mull i ('acl\Lpd skill that
.j(;
could not be measured by n single test. Furthermore,
reading span related to component readin" processes,
such as y?rd knowledg~, speed of lexical access Bnd
text processing in addition to working memory,
In adults, therefore, working memory span tests appear
to correlate with, and predict, reading comprehension.
They also correlate with measures of component reading
skills, such as lexical decision; language skills, such
as vocabulary; and traditional measures of working
memory capacity, such as the digit span.
3.4 OTHER STlJDn:S OP tVORRTNG MEMORY AND READING IN
Al>UL'I'S
l)nnema!l ( 1987 ) and Daneman Hnd Tardif (1987)
investigated working memory in
information processing tasks in adults, The first
concerned processing ~nd Rtorage capaci~y and the
se cond , whether comprehens ion involves n general,
contral executive procossor or B specific language
pr-cce aao r (Baddeley eL al., 1985) , A pr cbl em with
prevIous working momory span t.osts, such HS the readin"
span test, was that they olosely resomblod reading, It
was difficult, therefore, to aSBess the interaction Rnd
trado-off between storage capBciLy Bnd processing, Bnd
to difforentiate betwoen n genoral 1d a specific
lnnguag(' pt'OC(H1SOC', uaneman (1987 and Danetnun and
Tardif (1987) dov Iaed now ve rba l and ncnve r-bal t(!sts of
working 1ll01ll0!'Y to add r-e ss l.he ao qu os t,j ann.
'I'he t.OSI.H H(,t'(~ dM,lgrwd (.0 eva l uat,o the ro La.t.Lvo
weights of processing and
nonve r-hnl cognit iVG t.aaku ,
Btorn~e in language and
They included verbal,
mat.homn t.f na l and Elpntinl span t·.PStll duri ng which tho
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material was prinLed on cards and there were 45 cards
in each test. They were prosE'nt.ed on~ a!. it tjme in sets
of Lwo to four cards.
Each card in Ihe vE'rbnl spnn lest cOhtained four words
printed in n line. Two words had to be Joined to form
another longer word (c.R.) car fnt her nest). There
could be no syllable boundary bet~~en the two smaller
words. Tn this example, "fnt" and "her" could be
combined without a syllable boundnry to give "father".
Althongh Hear" nnd "n0.H1," could be comb ine d to for
"narnest", 1.}u'!'c j H n sYllahlc boundary between the
c ompo si t e word s , 'rho mn l.hemat; ical test cards contained
three numbe r-s, The sub.lr-c ts wore roqu irnd to combine
t.IYO of t.he number's ld t.hout. po r f'or-ming nny mathematical
operations so t.hat. t.he r-csu ILan t. number was divisible
l,y3(edr.) 92672
contained throe 3 x 3
972). Th~ spoLinl task cards
matrlccH similar to those in
nough't e-ennd+c r-o as e s . Red and bll,(' tokens were p laced on
Home of the cells in the matrices, fly examining the
token placement in all three matrices on a card I the
sub.Icct.s had t.o find and po l n t 1.0 It se quonce of o i t.he r
thr-e e b l ue or Lhre e red t.o ke na 1h a '; c omp l o t od a
vertical, horizontal or' d lanonn l l f no , AJ't('rr-e spond Lng
to t.ho pre>b l oms on n 11 l.he card sin Ft !H'!t I t.ho ~HIb,) (\(~t.s
had to !'0c1111 t.ho ir Holutions in the (~orr('c:t o r-dor- of
pr-e aen t.ut. ion.
(processing)
'l'he number of cor-r-oc t
sC'qllon I. i(\1 l'(HH\ 1J the r oo t'
OLh:'r t.o s t.a ia \ he!;\' (,XjH't imr-nt.n \01<'1'1' t.ho NC'l son-Denny
Rend ing 'l'os t, (di.H('ttss('din :1,:1.:1) I anel l.ho vo cnbu Lar-v
'l'o st. from t.h« GC"tlC'l'nl Apt! Ludo BaU.(,I'Y. Th(' Vo('nlmll\ry
T0Sl; oona ls t.orl 01' GO i t.oms , ('oln})rising 1'0111' l.;ordH oach ,
1;"'0 of wh l o h had o Lt.ho r ~:illlilaJ' 01' oppo a i t.o U1c'l\lling!1.
'rho SIIb.l 1'(' Lf1 W(' 1'n 1'('(1u j l'('d to muk» synonym a nd Illl l.onvm
,IH
judgements. 'I'her-eadi.ng comp rehens iou and vocabulary
scores were combined to obtain an overall measure of
verbal ability. These results were compared with those
obtained for processing and memory on the span tests.
Significant correlations were found betwB6n the verbal
span pr-ocessLng (1'=.58 i 1'=,55; r e , 62; all pc,001) and
verbal memory (1'=.55; 1'=.56; 1'=.61, all p<.OOl) results
and comprehension, vocabulary and verbal ability tests,
respectively. Tbe mathematical memory span test results
showed similar but weaker correlations to those of the
verbal span tests. The weaker correlations with the
criterion tests, namely reading comprehension (1'=.49,
p<.Ol), vocnbulary (1':.44, p(.Ql) and general verbal
ability (1'=.51, p<.Ol) were explained on the basis that
t.ho mathematical memory span test did not resemble t he
criterion testo as closcly nn the verbal
The mathemAtical span processin~
span
test results
correlated wealtly with onl v vo cabuLa ry (r=.34, p<.05)
and verbal abilities (r=.33, p<.06), and fBi:e~ to
relate to reading comprehension, indicating that the
Rubjects' recall for thej~ responses L' the
mathematical problems (tho mathemaLical memory span
test) appeared to Lap linguistic skills to R greuter
extent than mathematlcHl vlocesslng. Therefore, the
nmthematlcnl tests also appeared to involve symholic
(i •e , , t.ho use
l'dH'IU'S ing t.ho
of speech codos whon
numbo r s t.r-Lng s in ()l'd:'l' to
recall them) and stocage, although in their onsp, the
svmbo ls tl1crn number-a l.n st.oad of wo r-cls . 'I'ho spatial span
t.o s t.s lnvo lvnd no symbol i c PX'OC1-'lHlir,g Of' ntoragn and
~Jb()w('cl no 1'1'11\1 l o n sh l p t.o l.ho er it.o r ic n , vo rha l 01'
( V(' I'htll/ svmbo 1 it' V('l'SIlS HPItI. i a l) nppolu'('d to be> t.he
c r-Lt.Loal fant.o!' in pred icti rut rnnding comur-ohene l.on,
'I'ho so findin~{H au ppo rt.ud l.h« hvpo I.ho al s "orw(H'nin~
.j H
separ~te language and spatial processors (Daneman,
1987; Danemnn & Tardif, 1987).
To BG~eSS whethor there was a trade-off between storage
demands and processing, subjects performed "memory--
free" versions of the ve r-ba l, mathematical and spatial
Lests. H?wever, Daneman (1987) and Daneman and Tardif
(1987) conceded that there would be some neod for
temporary storage dUring the processing tasks, although
the specific memory demands of recall folll ~g
processing had he en removed. The comparison of these
"memory-free" processing tests with reading
comprehension, vocabulary anu verbal ability produc2d
similar correlations to those when the memory component
was included. The findings were interpreted as meaning
that the functional capacity of the processor depended
on operul.ionaJ efficiency ruther thun storage capacity.
Baddeloy's model of workinN memory (1986, 1990) would
aug ges t, t.ha t the verbal and mat.hema.t.Lce l, span tests
depended on the phonological loop and central
cxe cu t.Ive , and the spu.t.Lal span task, the v Lsuo+apa t Le.I
sketc.h pnd and central executive. As their results
seemed to emphasize the importance of processin~ over
storage, Duncman (1987) and Daneman and Tardif (1987)
r-n iaod the quest ion of whe l.her the slave Hystems could
Lnco rno rat.e It symbol l c and H. spatial processor oapab lo
of performing the processing tasks usually assigned to
tlw cC'nl.ral GXC'GIlLive. This wo ul.d render the construct
of the central executive obsolete, nnd necessitate thc
rcconccptunl i z a l.ion of 1.h0 wor-k ing memory model.
Fo 11 Old ng t.he Dilnemlln (1987 ) and Daneman and Tarlii f
(1987) pu b l Lcn t.Lo ns , 'I'u r no r and gll~l() (1H8D) dov Ls ed
Rnll tesLed complex verbal Rnd numerical Rpnn measureR
on u nd e r-g r-adua t.o un ive rs lt.y Illl1dentR. Ro au l t.« on t.hoi r-
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measures were compared with reading comprehension Rnd
with traditional digit and word span test scores. The
comp lex V(' r-baI span 1('8 I. cons is I.ed 0 I' so ts a f sentences
r-o somh Li.ng t.ho se of Du nornun (1980). 'I'h oy mod i.fLed the
I)anl;,wHlprocedure in that one trial required the
sllbJ,,('ts to recall the last word of each sentence
(8.01ence Word), and Lh~ next, the digit that followed
eac~ sentence (Sentence Digit). After each sentence,
the 3ubjects had to verify them so as to ensure
sentence processing and comprehension. The numerical
span involved verifying sets of' arithmetic operations,
(for example, (9/3) 2::: 1) , some of which were
followed by a word (Olwl'aUons Word), and some, by a
digit (Operations Jigit). In addition to these complex
measures, they also included simple, traditional digit
and ~o~d span tests and the Nelson-Denny ReadlnR Tast.
The results ShOW0d that all the ~Qmplex spRn scores,
nRmely Sentence Word (1'=.37, p<.OOl), Sentence Digit
(r::::.20, p(.Ol), Ope r-a t lons Word (1':::,40,p<.OOl) and
Ope r-a t io na Digit (1':::.24, p c , 01) , correlated wi th
r-cudi ng comprehension, the highest correlations being
ob t.a ined I'r-om Lho Sent.once and Operations ''lord span
tosts. The Sentence Rnd Operations Digit span tests
were less significantly correlated with rending
comp r-oho ns Lon , In l.h is , Llre Lr- r-eau Lt.s resembled those
of Danemun (1987) Bnd Daneman and Tardif (1987).
Al t.hcug h t.hcv conceded that these tasks lIIi~~htall
d(;1IHmd on verbal Isyml!ol lc pr-oceseing , they ooncLuded
that measures of workJng memory functional capacity did
not hav e to he task d('l)(mdmll, , wh Ich contradicts the
Dnncman (1987) and Da ncman and Tardif (1987)
conclusions. Traditional Nord and digit spun did not
oorr-eLa t;owi t.h t-e ad inu oomp rehona i.on, In t.he L~ttC!'1
'l'urne r and Engll~ (1ll8D) Hrguod t.hal; I.ho [,lls1ts r-elied on
r c ho a r s aI and c hunk l ng r a l.he r than IH'OG(:81:d.::!(, It.
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followed, therefore, that they should not be related to
reading comprehension, which involved processing as the
complex span tests did.
In a follow-up study, La Pointe and Engle (1990) again
compared simple Rnd complex word spans in relation to
compftehension in undergraduate university students.
Thall" simple word span tasks comprised sets of two to
eight short or long words that were matched for
frequency. The words were presented one at a time by
computer. The subjects were asked to read all the words
in a aet. and Chen r ecalI them ill AllY order. This was
numerical task requiring the
arithmetic st~tements (for
8 = 16?]), each of which Were
be remembered. Other tests
included a reading comprehension test and a reading
apan t.o sL comp r is i.ng se t.s of sentences t o be read
aloud , e ac}: f'o Ll.owed by a word to be r-omembe r-ed,
followed by It comp l ex
verifi.cation of sets of
example, [docs ( 8 x 1) +
auc cewde d by a wo r d l.o
The comprehension and complex reading span results were
word span and complex
Engle ,1990) reported
predicted comprehension
for both short and l()ng words, although they were
unable to ~ay why this wab so, as previous studies had
not obtained t.h Ls result. Daneman and Carp(mter (1980)
Rnd Turner and Englc (1989), f()r example, had showed
that simple word span tests did not predict read'ng
comprehension, probably because they did not involve
the same linguistic/memory processes and strategies.
Both l.he complex nume r lcaI (r=t18. p<.Ol) and r-ead Lrg
span t.ost.a (1'=.51, p<.OI), howeve r , wh Lch involved
compared with those of the
numerical task. La Pointe and
that the simple wo r-d span test
symbolIC' pr-o ce s s in~r, correlated wiLh 1'(,(td ing
comprchc nu i011 /1::; l.ho y had dono ill UIO 'l'urnc r and Engl (\
(Ul8H) study.
In summary, the following are relevant with regard to
the role that working memory may play in fluent reading
in children. Firstly, the studies quoted all used
mature adult readers and, therefore, the results may
not necessarily be generalized to children. Secondly,
specific skills vital for reading development, such as
phonological coding, were not assessed. Information on
the role of working memory in phonological coding would
be of particular interest in the ~ase of younger
school-going children, who still use phonologic~l
strategies to a lurge extent when reading. Studies
addressing these issues are reported jn section 3.5.
3.5 WORKING MI~MORY MEASURES AND READING IN CHILDREN
3.5.1 Working Memory and Reading Comprehension
Some recenL studies of working memory in reading
comprehension in children have investigated the issue
of trade-off between processing and storage based on
the the Kintsch and van Dijk (1978, 1983) model.
Younger children and children with reading disabilities
would be expected to devote more time to decoding words
and microstructural processing than to macroprocessing.
Inefficiencies or difficulties in decoding and
microprocessing would result in limited resources for
storage and for attention to higher-level processing,
such aB comprehension (Hpss & Radtke, 1981).
Torgesen, Rashotte, and Greenstein (1988) compared
normal children with two learning disabled groups in
retaining sequences of verbal material. The uno
loarning disabled group had a normal short-t~rm memory
span, and the other,
learning disabled
Il bo Low average memory span, 'l'~.o
children's reading and/or
mathematical achievement scores at school were at least
18 months below chronological age expectations. Results
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on a working memory span test, similar to that used by
Baddeley et al. (1985), a listening comprehension test
requiring gist recall for unfamiliar passages, and a
block manipUlation task, requ:ring the ability to
follow a sequence of instructions, were compared with
reading comprehension scores.
There were no significant differences between the two
learning disabled groups on the listening and reading
comprehension tests. However, the learning disabled
children with poor short-term memory performed poorly
in recalling specific words and word order in the
working memory span test and very poorly on the block
task. Inadequate rphearsal and chunking strategies,
relating to inefficient phonological loop functions,
appeared to account for their poor performance on the
working memDry span test. Competent performance on the
block manipulntion tusk required the retention and
0rgnnizntion of large chunks of information.
Torgesen, Rashotte, and Greenstein (1988) interpreted
the results of the learning disabled children with poor
short-term memory as suggesting difficulty in the use
of " phonological codes to store verbal information
in working memory" (p. 486). However. they may also
relate to the phonological short-term store in the
window" (Baddeley. Vallar,
and the
acts as a "mnemonic
& Wilson, 1987) in
number of chunks for
phonological loop. This store
comprehension task8,
storage In order to understand discourse depends on the
syntactical complexity of the discourse. It was
suggested th~t these children have inadequate rehearsal
and chu' ing strategies and. consequently, may have
limited information storage capabilities in the window
at one time. Theso findings imply difficulties in
following sylltactically complex instructions in class
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as well as in understanding complex text because
processing capabilities were limited by the amount of
available storage. Thus the trade-off between storage
and processing appears to be more marked in children
than in adults.
Yuill, Oakhill, and Parkin (1989) matched children of 7
to 8 years who performed well and poorly on tests of
reading comprehension for letter recognition and digit
span. They first read sets of li5ts of numbers and were
then asked to reca'l the last number in the list in the
correct order for each set. The poor comprehenders
scored significantly worse on the longer number lists
compared with the good comprehenders. They were then
asked to detect anomolies in sentences. The anomalies
occurred next to, and two sentences away from, and
either before, or after, the resolution, which imposed
varj.cd loads on working memory. There was a generalized
deficit in storing information from distant sentences
during a concurrent language processing task amongs·
the poor comprehenders, suggesting limitations in
wo~kins memory functional capacity in these children.
Siegel and Ryan (1989) compared reading- and
arithmetic- disabled children and attention deficit
children with normal controls on reading and arithmetic
subtests of the Wide Range Achievement Test, an
auditory working memory listening span test, resembling
that of Dancman and Carpenter (1980), and the dot
counting span test (Case, Kurland, & Goldberg, 1982).
The ages of the subjects ranged from 7 to 13 years. The
younger normal conLrols (x=3.13, sd=1.5) and the
reading-disabled children of all ages (7 8 years:
x=1.84, sd=1.1; 9 - 10 yoars: x=2.18, sd=1.4; 11 - 13
years: x=4.29, sd=1.4) had significantly smaller
listening spans thon the older normal controls (x=5.91,
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sd=1.9). Both the arithmetic- and reading-disabled
subjects performed more poorly than the normal controls
on the dot counting span test (F[2,114J=27.09, p<.OOl).
These result- were interpreted as follows. The reading-
but not the arithmetic-disabled children had
difficulty with the listening span test. This te~~
involved the processing of words and grammatical
structure in addition to memory. However, all the
disabled children had difficulty with the dot counting
span test, which is thought to be a more generalized
test of working memory processing and storage. With the
exception of the youngest subjects' performance on the
listening span test, the attention deficit group did
not perform significantly differently to the normal
controls. Siegel and Ryan (1989) concluded that working
memory deficits may be related to specific learning
disabilities. Different patterns of defioits (i.e.,
linguistic and numerical) may be observed in different
types of learning disabilities.
All of the above studi6s suggest that learning disabled
children struggle with tasks requiring simultaneous
storage and processing. Again, this appears to be due
to a limited phonological short· term store, which
impedes processing at buth micro- and macrostructural
levels.
3.5.2 Working Memory and Component Reading Skills
Baddeley and Hitch (1974) and Baddeley (1986, 1990)
suggest that phonological coding is a function of
working memory Bnd this has received particular
attention in studies of reading retardation. Cataldo
and Ellis (1988) st ate , tlIn the early f orrnuLet Lve
stages of reading implicit phonemic awareness and
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reading act reciprocally to build skill in each other"
(p. 86). Phonological coding deficits, therefore, cause
concern as they relate significantly to difficulties in
acquiring early reading skills (Vellutino & Scanlon,
1987). Phonological short-term store is another working
memory function that appears to contribute to
developmental and individual differences in reading
performance (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1990).
Siegel and Ryan (1988) compared normal controls with
reading disabled children on a number of language,
reading and short-term memory tests. The subjects were
aged from 7 to 14 years. The tests included the reading
and spelling of nonwords, the reading of regular and
irregular words and a test of reading comprehenaion,
the Gilmore Oral Reading Test. The short-term memory
test involved recalling printed sequences of letters,
oIt he r- rhyming (C E G T B) or non r-hymi.ng (H L K PM)
after 3- and 6-second exposures.
Developmental trends were present on all the tests. The
reading disabled subjects, however, performed more
poorly on the tests requiring letter-sound conversion
knowledge, such as reading regular words and nonwords.
However, this group's irregular word-reading was
superior to regular word-reading, suggesting that they
compensated for their difficulties by using of whole-
word strategies via the lexical reading route. The
reading disabled group performed more poorly than
normal controls in the short-term memory test, and in
recalling rhyming letters in particular. Thiq group's
slow and ineffective access of phonological codes had
led to the inadequate development of phonological
reading skills and to poor reading of unfamiliar words.
Reading comprehension corr-eLa t.e d sLgn i f Ican tly wi ch the
accuracy of word recognition (r=.56, p(.OOl) and the
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ability to read nonwords (r=.62, p<.OOl) in the group
as a whole. Therefore, poor phonological skills in the
reading disabled gr(Jup may also have i.mpeded
comprehension. In this study, however, it appears that
children with only phonologi~al readi.ng difficulties
were tested, Other forms of reading disorder, such as
the inability to read lexically, were not considered.
Gathercole and Baddelc) (1990) tested the role of
phonological short-term ~tore in language skills and
disabilities. Their experiments compared language
disabled children witl7 two nurmal control groups,
ma~chod for verbal and nonverbal abilities
respectively, on various phonological working memory
tests. The tests i.nc Lude d nonword repe t Itien (one to
four syllables in length), seriol recall (including
phonologically similar ai', ~\ssimilar words), auditory
per.ception
phonologically
01', and discrimination be tweer, ,
and ratesimilar and dissimilar words,
of articulation. The language disabled group showed
generalized phonological memory deficits, apparently
related to either auditory perceptual or articulatory
problems and not to phonological coding or rehearsal
difficulties. Gathercole and Baddeley (1990) suggested
that the memory deficits were related to developmental
lunguage disorders. However, the group of language
d.LSllbled subjects oonsisted of only six children. An
unrepresentative sample such as this may account for
the absence of significant differences between the
subject and control groups in phonoloSical coding and
r-ehe ar-aa L,
In general, st !",ng dev eLopmerrtaI trends are present in
phonological coding and memory in children. These
skills arc important in language and reading
acquisition. It seems likely Lhat such developmental
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trends will be evident in the present study.
3.6 PROBLEHS REIJA'l'ING ro SUBJEC'!' SELECTION IN
READING RJo:'l'ARDA'l'ION HESEARCH
Many studies have examined theapotentia.l relationship
between working memory and reading abilities in
beginner and mature readers, and normal and reading
disabled children (Brady, 1986; Jorm, 1983; Mann, 1984;
Perfetti & Lesgold, 1977). Howev~r, results arc
conflicting in studies using children with reading
disabilities. Thi~ may be due to the choice of subjects
and controls.
Disabled readers and norma.l controls are often matched
for chronological and/or reading ages (Ackerman, 1984;
Jarm, 1983; Oakhill & Yuill, 1986; Yuill, Oakhill, &
Parkin, 1989). Some subject groups comprised children
of a specific age while in others, ages ranged over a
few years. In the latter, developmental differences
within, ltd bet.wecn , groups in rcadi:cg and memory
skills may have invalidated results. Vellutino and
Scanlon (1989) have warned against matchins poor and
normal readers for ohronological aSe and/or readins
level. Studies using this methodology yield
oontroversial results because of the variety of
interpretations made,
causal relations.
particularly with regard to
Many redoarchers have treated reading or learning
disabled groups as though their disabilities were
homogen~ous, and this is inaccurate. Reading disabled
children can be classified into three groups according
criteria based on comprehension and coding (Aaron,
1991). Specific reading disabled children show adequate
comprehension but poor coding skills, and nonspecific
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reading disabled children, poor comprehension but
adequate coding skills. Children with global cognitive
deficits are poor at both comprehension and coding.
Ellis and Large (1987) also advocated separating
specific from generalized reading disabilities.
In addition to those criteria, reading disabilities
(dyslcxius) can be classified according to specific
weaknesses and reading errors (Pattertion, 1981). These
include ~he inability to read irregular words (surface
dyslexia) and unfamjlial' Nords and nonwords (deep and
phonological dys Lex Las ), and aemant.Lo (deep dvs l.exLe )
and visual and derivational
phoaologica] dyslexjas).
errors (deep and
The diVersity of reading disorders means that reading
disabled children ar~ not satisfactory subjects for
developmental
highlights the
subjects.
reading research. 'I'h i s discussion
neccs aLt.y for using normal r e ade r s 1:H1
3.7 CONCLUSIONS
The trade-off between storagc and processing in working
memory during ccgn lt.Ivo tasks appears to be more
pronounced in children than in adults. Thcso functions
are accredited La either a goneral, central executive
or a spec LfLc language pr-oc essor , 'l'ho po st.ulat.Lon of
separate language and spolial processors in Norking
memory (Baddeley at 01., 1985; Danoman, 1987; Danoman &
Tllrdif, 1987) iH uxo lt lnq , The phonological loop may,
Lhorofore, b~ n slove uysLcm to R verbal/symbolic
processor. Another' po asib i li ty Hi t.ha t t.ho u lavo
syst,(}ms Lhomao lVNl mllY b(l prOC(l!WOl'S. Ilowovo r , the
Danoman (1987) nnd DanOfuun nnd Tardif (1987) research
in t.h t s a rea \yIlB cu.r-ri ed out. in udul La and lIol'dB to be
r-o p l l c a l.e d in oh iLdr on ,
fiO
TheBO studies give rise to the possjbility that working
memory plays an inwortant role in fluent reading in
children. However, the available research on reading
Rnd working menwry development has compurcd groups of
normal and reading disabled subjects. Thus, there is
little information available about normal developmental
changes in working memory and their implications for
fluent reading. Working memory functional capacity
appears to change with uqe, and consequently, there may
be developmental differences in its relationship with
component reading skills and reading comprehension in
normal children, let alone disabled readers. Such
changes arc potentially imp~rtant in the understanding
of reading retardation. This emphasizes the ncod for a
dovelopmental study of the role of workins memory in
reading in normal children of various ages.
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AIM AND HYPOTHESES
4.1 AIM
The absence
and reading
fal:' the
of developmenta.l st~diee of working memory
in normal childran provides the rationale
present inveatigation. Its aim is to
investiga.tethe role of working memory in component
reading skills "~~ reading comprehension in such
chiLdren from a d.!·'elopnenta.lperspective. In order to
provide a link between the working memOry and reading
comprehension constructs, the Baddeley (1986, 1990)
model of working memory and models of reading
development (e.g., Coltheart & Harris, 1986) and
reading comprehension (e.g"
1978, va.n Dijk & Kintsch,
Kintsch, W.
W., 1983)
& van Dijk,
formed the
necessary theoretical framework. The Baddeley et 0.1.
(1985) study was replicated with some modifications to
accommodate factors relevant to reading development in
children.
The subjects were in stanuards 1, 3 and 5 and were all
normal readers selected according to strict criteria.
These standards were chosen specifically because the
youngest children should have had sufficient
educational experience to cope with group testing
procedures. Furthermore, it was postulated that the
standard (std) 1, 3 and 5 subjects should be at
different stages of readi:. development and, therefore,
their results should reflect developmental trends in
nonlexical and lexical reading strategies and
comprehension. The relative operational efficiencies of
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working memory of these groups should also reflect
developmental trends in functional capacity. This might
relate to performance differences between the groups in
rea.ding tasks.
Baddeley at al. (1985) used tests of reading
comprehension, reading speed, vocabulary, complex
working memory span, letter code and lexical access.
The present investigation used this battery without
letter code and reading speed tests and included tests
of listening comprehension, tradit.ional working memory
span and phonological coding tests. The reasons behind
the inclusion or omission of these tests were as
follo\..s:
i. Listening comprehension should show
developmental differenoes in correlation patterns
with reading comprehension (Durrell & Hayes, 1970).
Listening comprehension and reading comprehension
should show a lag in the younger children.
1i. Traditional working memory span tests should
be correlated with phonological coding/word attack
skills (Bowers, Steffy, & Tate, 1988; Talley, 1986).
iii. The degree of correlation between phonological
coding tests and reading comprehension should
indicate the extent to which the nonlexical reBdiqg
route contributes to comprehension.
iv. The letter code test was omitted on the basis of
being both irrelevant to the aim of the study and
superfluous in the light of the inclusion of lexical
decision tests. The latter tests assess lexical
access and orthographic knowledge, and correlate
hjghly with reading comprehension in adults according
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to Jackson and McClelland (1979). Lexical decision
tests should also reflect the use of lexical reading
strategies in children.
v. As the children were tested in groups in their
classrooms, it was not possible to assess each
child's reading speed individually. However, the
standardized reading comprehension tests had to be
completed within a specified time. Therefore, slow
readers lost marks for not completing the test.
A correlational approach was used to identify the
component reading and working memory variables that
contribute towards the development of fluent reading in
children. The reading and working memory variables,
showing the most significant correlation with reading
comprehension, were entered into regression equations
to assess their relative contributions to the
prediction of fluent reading. Flrther regression
analyses were be performed to examine the relationship
between working memory and component reading variables.
The pattern of correlations was assessed from a
developmental perspective for specific patterns at each
educational level. Although the correlati0n and
regression results would not imply causation, they
might indicate important relationships between working
memory and reading skills.
4.2 HYPOTHESES
i. There will be a significant relati~nship
between working memory as measured by complex and
traditional WOl'ldll~~ memory span tests and reading
compr-chons i on.
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ii. There will be significant relationships between
all tests of working memory involving symbolic coding
and tests of component reading skills.
iii. There will be a significant relationship
between listening comprehension, vocabulary and
reading comprehension.
iv. There will be a significant relationship
between the cognitive components of the reading
process and reading comprehension.
v. There will be a significant relationship
between working memory, listening comprehension and
vocabulary.
vi. There will be a significant relationship
between traditional tests of working momory and the
comple~ memory span tests.
vii. There will be developmental differences in
working memory and reading.
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CHAPTER 5
PILOT STUDY: METHOD, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The pilot study was aimed at determining whether the
materials and test procedures were appropriate for use
with the subjects. As the subjects varied in age and
level of education, differences in cognitive
development might result in floor or ceiling effects in
certain tests. These tests might then require
modification.
5.2 METHOD
5.2.1 Research Design
A nonexperimental research design was used in this
pilot study to investigate the relationship between the
independent variables, working memory skills and
components of the reading process and language skills
and the dependent variable, reading comprehension. The
dependent variable was derived from a standardized
reading comprehension test. The independent language
variables carne from listening comprehension and
vocabulary tests, and component reading skill variables
from tests of phonological coding and orthographic
knowledge. The independent variables relating to
working memory came from reading, listening, digit,
word, and dot ~ounting span tests. Normal std 1, 3 and
5 readers were selected for this study.
As often happens with
study did not lend itself
human science research, this
to an experimental design
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(Kerlinger, 1986). Thus, a nonexperimental research
design was used in the pilot and main studies because
the independent variables were oharacteristics inherent
in the subjects and could not be controlled or
manipulated. Instead, they were measured in terms of
the subjects' performances on a variety of memory,
language and reading tasks. The subjects could not be
randomly assigned to treatment groups, and wer.e grouped
according to their educational level. Control of
extraneous variables was exercised as follows:
i. The subjects were selected according to strict
criteria.
ii. Some standardised measuring techniques were
employed.
iii. The instructions and administration procedures
for each nonstandardized test Was identical for all
subjects.
iv. Testroom conditions were controlled as far as
possible.
This design permitted correlational inferences between
the dependent and independent variables to be made.
Causality was, however, not necessarily implied.
5.2.2 Subjects
Altogether 270 English-speaking Std 1, 3, and 5 pupils
were tested in Transvaal Education Department Primary
Schools. After testing, 132 normal subjects were
selected on the basis of
comprehension scor~
fourth to the sixth
defined
stanine
as
on
an average reading
falling within the
standardized reading
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comprehension tests that were appropriate for each
standard. The subjects also complied with the following
oriteria:
a) No significant medical or psychiatric history.
b) No evidence of a specific learning disability,
c} A normal scholastic achievement record.
d) Classification within the "average" range on the
New South African Group Test (NSAGT) or
equivalent intelligence test.
e) Socia-economic status to be "middle-class".
The subjects were divided into three grou~s according
to standard of education as shown in Table 1. There
were 40 Std 1, 54 Std 3 and 38 Std 5 pupils. The mean
ages were 9.20, 11.05 and 13.16 years r,·spectively.
TABLl!;1
Subjects included in the pilot study.
: STANDARD
11
N
i 40
: MEANAGE I
I 9.20 I
3 54 11.05
5 38 13.16
5.2.3 Materials
The test materials were 5elected or compiled to assess
firstly, various skills involved in fluent reading, and
seoondly, verbal and nonverbal working memory, All
tests were in pencll and paper format.
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(a) Word teats
(i) Component Reading Skills
The words used in these tests were selected in
consultation with experienced Std 1 teachers from the
prescribed Std 1 basal reading series. They were,
therefore, familiar to std 1 pupils, and their
frequencies were obtained from Kucera and Francis
(1967). They were matched for length, number of
syllables, part of speech, and frequency. Words and
nonwords that resembled Afrikaans words were not used
so as to prevent confusion. The following tests were
included:
SILENT TESTS OF PHONOLOGY:
Rhyming and nonrhyming, regular and irregular, word-
pairs were compiled based on Coltheart (1981) to assess
the children's ability to access phonological codes
when reading regular ~nd irregular words and nonwords.
Regular words follow the letter-sound correspondence
rules of English orthography, while irregular words do
not. Nonwords, consisting of strings of letters
following the letter-sound conversion rules of English
orthography, were constructed to match the real words.
These could, therefore, be read by applying the rules.
One practice and two test lists of regular and
irregular word-pairs and nonword-pairs were compiled
(see appendices A to E). Each practice list contained
6, and each test list 20, randomly arranged homophonous
(sounding the same) and nonhomophonous (having
different sounds) graphically similar control pairs.
Examples of these are SAIL SALE, SAIL SALT
(regular words)j HALL - HAUL, HALL - HILL (irregular
words); and AFE - AIF, AIF - AUF (nonwords).
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LEXICAL DECISION TESTS:
A practice list of 16 words, and four test list~ of 25
Hords each were con:,jtructed to investig6.te the
subjects' ability to distinguish between words and
nonwords, which were pseudohomophones and
nonp8eudohomophones (see appendices F to H).
Pseudohomophones are nonwords that sound like English
words. Nonpseudohomophones are nouwo rde ;'hfltdo not
sound like English words and are derivp~ from real
words by changing a single letter. None of the words
was a homophone of any English \>lords, and this was
ascertained by checking against lists of homophcnes in
Kreuze (1987). The practice list included eight words
and eight nonwords. Of these nonwords, four were
pseudohomophones and four, nonpseudohomophones. Two
test lists contained 25 words and 25 pseudohomophones
in a random order, for example COW and Km't' j BOAT and
BOTE. The other two test lists contained 25 words and
25 nonpseudohomophones in a random order, for example:
SUM and WUMj BOX and TOX.
VOCABULARY TEST:
In this study, tests of vocabulary appropriate to each
levrl of education were administered to assess the
children'H ability to Rccess semantic representations
of printed words from the lexic~n. The HSRC Std 1
(Clark & Kritzinger, 1973), Std 3 (Clark & Kritzinger,
1973) and Std 5 (Kritzinger, 1979) English First
Language Vocabulary Tests (Form A) were given. These
were standardized on En~lish-speakin~ South African
primary school pupils. Examples of these tests are
given in Appendices I to K. The tests consist of 20, 23
and 31 questions respectively and involve synonym
judgements with multiple-choice ans~ers. Each test is
preceded by three practice eX3mples.
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(ii ) Working Memory Span Tests
WORD SPAN TEST:
A single presentation of the Rey Auditory Verbal
Learning Test List A was used (Rey, 1964). This list
comprises 15 common, high frequency nouns. Five words
from List B were used as a practice list (see Appendix
L) •
(b) Sentence and Paragraph Tests
(i) Reading and LanAuage Tests
READING COMPREHENSION TEST:
It was crucial to select reading comprehension tests
that were suited to the children's cultural background
and levels of education. As with the Baddeley et al.
(1985) study, reading comprehenslon was the outcome
variable, and was, therefore, compared with the results
of all the other language and memory tests used in this
study. The HSRe Std 1 (Clark & Kritzinger, 1973), Std 3
(Clark & Kritzinger, 1973) and Std 5 (Kritzinger, 1979)
English First Language Reading Comprehension Tests
(Ferm A) were given. These were also standardized on
English-speaking primary school pupils. Each test
comprises short passages follow~d by multiple-choice
comprehension questions, and is preceded by a practice
passage and questions. Examplp9 of these tests are in
Appendices M to O.
LISTENING COMPREHENSION TEST:
Passages from the HSRC std 1 (Clark & Kritzinger,
1973), std 3 (Clark & Kritzinger, 1973) and Std 5
(Kritzinger, 1979) English First Language Reading
Comprehension paragraphs (Form B) were read to the
children. The multiple-choice comprehension questions
for each passuge appea.red on answer sheets. Again, a
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practice passage with questions preceded the test.
Examples of these tests are in Appendices P ~o R.
(ii) Complex "YorkingMemory Tests
WORKING MEMORY READING SPAN TEST:
Practice and test sentences were compiled and printed
on transparencies. Each sentence contained a subject
{either an animal or a person}, a verb and an object
and was based on the Baddeley et al. (1985) adaptation
of the technique used by Daneman and Carpenter (1980).
The subjects were printed in red, the objects in green,
and the articles and verbs in black. Half the sentences
were meaningful and half meaningless. For example:
"THE MAN ATE THE APPLE" and "'rHEGIRL SANG THE WATER".
The number of sentences in a series increased from two
to four (see Appendix S).
WORKING MEMORY LISTENING SPAN TEST:
Practice and test sentences similar to those presented
during the reading span test were constructed. The
number of sentences in a series also increased from two
to four (see Appendix V).
(c) Other Memory 'fests
Traditional working memory tests involving
numerical and nonverbal/spatial processing and
were administered.
verbal,
storage
DIGIT SPAN 'l'EST:
The Digit Span subtest of the W~~hsler Intelligence
Scale for Children Revised (WISC-R) was given
(Wechsler. 1974). This c~nsists of series of digit8 to
be recalled in the co~rect serial order. These series
are between three to ~~ght digits long (see Appendix
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Y) •
DO'!'COUNTING SPAN TEST (Casc, Kurland, & Goldberg,
l!}82):
Fifteen sets of
green (target) and
white cards with randomly arranged
yellow (filler) dots were used.
There were from one to five cards in a set and there
were three practice and test trials in oach set. The
cards measured 15 by 13cm, and the dots, 1,3cm in
diameter. The yellow dots served to disrupt patterns
made ,y the green, target dots (see Appendices Z1 and
Zii) .
5.2.4 ProcedurE?
The children were
education and
grouped according
wera tested at
to standard of
school in their
classrooms. The seating was arranged to minimize the
possibility of copying from one another. The study was
introduced before testing co explain its purpose. The
children were told that the test results would reveal
what processes took place inside their heads during
reading and whether they could remember what they read
and heard. Each child was to try his/her best during
testing, but no one was expected to complete all the
tests. They were assured that the tests were not for
scholast~c evaluation. Spelling errors would not be
penalized.
'.
The tests were administere~ in several sessions of
about an hour each and were presented in a random
order, with the exception of the working memory
listening span test, to minimize practice effects. The
listening span test was always scheduled nfter the
wo king memory reading span test had been given to
facilitate understanding of its instructions. The
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children were allowed a short break between tests if
more than one was administered in a session. The
children cleared their desks prior to testing except
for a pencil and an eraser. At the beginning of each
session, test materials, such as answer booklets and
sheets, were distributed. The children wrote thair
names, ages and classes on the front page of the answer
booklots or sheets, and were required not to turn to
the test pagos until told to do so. All tests were
precoded by practice items to familiarize the children
wlth procedures. Their performance on practice items
(~ cho, xed to cnsu ce that each child in the ,roup
'x9to~d what was required before testing commenced.
,eats wore administered as follows:
REA~lNG GOMPRFHEN3rON TEST:
rho instructions werp read to tho children as given in
i.he adm i n t at.r-a t f cn manuals (Kritzinger, 1979, 1985),
Thereafter, they were assisted with the practice items,
which involved reading the practice passages and
quootions in the test booklets and selecting the
appropriate answers from four (Std 1) or five IStd 3
and 5) alternatives A, B, C, DIE. They indicated their
choice by marking th~ letter adjacent to the relevant
question number on the anSwer Rhaets. Their answers to
the practice items were then checked ap~ they were
allowed to correct mistakes. The tests were
administered onca everyono understood what was requlred
of him/her, Bnd were performed within prescribed time
limits. Thesp. varied according to standard of
education. Std 1 pupils were allowed 16 minutes, Std 3
pupils, 18 minutes, and Std 5 pupils, 30 minutes for
test completion. The childr.en were instructed when to
start and finish working on the tests. The teats were
similar to tho practice items in that they involved
reading the test passages and questions and marking the
answer of their choice on the answer sheets.
LISTENING COMPREHENSION TEST:
The children were instructed to listen carefully during
the auditory presentation of the practice and then test
passages. After each presentation. they read the
relevant questions on the answer sheets and marked the
anSWer of their choice from four (Std 1) or five (Std 3
and 5) alternatives (A to DIE).
VOCABULARY TESf:
The instructions were read ~o the children as
prescribed in t.he administration manualEl (Kritzinger,
1979, 1985) • They had to choose the most correct of
four or five alternative meanings (A to DIE) for
practice and test words and indicate their choice by
marking the appropriate letter adjacent to the item
number on the an swe r- sheets. These tests were also
pertormed within prescribed time limits. Std 1 pupils
were allowed 11 minutes, std 3 pupils, 9 minutes, and
Std 5 pupils, 15 minutes for test completion.
SILENT TESTS OF PHONOLOGY:
The regular, irregular or nonword practice lists
preceded the appropriate test list, and all the
children in a group began working on them at the same
time. After explanations and examples of what they had
to do. the children read the practice and then the
word-pairs silently and decided whether they rhymed or
not. They placed a tick in the "YES" column next to the
respective word-pair on the answer sheet if they
rhymed, and in the "NO" column if tl.~y did not. Each
child was allowed to complete all the words on each
Llst ,
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LEXICAL DECISION TESTS:
As with the silent test of phonology, i.ho children
completed the appropriate practice lists before
embarkIng on the word/nonpseudohomophone or
word/pseudohomophone test lists. They were instructed
to read the it~ms one at a time Bnd to decide whether
they were real words or not. Responses were indicated
by pla~ing ticks in the appropriate "REAL WORD" or "NOT
A W()RD" columns. There was a time limit of 20 seconds
for each tost Jist irrespective of standard of
education. ThE;~children completed as may items as
po aa ibLe in the 1.1)(10 available, drawing a line
underneath the last completed item. Thereafter, they
completed the remaining items in that list. This was
done to estimate an individual's speed of lexical
acoe sa aa w(,11 as t.he total nonpseudohomophone
(visually similar) Bnd pseudohomophone (phonologically
similar) errors they made.
WORKING HEMOHY READING SPAN TEST:
This test comprised series of two, three and four
s errt erice s , Each series was presented four times,
amounting to 36 unique sentences. They were projected
individually onto a screen using nn overhead projector
for 5 seconds. Jmmedlntcly after reading each sentence,
the children had to judge whether it made sense or not
nnd to respond by placing a tick in either the "SENSE"
or "NONSENSE" columns next to the appropriate sentence
number. After a Rcric~ had been presented, the children
WC'l'l' required to recall and record the CU(' words (1'1('e
lH~lO\v) from each aern.cnc o ill the order presented.
Baddeley (>1 a l. (lUS5) used "aub.Iect " and "ob.i ec t." C\H'S
that were rdndomly assigned to a series to ensure
unpr-nd ic t.ab lLl t.v . This obviated selective retent.ion of
cuo s und ~nH'l-1Hing, To provent. the youm~or ch iLd r-en in
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this study confusing subjects and objects, the subject
words were always printed in red ink and the object
words, in green. Cueing was, thus, either "the subject
or RED word" or "the object or GREEN word". If a child
could not recall a cue word, this was indicated by a
short line in the respective serial position in the
answer booklet. This ensured that he/she Was given
credit for those cue words recalled in the correct
serial order even if some were forgotten.
WORKING MEMORY LISTENING SPAN TEST:
The procedure was similar to that of the reading span
test, but instead of reading the sentences, the
children listpned while the sentences were read. The
cues "subject or first word" and "object or last word"
were used.
WORD SPAN TEST:
The children recalled and r~ orded as many words as
possible from a series presented at a rate of one word
per second. The practice series contained 5 words and
the test series, 15. The order of recall Was not
considered.
DIGIT SPAN TEST:
Standardised instructions were given (WISC-R Manual,
Wechsler, 1974), and digit presented at a rate of one
per second. The children recorded as many as ~ossible
in the correct sequence after each presentation.
DOT COUNTING SPAN TEST:
The cards were grouped in sets of one to five. The ooe-
and two-card sets were the practice items. The cards
were shown one at a time and the children counted and
remembered the number of green target dots on each card
in a set. There were three trials for each set size. At
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the end of each trial, the children recorded the number
of green dots on each card in the correct sequence. The
children drew a short line if unable to recall a number
in a sequence.
5.3 RESULTS
Standardized tests were scored according to
instructions in the ~~nuals. Scoring stencils were made
and used for marking many of the other tests. Scoring
methods for each test are discussed below.
The raw data were entered onto spread sh~ets using the
Lotus 123 computer program. These data. were then sorted
according to the reading comprehension stanines anr.!the
subjects selected on the basis of an average score,
that is, falling within the forth to the sixth
stanines. Means and standard deviations were calculated
separately for the three groups on all the
reading/language and working memory variables, and
these are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. No
further statistical analyses were performed as certain
anomalies had been detected in some of the test
materials and procedures.
READING AND LISTENING COMPREHENSION AND VOCABUl,ARY:
The Std 1 answer booklets were scored by hand, whereas
the Std 3 and 5 answer sheets were scored Using the
appropriate scoring masks. A raw score was obtained
from the total number of correct choices made by each
child. This wa.s converted to a stanine and a percentile
using the procedure and norm tables given in the
manuals (Kritzinger, 1979, 1985). The percentile fol:'
reading comprehension represented the dependent
variable for analyses, whereas percentiles for
listening comprehension and vocabulary were independent
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variables.
TABLE 2
Mean Scores and Standard deviations obtained by Pilot
Subjects on Reading and Language Tests
The mean percentiles achieved for reading comprehension
by the std 1, 3 and 5 subjects were 56.43, 50.44 and
43.61 respectively. These percentiles dre equivalent to
a stanine of 5 (range 40 to 59), which is classified as
average. A similar pattern can be seen in the mean
percentiles achieved for vocabulary. However, the mean
percentiles for listening comprehension showed
considerable variance between the standards. The mean
percentile obtained by Std 1 subjects (72.97) fell
within the 6th stanine (60 to 76) and that of the std 3
subjects (59.83) within the 5th stanine. The mean
percentile obtained by the Std 5 subjects (33.13) was
lower than the others and fell within the 4th stanine
(23 to 39). All these stanines are classified as
average.
SILENT TESTS OF PHONOLOGY:
The scores represented the total number of correct
responses to the rhyming and nonrhyming word-pairs out
of 40 in each category (i.e., regular, irregular and
nonword word lists). The phonology test results in
Table 2 represent mean raw scores. As the same tests
w~re used fer all subjects, it was hypothesized that
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the results should show developmental trends according
to standa~' ~f education. However, differences between
the Std 1 and 5 subjects were not as large as expected.
These mean raw scores werA 33.73 and 37.59 for regular
words, 32.56 and 36.68 for irregular words and 30.38
and 35.32 for nonwords, respectively. It was then
decided to impose a 20-second time limit for the Std 3
subjects after it had been checked for ceiling effects
with some of the better Std 5 readers. The Std 3 means
w~r~ 10.23 for regular words, 29.96 for irregular words
and ~~~54 for nonwords.
LEXICAL DECISION TESTS:
The scores for accurate discriminatioh between word and
nonps~udohomophones and words and pSQudohomophones
represented the number of items completed correctly
within the time limit. The maximum possible scores were
50 in both categories. Nonhomophonous and
pseudohomophonous error scores were obtained from the
total number of respective errors made. The lexical
decision test results in Table 2 represent mean raw
scores. The results show developmental trends according
to standard of education. For example, the mean correct
rejections of nonpseudohomophones as being nonwords was
19.26 for the Std 1 subjects, 40.04 for
subjects and 42.00 for the Std 5 subjects.
number of nonpseudohomophone errors maJe
subjects was 5.29, 3.08 for Std 3 subjects,
for Std 5 subjects.
the Std 3
The mean
by Std 1
and 1.37
Table 3 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for for complex and simple working memory variables for
each standard. These test results also represent mean
raw scores.
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TADLE 3
Mean Scores and Standard Deviations obtained by Pilot
Subjects on Working Memory Teats
WORKING MEMORY READING AND LISTENING SPAN:
The score on both tests was the number of cue words
recorded in the correct sequence. The maximum possible
score was 36. In each case, results for the Std 3 and 6
subjects were similar. These were 27.31 and 27.76 for
the reading span test and 27.58 and 27.82 for the
listening span test, respectively. This raised the
possibility of a ceiling effect.
WORD SPAN:
The score represented the number of words correctly
recorded out of 15 target words in List A. These
scoras showed developmental trends according to level
of education. The mean for Std 1 subjects was 5.38, for
Std 3 subjects, 6.94 and for Std 5 subjects, 7.44.
DIGIT SPAN:
This score was the number of digits correctly recorded
1n sequence. The maximum digit span was 8. These
results also appear to show developmental trends
according to level of education. The mean for Std 1
subjeets was 5.05, for Std 3 subjects, 5.77 and for std
6 subjects, 6.28.
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DOT COUNTING SPAN:
The score was obtained from tr~ card-set in which at
least two of the three trials ~ad numbers in the
correct order. The total score was 5. The distribution
of scores for this test again raised the possibility of
a ceiling effect. The mean for Std 1 subjects was 4.28
and for Std 5 subjects, 4.78. It was decided to try
including six- and seven-card sets on the Std 3
subjects, again after checking for further ceiling
effects with some of the better std 5 readers.
Thereafter, the mean for Std 3 subjects was 5.54, which
was higher than that of the Std 5 subjects on the five-
card set.
5.4 DISCUSSION
The aim of the pilot study was to evaluate the test
material to be used in the main study. Of the 90
children tested in each standard, it was hoped that
about sixty children in each group would fall within
the "average" stanine category for reading
comprehension, the dependent variable. These children
would then form the representative sample of "normal
readers". However, this sample size was not found for
~'Y standard. Figure 6 shows the stanine distribution
~ithin the total Standard 1, 3 and 5 groups. Std 1 and
3 subjects scored higher than predicted resulting in a
skewed distribution. The 3td 5 subjects scored lower
than predicted.
Difficulties were encountered with the tBst materials
and procedures for certain tests. There was little
differentiation between the groups with regard to their
performance on the silent tests of phonology However,
although the younger children made almos~ as many
correct phonological judgements as the older children,
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they had
Consequently,
taIten longer to complete the tests.
a time limit of 20-second was felt to be
advisable to enable tho developmental assessment of
phonological coding efficiency and speed of nonlexical
accsss. These skills would be automatic in the older
children, and therefore, they would complete more items
withtn the time limit compared with the younger
children.
FIGUnE 6
Mean Stanines on Reading Comprehension 'res'tsin the
pilot Study
Tho working-memory reading and listening span tests
showed ceiling effects in some of tho older children,
who managed to recall some cue words in the correct
order in all the four sentence trials. Furthermore,
cheating was a problem during this test. The children
had pencils in their hands dur\ng the acquisition phase
as they were required to mark whether the sentences
made sonso or not. This tempted some subjects to jot
down b~th the cue words instead of remembering them. To
prevent this from contaminating tho data in thA main
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study, this sense/nonsense ju1gement was omitted.
Thereafter, the children sat with their hands on their
heads while reading or listening to the sentences. In
addition, extra sentences were used ~or the main study
and the number of trials were reduced to three per
sentence-series.
Many of the Std 0 and some of the Std 3 children sh~wed
ceiling effects on the dot counting test. Extra card-
sets were added for the ~ain study to evaluate memory
performance during this test.
Thus, some of the test materials and procedures were
unsatisfactory. These anomolies were rectified for use
in the main study.
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CHAPTER 6
WORKING MEMORY IN READING MAIN STUDY
6 •1 MET!:)lJS
6.1.1 Research Design
The same nonexperimental research design used in the
pilot study was again applied. The dependent and
independent variables remained unchanged (see 5.2.1).
6.1.2 Subjects
A tot~l of 480 English-speaking Std 1. 3, and 5 pupils
were tested in Transvaal Education Department Primary
Schools and were used as a pool for the select~on of
subjects. This number included 132 normal pilot study
3ubjects who were retested on the measures that had
been improved or as+uded . This will be discussed below
in detail. A further 67 subjects were selected from the
additional children using the sa~e selection criteria
(see 5.2.2). This increased the total number cf
subjects in the main study to 199. The subjects were
divided into three groups according to their standard
of education. There were 64 Std 1, 75 Std 3 and 60 Std
5 pupils (see Table 4). The average ages were 9.03,
10.90 and 12.99 years, respectively.
TABLE 4
Subjects included in the Main Study
. STANDARi)--N~..AN"AGE
64 9.03
3 7S 10.90
~ 60 12~99
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6.1.3 Mat.erials
In the main study, the same battery of tests was used
as was administered in the pilot study to assess the
reading, language and memory skills. These included the
following tests: reading and listening comprehension,
vocabulary, silent tests of phonology, lexical
decision. word span and digit span. Details of these
materials can be found in 5.2.3. However, changes were
made to the following:
WORKING MEMORY READING SPAN TEST:
Extra sentences were included in the practice and test
series of short sentences and these were randomly
rearranged. The new sentences complied with the subject
(either an anim or a person), verb and object format.
The number of sentences in the test series was
increased from four to seven (see Appendices T to U).
~'lORKINGMEMORY LISTENING SPAN TEST:
Practice and test series of short sentences similar to
those presented during the reading span test were
constructed as described above. The number of sentences
in a series was also increased from four to seven (see
Appendices W to X).
DOT COUNTING SPAN TEST:
The numbrr of card sets used was in~reBscd from 15 to
21 Hets and were also randomly rearranged. They ranged
from one to seven cards in number in 8 80t. There were
three trials for each s~t (see Appendices Zi nnd ill.
6.1 •4 Pr-ocedur-e
ModificaLions also made to improve test
The children wero nsked toadministration procedures.
HH
place their hands on their heads during all listening
and working memory teats, thereby removing the
temptation to jot answers down surreptitiously. This
greatl:y improved the face validity of the results.
Other changes included the following:
SILENT TESTS OF FHONOLOGY:
Instructions were the same as before. However, a 10-
second practice list was introduced as well as a time
limit of 20 seconds for each test list irrespective of
standard of education. All the children started and
stopped working at the same time. The lists were not
completed after the time limit had elapsed.
WORKING MEMORY READING SPAN TEST:
There were six different series of two to seven
sentences each. Therefore, the maximum score increased
from 36 to 81. Each series was presented three times so
that the children read and remembered three sets of two
sentences, t~ree sets of three sentence~, etc. The
sentences were presented in the same ~8Y as in the
pilot study. However. the chil~ron were n ~onger
required to judge and record whether a s~ntence made
sense or not to obviate cheating during the acquisition
phases of these tests.
WORKING MEMORY LISTENING SPAN 'lEST:
The procedure was s~milar to that of the Reading Span
Test. However, instead of reeding the sentences, tho
children listened while the sentences were read to
them.
DOT COUNTING SPAN rssr ,
The cards were presented as specified in the pilot
study. However, the number of cards in a set increased
from one to seven. The maximum score was, therefore, 7.
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CHAPTER 7
MAIN STUDY RESULTS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
Tests of working memory, reading and basic language
skills were used in the main study to assess the Std I,
3 and 5 subje~ts. The working memory measures included
simple disit, word and dot span tests and complex
reading and listening span tests. Both component
reading skills, namely phonological and orthographic
knowledge, and reading comprehension were tested. The
language tests included measures of vocabulary and
listening comprehension. The data were collected a,~
scnred in the same way as in the pilot study (see
section 5.2) and further Lotus 123 spread sheets were
compiled.
had been
stanines.
Subjects wer~ again selected once the data
sorted according to reading comprehension
Results from the pilot and main studies were
then combined according to standard of education. Plots
were performed comparing each variable with tne others
using a statistical software package (SAS Institute
Inc., 1990) to identify subjects with anomalous
results. These subjects W2re then excluded from the
final subject groups as their scores might contaminate
the r(~ults. Initially, the variables used in the main
study were similar to those in the pilot study:
Dependent variable
- The percentile obtained on atandardized HSRe Std 1,
3 and 5 reading comprehension tests. This
percentile was based on the total number of
questions answered correctly by the subjects.
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Independent variables
- The percentiles obtained on the HSRC Std 1, 3 and 5
listening comprehension and vocabularY tests,
representing the number of questions answered
correctly in the respective tests.
- The number of rhyming and nonrnyming word-pairs
correctly identified within the 20-second time
limit during the regular and irregular word and
nonword subtests of the silent tests of phonology.
- The number of items correctly identified within the
20-second time limit as real words, nonpseudo-
homophones and pseudohomophones during the lexical
decision tests of orthographic knowledge.
- The total number of nonpseudohomophonous and
pseudohomophonuus errors made on the relevant
lexical decision tests.
The total number of subjects or objects reftalled in
the correct sequence dUring complex readirtg and
listening span working memory tests.
- The total number of items recalled correctly during
the simple working memory word span test.
- The highest number of items recalled in the correct
sequence during the simple working memory word, digit
and dot counting span tests.
During the course of data analysis it became clear that
the listening comprehension, vocabulary, phonology and
orthographj~ independent variables acted as mediators
in certain circumstancus. This was evident from the
indirect relationships between the working memory
independent variables ~nd the dependent variarle,
reading comprehension, and their direct relationship
with the "mediating variables". The la.tter, il'1 tur~,
had direct relationships with the dependert Yar1dble.
Therefore, in order to use the above model for
a.nalytical and inferential purposes, the independent
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variables were reorganized as follows:
Mediating variables
- The percentiles obtained on the HSRC Std 1. 3 and 5
listening comprehension and vocabulary tests,
representing the number of questions answered
correctly in the respective tests.
- The number of rhyming and nonrhyming word-pairs
correctly identified within the 20-second time
limit during the regular and irregular word and
nonwozc ..;u'··-:,st '.I of the silent tests of .'iono Lcgv ,
- The nuwber uf items Jorrectly identifiE~ ~ithin the
20-second time limit as real words, nonpseudo-
homophones and pseudohomophones during the lexical
decision tests of orthographic knowledge.
- The total number of nonpseuclohomophonous and
pseudohomophonous errors made on the relevant
lexical decision tests.
Independent variables
The total number of subjects or objects recalled in
the correct Sequence during complex reading and
listening span working memory tests.
- The total numh~r of items recalled correctly during
the s~mple working memory word span test.
- The highest number of items recalled in the correct
sequence during the simple working memory word,
digit and dot counting span tests.
The data were analysed for within- and between-group
differences. Descriptive statistical analyses,
including means, standard deviations and correlations
were calculated and resultant developmental trends in
working memory and reading skills statistically
investigated by analysis of variance. Thereafter,
regression analyses were carried out to clarify the
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contribution made by working memory to component
reading skills, other language variables, namely
listening comprehension and vocabulary, and reading
comprehension in children. These analyses were
performed using standard software (CSS statSoft, 1988;
SAS Institute Inc., 1990).
7.2 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS RESULTS
7.2.1 General Descriptive Statistics
'I'ab Le 5 shows the mean scores and standard deviations
for reading and language variables for each standard.
The reading and listening comprehension, and vocabulary
tests were standardized for each group, and results
Were expressed as mean percentiles. Developmental
trends could, therefore, not be assessed for these
var-Lab Le s .
TABLE 5
Mean Scores and Standard Deviations obtained by
Subjects in the Main Study for Reading and,Language
Tests
The mean percentiles achieved for reading comprehension
by the Std 1, 3 and 5 subjects were 52.45, 46.96 and
44.06 respectively. These percentiles are equivalent to
a stanine of 5 (range 40 to 59), which is classified as
average. A similar pattern can be seen in the mean
percentiles achieved for vocabulary (Std 1: 50.25, Std
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3: 45.55 aad Std 5: 56.38) and again, they are
equivalent to a stanine of 5. With regard to the
listening comprehension, the mean percentile obtained
by Std 1 (68.69), Std 3 (54.60) and std 5 (36.86)
subjects fell within the 6th (60 to 76), 5th (40 to 59)
and 4th (23 to 39) stanine ranges respectively.
However, all these stanines are classified as average.
The results of the silent tests of phonology (regular
and irregular word and nonword rhyming judgements) and
the lexical decision tests (word VB. nonword
[nonpseudohomophones and pseuQohomophones]
discrimination and nonpseudohomophone and
pseudohomophone errors) in Table 5 represent mean raw
scores. Th~ same tests were used for all subjects, and
the results show developmental trends according to
standard of edtlcation.
One-way analyses of variance were performed to assess
these trends, and they are illustrated in Figures 7 to
9. The results showed an significant increase in the
mean number of correct regular (F=135.l7, df=2, p
<.001) and irregular word (F=l26.31, df=2, p <.OOl) and
nonword (F=76.40, df=2, p <.001) rhyming judgements
made by the Std 1, Std 3 and Std 6 subjects (see Figure
7). Post hoc analysis using the Tukey (HSD) test
indicated that the performance differences between the
standards were significant for all the silent tests of
phonology (p <.05). Comparisons of the significant
differences using 2-Tailed t-tests showed the
following:
Regular words: Std 1 vs. Std 3 (t=-6.49, df=74,
p <.001)
Std 1 vs. Std 5 (t=-17.09, df=96,
p <.001)
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Std 3 vs. Std 5 (t=-S.58, df=79,
p <.001.)
Irregular words: Std 1 VB. Std 3 (t=-7.13, df=74,
p <.001)
Std 1 vs. Std 5 (t=-14.63, df=96,
p <.001 )
Std 3 VS. Std 5 (t=-6.47, df=79,
p <.001)
Nonwords: Std 1 vs. Std 3 \t=-5.22, df=74,
p <.001 )
Std 1 vs. Std 5 (t=-11.91, df=96,
p <.001 )
Std 3 vs. Std 5 it=-5.67, df=79,
p <.001 )
t=3.22, df=50, p <.01 ;
t=6.81, df=50, p <.001;
t=4.93, df=50, p <.001).
making regular rhymi:,1g
The Std 1 subjects showed no significant differences in
performance between all the silent tests of phonology
(regular vs. irregular words: t=1.14, df=44, ns;
regular word~ vs. nonwords: t=1.63, df=44, ns;
irregular warns vs. nonwords: t=.52, df=44, ns). The
Std 3 subjects showed no significant differences in
performance between on the regular and irregular words
(t=0.32, df~64, ns). However, the differences between
regular words and nonwords (t=7.31, df=64, p <.001) and
irregular words and nonwords (t=6.82, df=64, p <.001)
were significant, indicating that they were poorer Rt
making nonword rhyming judgements than regular or
irregular rhyming judgements. The Std 5 subjects showed
significant differences in performance between all the
silent tests of phonology (regular VB. irregular words:
regular words VS. nonwords:
irregular words vs. nonwords:
These subjects were best at
judgements, followed by
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irregular and then nonwords rhyming judgements.
FIGURE 7
Developmental Changes in Results of the Silent Tests of
Phonology for Regular and Irregular Word and Nonword
Rhyming Judgements. 'I'hemeans are the average number of
correct rhyming judgements.
The ability to distinguish between words and nonwords
according to orthographic rules also increased
significantly according to level of education between
all standards (words va. nonpseudohomophones
F=164.43, df=2, P <.001 and words vs. pseudohomo-
phones: F=115.73, df=2, p <.001) (Tukey [HSD], p <.06)
(see Figu~e 8). Comparisons of these significant
differences using 2-Tailed t-tests shewed the
following:
Words v a . non- : st.d J. vs. Std 3 (t=-8.19, df=74,
pseudohomophones p <'001)
Std 1 VS. Std 5 (t=-18.RO, df=96,
p <.001)
Std 3 vs. Std 5 (t=-8.76, df=79,
p <.001)
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Words va. Sf-.d1 vs. Std 3 {t=-8.04, df=74,
pseudohomophones p <.001 )
Std 1 v s , std 5 (t=-14.00, df=96,
p <.001 )
Std 3 vs. Std 5 (t=-5.52, df=79,
p <.001)
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nGURE 8
Developmental Changes in ResultH of the Lexical
DeoI eIon 'fests of Orthography. 'I'he means are the
average number of correct discriminations between words
and pscudohomophancs and nonpseudohomophones.
The Std 1 Bubjects showed no siSnificant differences in
tho ability to discriminate botween words and the two
Itinds of nonwards, namely nonpsoudohamophones and
psoudohomophonos (t=-.51, df=44, ns). The Std 3 and Std
5 subjects wero significantly batter at distinguishing
betwoon words versus
versus pseudohomophoncs
Dtd 5: t=5.UO, df=50,
nonpseudohomophonos than words
(Std 3: t=3.49, df=64, p <.001;
p <.001). There were inverse
decreases i1. the number of nonpsoudohomophong (F=60.75,
df=2, p <.001) and ps.udahomophone (F=74.49, df=2~ P
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<.001) errors (see
differences between
I,'igure 9)
all st.andards
with significant
(Tukey [HSD], p
<.05). Comparisons of these significant differences
using Z-Tailed t-tests showed the following:
Nonpseudohomo- std 1 VB. Std 3 (t=3.90, df=74,
phone errors p <.001 )
Std 1 vs. Std 5 (t=8.50, df=96,
p <.001 )
Std 3 va. Std 5 (t=4.76, df:::79,
p <.001 )
Pseudohomo- Std 1 va. Std 3 (t=4.80, df=74,
phone errors p ('001 )
Std 1 vs . Std 5 (t::8.30, df=96,
p <.001)
Std 3 VB. Std Ii (t=2.71, d£:::79,
p <.01 )
E ~nopOono IErroro '+0. Pnhomophooo Erroro J
_- --- ........- -----""""-~~-"'-~-~~~--"'---."'.-..<""-."' .=."«.,..~-
FIGURE 9
Developmental Changes in Renu Lte of Nonpaeudohomor-Lone
and Paoudohosrcphone Lexical Errors. The meet.s I\l'e t.he
avorage number of orrors.
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The Std 1, 3 and 5 subjects all made significantly more
pseudohomophone than nonpseudohomophone errors (Std 1:
t=-6.63, ijf=44, p <.001; Std 3: t=-5.05, df=64, p <
.001; Std 5: t=-5.61, df=50, p <.001).
Table 6 shows the mean scores Bnd standard deviations
for complex and simple working memory variables for
each standard. These test results alsa represent mean
raw scores and, with the exception of the dot uounting
span test, show significant developmental trends.
TABLE 6
t1ean Scores and Standard deviations obtained by
Subjects in the Haln study for Working Memory Tests
The Std 5 subjects recalled more target subject or
object words (x :: 34.69) during the compLex reading
span test (F= 45.09, df=2, p <.001) than the Std 1 (x =
17.96) and Std 3 subjects (x = 29.93). These
developmental differences (soe Figure 10) were found to
be significant between the std 1 and 3, and Std 1 and 5
Bubject~ using the Tukay (HSD) test (p <.06).
Significan~ dovelopmental dif£ere~cos obtained for the
c~mplex listoning span test (F=53.38, df=2, p <.001)
can also be ascribed to differences between Std 1 (x =
15.08) and Std 3, and Std 1 and Std 6 subjects (Tukey
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(HSD), p < .05). Comparisons of these signifioant
differences using 2-Tailed t-tests showed the
following:
Reading Span Std 1 vs. Std 3 (t=-7.12, df=74,
p <.(;01)
Std 1 vs. Std 5 (t=-9.27, df=96,
p <.001)
Listening Span Std 1 vs. Std 3 (t=-7.34, df=74,
p <.001)
Std 1 VB. Std 5 (t=-10.96, df=96,
p <.00l.)
FIGURE 10
Developmental Changes in Results of the Complex Working
Memory Reading and Listening Span Teats. The means are
the nveragc number of items recalled in
order.
e corr~ct
Differences between Std 3 and Std 5 subjects on the
comple~ reading span for recalling target subject or
object words were not significant (t=-1.29, df=79, DS).
Thore wore also no significant difforences between tho
Std 3 C. :: 28.45) and Std 5 subjects (x = 31.12) on the
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recall of target subject or nhject words on the complex
listening span test (t=-l.uo, df=79, ns). None of the
differences between reading and listening span results
within the Std 1, 3 and 5 groups were significant (Std
1: t=3.28, df=44, ns; Std 3: t=l.ll, df=64, ns; Std 5:
t=2.62, df=50, ns).
Recall for digits (x = 6.28) and words (x = 7.81) was
superior in the Std 5 subjects compared with both the
Std 3 (digits x = 5.82; wvrds x = 6.75) and Std 1
subjects (digits x = 5.29; words x = 5.40) during the
simple digit (F=22.31, df=2, p <.001) and word
(F=13.42, df=2, p <.001) span tests. These
developmental differences were significant for all
standards for the digit span test (Tukey (HSD] p <.05)
With regard to the word span test, the developmental
differences occurred between the Std 1 and Std 5, and
Std 3 and Std 5 subjects. The Std 3 (x = 5.62) and Std
5 subjects (x = 5.57) recalled a similar number of dots
during the dot counting span whereas the Std 1 &ubjects
only ~ecalled a mean of 4.63 dots. Nevertheless, these
resu ~till showed a positive developmental increase
betwPdn the Std 1 and 3, and Std 1 and 5 subjects
(fo=14.94, df=2, p <.001) (see Figure 11). Comparisons
of these significant differences using 2-Tailed t-tests
showed the following:
Digit Span
~
Std 1 va. Std 3 (t=-2.65, df=74, p <:.01)
Std 1 vs. Std 5 (t=-6.83, df::96, 1 <.001 )
Std 3 v s , Std 5 (t=-2.69, df=79. p <.01)
Std 1 vs. Std 5 (t=-5.44, df=96, p <.001)
Std 3 v s , Std 5 (t=-3.21, df=79, p <.01)
Worn Span
Dot Counting: Std 1 vs. Std 3 (t=-5.16, df=74, p <.001)
Span Std 1 VS. Std 5 (t=-5.24, df=96, p <.001)
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FIGURE 11
Developmental Changes in Results of the Digit, Word and
Dot Counting Span Tests. The means are the number of
items correctly recalled.
The std 1 subjects recalled fewer dota than either
digits (t=5.45, df=44, p <.001) or words (t=3.36,
df=44, p <.01). Immediate memory span for words was
superior to that of di~its (t=-4.63, df=64, p <.001)
and dots (t=4.78, df=64, p <.001) for the std 3
sUbjects. However, their immediate memory span for
digitc and dots did not differ significantly (t=1.20,
df=84, DS). Immediate word span was superior to digit
(t=-5.28, df=50, p <.001) and dot counting span
(t= 7.18, df=50, p <.001), and digit b.an, in turn, was
superior to dot counting span (t~4.17, df=50, p (.001)
in the Std 5 subjects,
7.2.2 Correlations
Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficients wer~
first calculated between all variables for Std 1, 3,
and 5 subjects separately. Correlation matrices are
shown in Tables 7, 8, 9. Significant trends within
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standards, which mig~~ not be reflected in the combined
group, were analysed. How~ver, subdividing the subjects
according to standards would have partialled out the
effects of level of education, thereby limiting the
rangw of each measure and possibly attenuating other
important correlations. Therefore, the subjects were
also analysed as a combined group and these correlation
matr~ces are shown in Tables 10 and 11.
The working memory reading and listening span tests
were designed to tap the storage and processing
functions of working memory. The results indicate that
the only significant correlations between reading
comprehension and reading span (r=.27, p <.05), and
between listening comprehension and listening span
(~=.29, p <.05) occurred within the Std 1 subject
group.
The pattern of significant correlations between working
memory tests and reading and language tests varied
depending on the subject groups. Within standards, word
span correlated significantly with phonological
,'Jdgements of r~gular word-pairs for Std 1 (r=.42, p
~.Ol) and Std 3 subjects (r=.32, p <.01), but not for
the Std 5 subjects (r= -.01, ns). Word Span also
correlated with listening comprehension (r=.31, p <.01)
and phonological judgement of irregular word-pairs
(r=.29, p <.01) for Std 3 subjectR
Reading and list~ning span
correlated significantly within
<.001; Std 3: r=.64, p <.001;
working memory results
groups (Std 1: r=.55 p
Std 5: r=.56, p <.001,
respectively). With regard to other relatio~ships
between the complex and simple, traditional working
memory tests, the dot counting span correlated with
reading span within groupR {Std 1: r=.29, p <.05j Std
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3: r=.25, p <.05; Std 5: r~.59, p <.001), and with
listening span for std 3 and 5 subjects (std 3: r=.32,
p <.01 and Std 5: r=.52, p <.001). Dot counting span
also correlated with digit span for std 1 and 3
subjects (Std 1: r=.26, p <.05 and Std 3: r,:.25, p
< , 05)•
The results showed interesting differences in the
patterns of significant correlations between ~tandarus
with regard to the dependent variable, reading
comprehension, and the mediating variables, namely
listening comprehension, vocabulary and component
reading skills. Reading comprehension correlated
signif.icantly with listening compre~ension and
vocabulary for all subjects as follows:
i. Std 1 listening comprehension: >.:=.35,p <.Oli
vocabulary: r=.57, p <.001.
ii. Std 3 listening comprehension: r=.41, p <.Oli
vocabulary: r=.39, p <.001.
iii. Std 5 listening comprehension: r=.55, p <.001;
vocabulary: r=.43, p <.001.
Reading comprehension also correlated significantly
with all the component reading variables for the Std 1
subject group. These were silent tests of phonology for
regular (r=.60, p <.001), irregular (r=.50, p <.0(1),
and nonword word-pairs (r=.62, p <.001) and lexical
decision tests of ~~e ability to reject nonwords
(nonpseudohomophones: r=.51, p <.001; pseudohomophones:
c=.51, p <.001). There was no relationship between
reading comprehension and regular words and nonword& in
the silent tests of phonology for Std 3 sUbjects. Both
of these phonology tests tap the indirect nonlexical
reading route. However, irregular ~ords, which tap the
direct or LexLcaL reading route I correlated
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significantly with reading comprehension (r=.32,
p <.01) for these sUbjects. A~ with the Std 1 subjects,
there was a significant correlatinn between reading
comprehension and lexical decision tests of the ability
~o reject nonwords (nonpseudohomophones: r=.24 p <.05;
and pseudohomophones: r=.24, p <.05). The only
component reading skill which correlated with reading
comprehension for Std 5 subjects was the ability to
reject pseudohomophonous nonwords (r=.29, p <.05).
Incorrect acceptances of nonpseudohomophone (e.g woap)
and pseudohomophones (e.g. keel in the lexical decision
tests correlated negativelY with reading comprehension
for Std 1 (r= -.44, p <.01 and r= -.59, p <.001,
respectively) and Std 3 subjects (r= -.24, p <.05 and
r = -.42 p <,01, respectively). Only incorrect
acceptance of nonpseudohr.'"phonous correlated
negativelY with reading compreheu8ion for Std 5
subjects (r = -.28, P <.05).
~orrelations for the c()mbined group are shown in Table
10. There were interesting changes in correlation
patterns, particularly between the working memory and
reading tests and between the reading and language
tests. Both simple and complex measures of working
memory cor~elated with all tests of phonoloqy and
orthography with the exception of dot counting span and
phonological discriminaticn of nonwords. Significant
positive correlation coefficients ranged from .24 (p
<.001) for dot-counting results and discriminating
between irregular word-pairs and .56 (p <.001) between
workins memory listening span and lexical decisions of
nonpseudohomophones. All of the working memory measures
correlated with each other.
There was an absence of significnnt correlations
between reading comprehension and tests of phonology
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and orthography. However, the relationships between the
HSRC tests, namely reading and listening comprehension,
and vocabulary may not be meanlngful as these tests
differed from standard to ~;andard. For examp Le , the
Std 5 tests were constructed and standardized for std 5
pupils, and were more difficult than those constructed
and standardized for Std 1 and 3 pupils. However, the
tests of phonology, orthography and working memory were
the same for all subjects and, therefore, significant
correlatione may well be meaningful. All the measures
of phonology and orthography correlated significantly
with one another and correlation coefficients ranged
from .60 (p <.001) to .91 (p <.001). Significant
nelative correlation coefficients ranged from -.48 (p
<.001) tor nonword rhyming judgements and nonpseudo-
homophone errors to -.65 (p <.001) for word/pseudohomo-
phone discriminations r~d pseudohomophone errors.
There were significant positive correlations between
age and most of the other variables ranging from .31 (p
<.001) to .73 (p <.001). Exceptions included
~i~nlficant negative correlations with reading
comp r-ehena Lori (r::: -,23, p <.001) and listening
comprehension (r= -.54, p <.001). althou~h they may not
be meaningful for these variables, Br ith nonpseudo-
homophone errors (r~ -.52, p <.001) L pseudohomophone
errors (r= -.53, p <.001), The only varlBble that did
not correlate with age was vocabular.-y (r:::.09, na ) .
These results may indicate developmental trends in
tElrms of age, possibly In addition to level of
education. To test this possibility, the effects of age
were partialled out and repeat correlation analyses
were performed (see Table 11). In these analyses, the
variables based on standardized HSRC test scores were
excluded as these tests were not equivalent between
standa.rds.
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Certain significant correlations between working memory
and readi~g results appeared to be dependent on age.
Once a~e was partialled out, several of the
intercorrulations between working memory tests and
component reading skills were no longer statistically
significant (compare Table 10 with Table 11).
Exceptions were reading and listening spans with
word/nonpseudohomophone and word/pseudohomophone
lexical decision results, digit and word spans '4~h
making regular word rhyming judgements, dot and word
spans with making nonword rhyming judgements, and dots
with word/nonpseudohomophone and word/pseudohomophone
lexical decision results. Word span correlated
nedatively with pseudghomophone errors. Purtialling out
the effects of age on component reading skills did not
alter the high intercorrelation patterns. It also had
little effect on the working memory intercorrelations
with the exception of digit span and the two complex
working memory measures, reading and listening spans.
7.2.2 Regression Analyses
A series of regression analyses were performed to
determine the relative contribution of working memory
to component reading skills, and of the component
reading skills to reading comprehension. The following
questions were posed both within and between standards:
i. Which of the working memory measures
(independent variables) and component reading and
language skills (mediating variables) best predicted
reading comprehension (dependent variable),
ii. Which of the working memory measures
(independent variables) best predicted component
reading skills (mediating variables).
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iii. Which of the component reading and language
skills (mediating variables) best predicted reading
"'rmpIPhension(dependent variable).
Campa:.':tlons between reading comprehension and the
langua.;~'e skills (listening comprehension and
vocabulary) and component reaoing skills (regular and
irregular word and nonwords rhyming judgmentsj lexical
access for words vs. nonwords), and between the
language skills (listening comprehension and
vocabulary) and component reading skills and working
memory (complex reading and listen:l.ngspans and simple
digit, word and dot counting spans) within the
standalrls showed developmental changes. The ~td 1, 3
and 5 results are discussed below.
The ability to make regular rhyming judgements
(F=26.35, p <.001), vocabulary (F=18.07, p <.001) and
the abi.LIty to discrimina.te between words and
pseudohomophones {F=10.62, p <.01) wp.resignificant
predictors of reading comprehension in std 1 subjects.
Although working memory reading span correlated with
reading comprehension for these subjects (r=.27, p
<.05), entering reading span into the regression
equation did not account for any significant variance.
An absence of pseudohomophoDous Donword errors
(F=13.67, p <.001) and listening comprehension (F=6.51,
p <.01) predicted reading comprehension in the Std 3
subjects. In the std 5 subjects, significant predictors
included listening comprehension (F=20.23, p <.001),
vocabulary (F=7.63, p < .01), the ability to
distinguish between words and pseudohomophones (F=4.05,
p <.05) and a lac~ of pseudohomophonous nonword errors
(F=4.63, p <.05).
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The effects of age were controlled du~ins the analyses
pe~formed on the combined group. When all working
memory and component reading skill variacles were
entered into the equation, the lack of pseudchomophone
errors (F=14.03, p <.001) and the ability to make
nonword rhyming judgements (F=5.79, p <.05) were the
best predictors of reading comprehension. These
variables gave the same results when reading
comprehension was regressed against component skills.
The regression analysis of complex and simple working
memory and reading comprehension yielded no significant
results. However, when component reading skills were
regressed against these working memory B~ills, there
were several significant results. Digit span was a
significant predictor for tests of phonology coding
(Regular words: F=4.74, p <.05; nonwords: F~13.85, p
<.001), Word span was the best prediotor of making
regular wO":'d rhYming judgements (F=8.79, p <'01), and
contributed towards a lack of psaudohomophone errors
(F=.99, p <.05). Reading span wad the best predictor of
being able to discriminate between words and nonpseudo-
homophones and pseudohomophones (F= 14.37, p <.001:
F=18.36, p <.001).
7.3 Slli4MARYOF RESULTS
The results will be summarized according to the
hypotheses. These will be restated for the reade~'s
convenience.
i. There will be a significant relationship betwe~n
performance on complex and traditional wJrking memory
span tests and tests of reading comprehension.
The working memnry reading span test only correlated
wi th reading comprehension in the Std 1 subjects. \~hen
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reading span was forced into a regression equation
against reading comprehension, readins span failed to
account for any significant variance. Thus, the complex
working memory tests used in this study failed to
predict reading comprehension in any of the subject
groups. None of the traditional measures of working
Lemory, namely the word, digit and dot counting span
related to reading comprehension. Therefore, the above
hypothesis could not be unequivocally accepted.
"
ii. There will be significant relationships between
all tests of working memory involving symbolic coding
and tests of component reading skills.
Reading and listening span correlated significantly
with the following:
- distinguishing between words and nonwords (both
nonpseudohomophones and pseudohomophones) for the
combined group (with the effects of age partialled
out). Reading span was a significant predictor in
each case.
Word span correlated significantly with the following:
regular word rhyming judgements in the Std 1 and 3
subjectsj
irregular word rhyming judgements in the Std 3
subjects;
rejecting nonpseudohomophone errorS in the Std 1
subjects;
- rejecting pSBudohomophone errors in the Std 5
subjects and the combined group with effects of age
partialled out.
Digit span correlated significantly with the following;
- regular word rhyming judgements in the combined group
with effects of age partialled out;
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- nonword rhyming judgements in the combined group with
effects of age partialled out;
Dot counting span correlated significantly with the
following:
- regular word rhyming judgements in the Std 5
subjects;
- irregular word rhyming judgements in the Std 5
subjects;
nonword rhyming judgements in the Std 5 subjects and
in the comtined group with effects of age partialled
out;
- distinguishing between words and nonwords (both
nonpseudohomophcnes and pseudohomophones) in the std
5 subjects and in the combined subject group with the
effects of age partialled out.
Thus, all the working memory tests correlated with one
or more measures of component reading skills. This
hypothesis was accepted.
iii. There will be a significant relationship
between listening comprehension, vocabulary and
reading comprehension.
Vocabulary Bnd listening comprehension correlated with
reading comprehension in the Std 1, 3 and 5 subjects.
Vocabulary was a significant predictor of reading
comprehension in the Std 1 and 5 subjects, and
listening comprehension, in the Std 3 and 5 subjects.
This hypothesis was accepted.
iv. There will be significant relatiunships between
component reading skills and reading comprehensio I.
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- All measures of component reading skills correlated
significantly with reading comprehension in the Std 1
subjects. Regular word rhyming judgements and the
ability to reject pseudohomophone errors were
significant predictors of reading comprehension in
this group.
- Xn the Std 3 subjects, irregular rhyming judgements
and all the lexical decision tests correlated
significantly with reading comprehension. The ability
to ~eject pseudohomophone errors was also a
significant predictor of reading comprehension in
this group.
- The ability to distinguish between words and
pseudohomophones and to reject nonpseudohomophone
errors correlated significantly with reading
comprehension in the Std 5 SUbjects. The former
ability and the ability to reject pseudohomophone
errors were significant predictors of reading
comprehension jn thi.'3group. This hypothesis was
accepted.
v. There will be a significant relationship
between working memory, listening comprehension and
vo c abu Lar-v ,
The working memory listening span correlated with
listening comprehension in the Std 1 subjects. No other
working memory results correlated with listening
comprehension, and no working memory results correlated
with vocabulary.
vi. There will be a significant relationship
between traditional tests of working memory and the
complex memory span tests.
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There were significant intercorrelations between all
these tests for the combined subject group with the
effects of age partialled out. Word span correlated
with listenidg span in the Std 5 subjects. In the std
1, 3 and 5 subjects, dot counting span correlated
significantly with reaeing span, in the Std 3 and 3
subjects, it correlated with listening span, and in Std
3 subjects, it correlated with digit span. This
hypothesis was accepted.
vii. There will be developmental differences in
working memory and reading tests.
The following significant developmental differences
were found and this hypothesis was accepted:
- working memory span for target subjects and objects
in the complex reading and listening span tests
between the Std 1 and 3, and Std 1 and 5 subjects;
- sequential retention and recall of digits during the
digit span test for all subjects;
- short-term retention and recall for words during the
word span test between the Std 1 and 5, and Std 3 and
5 subjects;
- short-term sequential retention and recall for the
number of dots in card sets during the dot counting
span test between Std 1 and 3 and Std 1 and 5
subjects;
- making rhyming judgements - betwti~n all subject
groups for regular and irregular words and nonwords;
- distinguishing words from nonpseudohomophonous and
pseudohomophonous nonwords between all subject
groups;
- rejecting nonpseudohomophonous and pseudohomophonous
errors between all subject groups.
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CHAPTER 8
DISCUSSION
8.1 GENERAL OVERVIEW
This study aimed to investigate the role of working
memory, using traditional and complex span tests, in
reading comprehension and other component ~eading
skills in children of various ages. Furthermore, the
role played by component reeding skills and language
abilities, namely listening comprehension and
vocabulary, in reading comprehension were assessed.
This study was undertaken from a developmental
perspective and all
developmental trends.
the data were analysed for
The results are discussed and
interpreted based on the models of working memory,
reading comprehension and reading development presented
in previous chapters. In the following discussion, the
combined subject group's results are those where the
effects of age were partialled out unless otherwise
specified. Implications of the results are discussed
followed by suggestions for future research. The
results are then summarized and Gonclusions drawn.
8.2 DISCUSSION OF WORKING MEMORY RESULTS
8.2.1 Working memory in Reading
(a) Working Memory and Reading ComprehenSion
(i) Complex Working Memory Tests
With the exception of the Std 1 subjects, the complex
measures of working memory, namely reading and
listening spans, did not correlate significantly with,
or predict, the dependent variable, reading
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comprehension. When reading span was entered into the
regression equation, it failed to account for any
significant variance in the Std 1 subjects. Thus, the
hypothesis that complex measures of working memory, as
measured by the present versions of reading and
listening span tests, would predict reading
comprehension cannot be accepted unequivocally.
Previous research into the role of working memory in
reading comprehension in adults and children found
significant correlations between complex memory span
tests and reading comprehension (Baddeley at al, 1985;
Daneman i& Carpenter, 1980; Dixo~1 LeFevre, & Twille),
1988; Mason & Miller, 1983; Torgeson, Rashotte, &
Greenstein, 1988). Working memory, as measured by these
tests, was also a significant predictor of reading
comprehension. The present study did not replicate
these findings in all of tq- ~ubject groups.
The complex working memory span tests were adapted from
those used by Baddeley et al. (1985). They were aimed
at tapping the high-level storage and processing
functions of working memory similar to those required
during reading comprehension. However, the results of
this study suggest that the complex working memory span
tests relate to lower-level processing and storage
functions involved in lexical access in reading.
Ac~ording to the W. Kintsch and van Dijk (1978, 1983)
model of reading comprehension, these lower-level
processes contribute to microstructural processing
functions, which may take place in the phonological
loop of the Baddeley model of working memory (1986,
1990). This may explain why there was a relationship
between these c0wplex working memory span tests and
~eading comprehension in the younger, and not in the
older, subject groups.
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Firstly, the Std 1 subjects appeared to be in a
transition phase between the phonological-recoding or
alphabetic, and the orthographic, reading stages
(Frith, 1985; Harris & Coltheart, 1986; Seymour &
MacGregor, 1984). Their results suggest that they
relied to a large extent on indirect/nonlexical, but
also used direct/lexical, reading strategies. However,
retrieving semantic representations of worclqfrom print
via phonological coding and lexical access for the
purpose of creating a coherent text base may not y~~ be
an automatic process in these subjects. It seems
likely, therefore, that they allocated considerable
storage space to lower-level processing during reading
comprehension and made limited use of high-level text
processing. Consequently, the ph~~ological loop would
still play an important role in reading in these
children at their phase of reading development. The Std
3 and 5 subjects, on tho other hand, appeared to be in
the orthographic reading stage (Frith, 1985; Harris &
Coltheart, 1geR; Seymour & MacGregor, 1984). Semantic
access would 10 automatic in these children and,
therefore, readin~ comprehension would tap stora~e and
processing in the phonological loop to a lesser degree.
Secondly, Judging from the mouth movements observed
while testing the Std 1 subjects, they probably
Aubvocalized (a function of the articulatory control
process in the phonological loop) while reading both
the comprehension test passages and the sentences in
the reading span test. It is possible, therefore, that
the reading span task reflected the way in which they
read tar more closely than it did the reading
strategies used by the older children.
Lastly, it is possible the all the subJects approached
the complex reading and listening span tests in the
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samo way as the traditional working memory tests, that
is, by decoding, rehearsing and storing sequences of
items. High-level or macrostructural processing, such
as waking inferences and generalizations, which are
important for reading comprehension (Kintsch, W. & Van
Dijk, 1978, van Dijk and Kintsch, W., 1983), were not
required. As macroprocessing of text develops with
reading Bxperience (Kintsch, E., 1989), the ade~
appropl'iate reading comprehension tests for the Std 3
and I) subjects would require them to maltamore use of
high-level processing. Therefore, the complex working
memory span and reading comprehension testflprobably
meaoured different levels of cognitive processing in
these SUbjects. This may account for the absence of
cor~elations between these tests in the older children.
(ii) Traditional Working Memory Tests
None of the traditional measures of worIting memory,
numely the word, digit and dot count.Lng spans,
correlated with reading comprehension. ''lordapan ,
involving verbal memory coding (Talley, 1988)
accredited to the phonological lo~p, failed to
correlate with reading comprehension. 'I'hiemay be due
to the hypothesis that reading comprehension also
involves the storag(~ and processing functions of the
central executive in addition to the phonoloMical loop.
'rho lack of significant relationships between
traditional word span tests snd reading camprnhcDsion
concurs with tho findings of Dancman and Carpenter
(1980) in adult subjects. However, those results are
contrary to those reported by La Pointe and Engle
(1990), who found that th~ir simple word span tests
compared favourably with the complex working memory
span tests in predicting reading comprehension. In
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these studies (La Pointe & Engle, 1990), the word span
tests wer~ presented on computer monitors. In the
present study and that of Daneman and Carpenter (1980),
they were presented auditorily. These differences in
the input modality (i.e., visua.lvs. auditory) may have
introduced confounding varLabLes that acoount for the
discrepancy in the results. These variables probably
include visual processing skills, which lv-ouldhave been
required to decode the printed words in the word span
tests and the printed text in reading comprehension
tests in the La Pointe and Engle (1990) studies.
An absenoe of significant correlations between digit
span and reading comprehension in tho present study is
in line with results of studies in children, where age,
intelligence and attention spa.n were controlled
(Bowers, steffy, & Swanson, 1986), and in adults
(Dixon, LeFevre, & Twilley, 1988). Dot counting span
also failed to correlate with ~eading comprehension.
Howevor , r..addeleyat 81. (1985) and Siegel and Ryan
(1989) found that dot countin~ span correlated weakly
with re~t1;ng comprehension in adults and children
respectively. Initially Baddeley at al. (1985)
postUlated that the dot caunting span was a measure of
a general central executive rather than a specific
language processor. However, they conceded that,
because articulatory suppression interfered with
counting, the dot counting span might rely on the
phonological loop Bnd not the central executive. This
concession concurs with the results of the present
study. which suggest that the dot counting span relies
on stolBge and processing occurring in the phonological
loop.
Ull
(b) Working Memory and Component Reading Skills
(i) Complex Working Memory Tests
Both the reading and listeD~ ~ span tests correlated
with, and in some cases predicted, certain component
reading skills. Reading span correlated with all the
silent tests of phonology (i.e., rhyming Judgem~nts of
regular and irregular words and nonwords) :n the Std 5
subjects, and with the ability to distingui~h between
words and pseudohomophonous nonwords in the Std 1 and
Std 5 sUbjects. It also correlated with, and was a
significant predictor of, the ability to distinguish
between words and non~~eudohomophones and psaudo-
homophon~s in the c~~oine~ subject group. Listening
Bpan correlated with the ability to distinguish between
words and nonpseudohomophones in Std 5 subjects and
between words and nonpseudohomophones and pseudo-
homophones in the combined subject group. !t also
correlated with the ability to reject nonpseudo-
homophonous errors in Std 5 subjects.
Thus, there appears to be some relationship between the
processes involved the reading and listening span tests
Bnd lexical access for words in children. The latter
includes speed of lexical acceSs and word specific
knowledge, both of which are n'cessary to differentiate
between words and nonwords that sound Or look like
wordsl but that are spelt incorrect~y. Significant
relationships between the complex working memory
listening and reading span tests and lexical decision
tests were previously reported in adult subjects by
Baddeley et al. (1985) and Dixon, LeFevre, and Twilley
(1988) respectively). It i8 feasible that the
explanation given by Baddeley et al. (1985) of a common
component underlying these abilities, possibly
information processing speedl is also applicable in the
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present study.
In addition to this, it has been suggested that
children, who are normal readers, !t ••• derived and
utilized phonological information when making lexical
decisions" (Johnston, Rugg, & Scott, 1988, p. 116) and
when reading for meaning. The question ot prelexical
phonological coding (Coltheart, Besner, Jonasson, &
Davelaar, 1979) is discussed in greater detail in
section 8.3.1. Nevertheless, it may also account for
the relationship between reading span and the silent
tests of phonology in the Std 5 subjects, as well as
for the relationships between reading span and the
lexical decision tests in the subjects as a whole.
(ii) Traditional Working Memory Tests
The traditional working memory span measures used in
this study involved short-term storage of, and subvocal
rehearsal or phonological coding to maintain, memory
traces. Therefore, theo~etically they tapped the
phonological short-term store and articulatory control
process in the phonological loop. It has been suggested
that the phonological loop is also involved in reading
and language microprocessing and storage (Baddeley,
1986; Baddeley, Vellar, & Wilson, 1987; Daneman, 1987;
Ellis, 1990; Gathercole, 1990). However, the pattern of
significant correlations obtained between the
traditional working memory measures and reading and
language tests varied depending on the age of the
subject groups,
Word span correlated significantly with the silent
tests of phonology for regular word-pairs in the Std 1
and Std 3 subjects, and for irregul8r word-pairs in the
St.d 3 subjects. Word span was also a significant
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predictor of the ability to make regular and irregular
word rhyming judgements in the Std 1 subjects, and
regular word rhYming judgements for the group as a
whale. These results appear to support the view of
Talley (1986) that word span involves verbal
(phonological) coding,
Previously, Dixon, LeFevre, and Twilley (1988) found no
relationship between measures of word span and lexical
decision in adults. However, in the present study, word
span correlated negatively with, and predicted the
ability to reject, nonpseudohomophone errors in Std 1
su~jects. In other wards, those children who made many
nonpseudohomophone errors performed poorly on the word
span test and vice versa. Word span also correlated
significantly with the ability to reject pseudo-
homophone errors in std 5 subj~cts and in the combined
subject group, and significantly predicted this ability
in the latter. These results raise the possibility of
common components occurring in both w~rd span and
lexical decision tests, and may also invclve prelexical
versus lexical access to be discussed in section 8.3.1.
Word span correlated significantly with listening
comprehension in the Std 3 subjects. A possible reason
for this relationship may be that successful recall
dUring word span entails forming associations with
previously stored knowledge, for example, linking words
that have something in common, in addition to
rehearsal, chunking, processing and storage. However,
the lack of similar correlations in the other subjects,
especially the Std 5 group, cannot be explained.
Digit span also correlated with component reading
skills. Firstly, it correlated significantly with all
the silent tests of phonology, namely, regular and
irregular word and nonword rhyming judgements in the
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Std 5 subjects, and with regular word and nonword
rhyming judgements in the combined group. Digit span
was a significant predictor of nonword rhyming
judgements in the Std 5 and the combined subject
groups, and of regular word rhyming judgements in the
latter. These results are in line with those reported
by Bowers, Steffy and Tate (1988), who found a
significant relationship between digit span and word
attack or phonological reading strategies. These
researchers postulated an interaction between aspects
of the phonological short-term store measured by digit
span and phonological coding. This may also explain the
relationships between digit span and silent tests of
phonology in the present study.
Secondly, digit span correlated significantly with
lexical decision tests, involving the discrimination
between words and nonpseudohomophonous and pseudo-
homophonous nonwords, in the std 5 subjects. This may
indicate a relationship between short-term store and
information processing speed involved in both immediate
sequential digit recall and lexical access. These
results differed from those reported by Dixon, LeFevre,
and Twilley (1988), who found no relationships between
measures of digit span and lexical decision in adults.
This contradiction is surprising as both subject groups
should use lexical reading strategies, although the std
5 readers may not be as experienced as the adult
readers.
Dot counting span predicted and correlated
significantly with regular and irregular word and
nonword rhyming judgements in the Std 5 subjects, and
nonword rhyming judgements in the combined group. It is
possible, therefore, that dot counting involves similar
articulatory control processes and short-term storage
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as phonological coding and short-term store in word-
reading in the older children. Dot counting span also
predicted and correlated significantly with the ability
to distinguish between words and nonpseudohomophonous
and pseudohomophonous nonwords in the Std 5 subjects,
and correlated significantly with this ability in the
combined group. This may again indicate the presence of
a common underlying component, possibly information
processing speed.
(c) Conclusions
In general, both complex and traditional working memory
span measures correlated with component reading skills.
The latter involve lower-level processing necassary for
reading comprehension, which together with working
memory test may involve the phonological. loop. The
~attern of these correlations differs between the
subject groups, probably depending on the nature if the
storage and processing functions they use to perform
the memory and reading tasks.
8.2.2 Working Memory in General
(a) Relationships between Complex and
Traditional Working Memory Tests
There were significant intercorrelations between the
traditional and complex working memory tests for the
combined subject group. Thus the hypothesis that there
would be significant relationships betwetn the
traditional and complex working memory measures Was
accepted.
Reading span correlated
subject groups,
Carpenter (1980)
with listening
in the
suggested
span in all
Daneman and
that this
as was the case
study. They
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indicated a common comprehension factor. In this study,
there were no significant correlations between these
complex span tests and reading and listening
comprehension in most of the subject groups and,
therefore, a common comprehension factor appears
unlikely. Instead, these tests appear to indicate
common storage and processing functions occurring in
the phonological loop.
Word span correlated with listening span within the Std
5 subjects. Both of these tests involved auditory input
into the phonological loop and its subvocal rehearsal
and short-term store. The lack of similar relationships
in the Std 1 and 3 subjects cannot be explained. Digit
span failed to correlate with any of the
tests. This may be due to differences in
processing used, namely, linguistic for
complex span
the symbolic
the complex
span tests and numerical for the digit span test.
In each subject group, the dot counting span correlated
with either one or both of the complex spans. In the
Std I, 3 and 5 subjects, dot counting span correlated
significantly with reading span, and in the std 3 and 5
subjects, it correlated with listening span. Case,
Kurland and Goldberg (1982) postulated that the dot
counting span was a measure of simultaneous
nunverbal/apatial storage and processing fUnctions in
working memory. Baddeley et al. (1985) hypothesized
that these functions related to a general central
executive. They also suggested that the language based
reading and listening span tests may relate to either a
general central executive or a separate language
processor. However, the fact that their subjects
counted, in other words, used a speech code, when
performing the dot counting span, may invalidate their
interpretation, and may account for the relationships
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between the dot counting span and verbal working memory
measures. The results of this study suggest that both
the dot cQunting and the complex span tests utilize the
storage and processing fun~tions of the phonological
loop,
(b) Relationships between Traditional Tests
Dot counting span correlated with digit span in both
the std 1 and Std 3 subjects. Both the digit and dot
counting span tests involved the symbolic processing of
numb~r sequences and required subvocal articulation,
rehea~sal and short-term store. The lack of a similar
relationship in the Std 5 subjects may indicate
increased automaticity for arithmetical operations in
the older children. However, this postulation cannut be
confirmed using the present data. The numerjcal span
tests correlated with the word span measure, hereby
supporting the popular hypothesis that both are
indicators of short-term memory span (Lezak, 1983),
probably involving the phonological loop.
The results of this study suggest a relationship
between phonological coding, information processing
speed and symbolic serial learning tasks, namely, the
digit, word and dot counting span tests. This raises
the possibility that the same phonological strategies,
probably involving codins, rehearsal and articulation
in addition to short-term storage and item
identification speed, used for processing and
remembering the digit and word series are used for
counting and remembering the dot sequences.
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8.3 DISCUSSION OF READING AND LANGUAGE RESULTS
8.3.1 Component Reading Skills in Reading
Comprehension
The pattern of intercorrelations between reading
comprehension, the dependent variable, and the
component reading variables differed between standards
according to reading competence. Thus, the hypothesis
that component reading skills contribute to reading
comprehension was accepted.
Reading comprehension correlated with all the silent
tests of phonology in the Std 1 subject group. These
included regular and irregular word and nonword rhyming
judgements. The regular word n~d nonword rhyming tests
tap the indirect reading route, and these results are
in line with a model of the develo~ment of phonological
skills in reading and spelling (Cataldo & Ellis, 1988).
This model suggests that explicit phonological
awareness, implying the use of an analytical sound
decoding strategies, becomes 11 an important
contributor to reading" (p. 99, ibid.) during the
second and third years of formal education. Using these
strategies, children apply letter-sound correspondence
rules when reading words and nonwords and map the
resultant sound sequences to their pronunciation. The
meaning of words, necessary for reading comurehension,
is accessed from the lexicon via their pronunciation.
Their ability to judge whether nonwards rhymed or not
indicates their ability to generalize knowledge of
letter-sound relationships (Gaskins, Downer, Anderson,
Cunningham, Gaskins, & Schommer, 1988). The tests of
irreglilar word rhyming judgements, on the other hand,
tap the direct or lexical reading route and cannot be
performed by applying letter-sound correspondence
rules. Pronunciation and meaning of irregular words is
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specific to their orthographic representations. The
relationship between the irregular words and reading
comprehension suggest that the std 1 subjects used
lexical reading strategies to read familiar, high
frequency irregular words.
There were no significant relationships between reading
comprehension and regular words and nonwords in the
silent tests of phonology in Std ~ slbjects. However,
irregular words correlated significan~ly with readi~g
comprehension for these subjectll indicating the
relative jmp0rtance of accessing phonology and meaning
via the lexical reading route. None of the silent tests
of phonology corr~lated with reading comprehension in
the Std 5 pupils £uggesting a relianc~ on orthographic
rather than phonological reading strategies.
There Nere significant correlations between reading
comprehension and lexical decio\on tests of words
v~rsus nonpseudohomophonous (visually similar) and
pseudohomophoncus (phonologically similar) nonwords in
the Std 1 and 3 £ubj~cts Rnd be.ween lexical access for
words versus pspudohomophones in the Std 5 subject
group. Nonpseudohomophonous and pseudohomophonous
errors in the lexical decision tests correlated
negatively with readinrt comprehension for Std 1 and 3
subjects, which indicated that the more accomplished
readers mad~ fewer word
and visually
reading ~rrors
similar nonwords.
in
Onlyphonologically
nonpseudoh.mophonous errors correlated negatively with
reading comprehension for Std 5 subjects. All subject
groups were more prone to making pseudohomophone than
nonpseudohomophone errors as was found in 8- and 11-
year-old disabled readers and their chronological- and
reading-age controls (Johnston, Rugg, & Scott, t988).
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Theoretically, these lexical decision tests tap the
direct or lexical reading route indicating the ability
to recognize words and reject nonwords. However,
Coltheart, Besner, Jonasson, and Davelaar (1979)
suggested that both nonlexical or prelexical
phonological encoding and lexical reading strategies
operate in parallel during lexical decision tasks, and
that" whichever is the fastest on a particular
trial is responsible for pronunciation oa that
triel" (p. 604). Thereforet the futile search for
lexical entries of nonwo~'~ may be long enough for the
slowur phonological coding to become evident through
the pS9udohomophone effect. This effect makes it more
difficult to distinguish between words and pseudo-
homophones than between words and nonpseudohomophones,
and results in pseudohomophone than nonpseudohomophone
errors.
8.3.2 Listenlng Comprehension and Vocabulary in
Reading
The hypothesis pertaining to correlations between
r9Ading comprehension, vocabulary and listening
comprehension was accepted as significant
intercorrelations occurred in all groups. These
findings accord with those reported in adult studies
(Baddeley at all 1985; Daneman & Carpenter, 1980;
Jackson & McClelland, 1979) and suggest that semantic
access at word level and tho ability to process verbal
discourse are important factors contributing to reading
comprehension. The correlation coefficient when
comparing reading with listenins comprehensiol .as .35
(p <..01) in the Std 1 group compared with .41 and .66
in the Std 3 and 5 Ip (.001) groups. This suggests a
lag in reading comprehension compared with listening
comprehension in those novice readers, wh Ich is in
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line with the views of Durrell and Hayes (\970).
8.4 INTERGROUP DIFFERENCES
There are very significant developmental changes in
performance on all the variables measured between
standards suggesting a progressive and pervasive
development of cognitive functions. This development
involved reading, general language skills, numeracy,
information processing and memnry. Thus, the hypothesis
regarding developmental differences in working memory
and reading was accepted. Of particular interest were
the correlation patterns and the factors that predicted
reading in the regression analyses.
8.4.1 Intergroup Differences in Working Memory
Significant developmental differences in working memory
resul ts occurred in both complex and tradi tiol',altests.
Working memory span for target subjects and objects in
the complex reading and listening span te@ts differed
significantly between the Std 1 and 3, and Std 1 and 6
SUbjects. There were no significant differences between
Std 3 and Std 5 subjects on these complex working
memory tests. Differences between the reading and
listening span tests within subject groups were also
not significant. These results suggest significant
cognitive working memory developm~nt for visually and
auditorily presented sentence material between the
junior (Std 1) and senior primary subjects (Std 3 t.nd
5) •
Sequential retention and recall of digits improved
significantly in all subj~cts. Short-term retention and
recall for words improv(>-;!bei.;ueenthe Std 1 and 5, and
Std 3 and 5 sub~ectsl and for the number of dots in
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card sets, between std 1 and 3 and Std 1 and 5
subjects. These results suggested that developmental
increases in the working memory between the younger and
older children depended on the nature of the material
(i.e, words vs. numbers). Unli~e the results reported
by Cohen and Heath (1990), word span waS greater than
digit span in all subjects. This difference betwp~n
word and digit span was statisticallY significant in
the Std 3 and 5 subject groups. This has important
impli ~tions for the phonological loop hypothesis and
will t ;sed later in 8.5.4.
In gene~al, thE complex and traditional working mAmory
span test results improved with age. Theoretically,
both these span tests utilize the articulatory control
processes and the phonological short-term store of the
phonological loop. Consequently, one may expect that
both operational efficiency and short-term span
contribute to working memory improvement with age.
However, as neither operational processing speed nor
span were controlled, the trada-off between the two
factors cannot he determined for comparison with other
research findings (e.g, Case, Kurland, & Goldberg,
1982, and Huttenlocher & Burke (1976).
8.4.2 Intergroup Differences in Reading
Correlation results on the ~eading tests Jhowed very
interesting developmental patterns. According to the
Harris and Coltheart (1986) model of reading
development, the following results can be expected when
comparing component reading skills wi.th reading
comprehension:
i. A high correlation with phonology, but weak
correlations with orthography in std 1 readers.
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ii. Some correlation with phonology, possibly with
nonwords, but a positive correlation with
orthography in std 3 readers.
iii. No correlation between phonology and strong
correlations with orthography in the Std 5
readers.
These expected patterns were virtually replicated in
thiy study. The reading comprehension results from Std
subJ~ tS, who probably still relied to a large extent
tho nonlexical route for reading (Morton &
treon, 1980), correlated significantly with all
silent measures of phonological codin~. There were no
9i~ni£icant differences in this group's ability to
,iudfWwhecher rC[1ularwords and nonwords rhymed or not.
rhey had acquired certain lexical reading skills,
enabling them to pronounce irregular words and,
thorofare, judge whether these words rhymed or not.
However, thero was no significant difference between
tho irregular and the regular and nonword tests of
phonology. This suggests that speed and accuracy was
similar far All three tasks. Nevertheless, they still
made many more visual and, particularly, phonological
lexical errors than the older ohildren, mi:~akinq words
for nonwords and vice verS8.
The only test of silent phonology that correlated with
readin" comprehension in the Std 3 readers was that of
irreqular words. Regular and irregular word-reading in
these children, therefore, did not appear to tap
phonological coding as their ability to judge whether
regular and irregular words rhymed or not was
significantly better than that for nonwords, which does
tap phonological coding. Instead, it seem~ likely that
phonology for wards was accessed directly via the
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lexical reading route. Phonology for nonwords, which
can only be accessed via the slower nonlexical route,
significantly reduced their performance speed on this
test. They were better than the Std 1 subjects at
discriminating between words and pseudohomophones and
conpsoudohomophones. However, they also made more
pseudohomophone than nonpseudohomophone errors
su~gesting prelexical phonological recoding for some of
these nonwords.
Reading comprehension did not correlate at all with the
silent tests of phonology in the Std 5 readers.
However, it did correlate significantly with the
ability to discriminate between pseudohomophones and
words and to reject nonpseudohomophone errors in this
group. This sugg~sts that these children were in the
orthographic (flUent) reading stage, and that they used
the lexical route for reading (Coltheart, Davelaar,
Jonasson & Besner, 1977). These results resemble those
indicating that efficient lexical access correlated
highly with fluent reading in adults (Jackson &
MCClelland, 1979). The Std 5 subjects were
significantly better than the Std 3 and Std 1 subjects
at making rhyming judgements for regular and irregular
words and for nonwords, and at distinguishing between
words and nonwords and rejecting pseudohomophone and
nonpseudohomophone errors. Nevertheless, they still
demonstrated a pseudohomophone effect by making more
pseudohomophone than nonpseudohomophone errors. This
again suggests prelexical phonological recoding for
some of these nonwords.
Thuy, there was a significant imprOVement in
phonologic~l and lexical processing and a concomitant
decrease in word-reading errors with education and age.
This suggests a progressive improvement in word-
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"specific lexical reading skills,
identification of words and
pronunciation and meaning,
enabling the direct
access to their
Results of a series of regression analyses to determine
the relative contribution of working memory to
component reading skills and comprehension, and of the
component reading skills to reading comprehension
showed similar developmental trends. In the std 1
subjects, reading rr~ular words, vocabulary and the
ability to discriminate between words and pseudo-
homophones (words that sound like real words when
applying letter-sound conversion strategies) were
significant predictors of reading comprehension. In the
Std 3 subjects, an improved word-specific knowledge,
resulting in fewer pseudohomophone errors, and
listening comprehension predicted reading
the std 5
vocabulary,
words and
comprehension. Significant predictors in
subjects included listening comprehension,
the ability to distinguish between
pseudohomophones.
The significant relationship between reading and
listening comprehension in older children raises the
possibility that they also made more use of high-level
macrostructural processing. Furthermore, semantic
Bccess for word meanings in the older children using
lexical reading strategies would be more automatic,
thereby freeing working memory storage space for high-
level processing. However, memory storage capacity
alone cannot differentiate reading comprehension
competencY. Speed and accuracy of lexical access and
information processing efficiency in reading tasks are
also necessary.
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Thus, in general, many of the variables show age and/or
level of education effects. Age appeared to be the
single most important predictor of reading
comprehension in the combined group.
8.5 IMPLICATIONS
8.5.1 Introduction
With the exception of the hypotheses involvlng the
complex working memory skills and reading
comprehension, all the hypotheses, based on the
development of skills necessary for fluent reacting,
(i.e., phonological coding, lexical access, word
knowledge, language processing and romprehension and
memory), were accepted on the basis of the results.
This has important implications in terms of the models
on which this research was based as well as for
understanding re8~ins disabil~ ~ies.
8.5.2 Working memory and its Role in Reading
(n, P~Dnological Loop and Reading
Phonological coding and auditory short-term store are
interrelated and appear to playa vital role in oral
and written language development (Gatheraole &
Baddeley, 1989, 1990). Phonological coding may also
contribute towards working memory storage given that
phonological codes are activated either indirectly by
subvocal speech or artiCUlation during visual, or
directly during oral, presentations of verbal memory
stimuli (Brady, 1986; Ellis & Large, 1987; TortNsen,
Wagner, Simmons, & Laughon, 1990). Moreover, Ellis
(1990) proposed that reading enhanced the growth of
phonological and auditory short-term memory skills.
These skills, in turn, then promoted the development of
visual short-term memory for letters and words. In
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addition,
in the
including
(Baddeley,
Baddeley,
the phonological loop appears to be involved
development of general language skills,
vocabulary and listening comprehension
Vallar, & Wilson, 1987; Gathercole &
1989), which are important contributors to
reading comprehension.
According to the model of working memory (Baddeley,
1986, 1990), phonological coding and auditory short-
term store occur in the phonological loop. The
traditional working memory tests used in this study,
namely, the digit, word and dot counting span tests,
involved both these functions. These tests correlated
significantly with some or all tests of phonological
component reading skills in line with suggestions that
the phonological loop may be involved in reading
(Gathercole & Baddeley, 1989, 1990; Ellis, 1990). The
implications of these statistically significant
relationships are discussed below.
Firstly, regular word rhyming judgements were the
primary predictor of reading comprehension in the std 1
subjects, suggesting that the phonological loop plays
an important role in early reading development. In this
regard, it may be involved in deriving phonological
respresentations of visually Presented
storing them until judgements can be made
they rhyme or not in silent tests
(Baddeley, Vallar, & Wilson, 1987).
words and in
as to whether
of phonology
Secondly, there was evidence of phonological coding in
the older subjects. The higher incidence of pseudo-
homophone versus nonpseudohomophone errors in the
older, as well as in the younger, children indicates
that prelexical phonological coding occurred dUring the
lexical decision tests. Therefore, the older children
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appeared to resort to phonological word-reading , ,
strategies when unable to access a lexical entry for a
particular word, and when reading nonwords.
Deficiencies in the phonological loop, therefore, may
be implicated in language and reading disabilities.
Firstly, a combination of both phonological coding
(articulatory and acoustic) and working memory short-
term store deficits, reported in reading disabled
children (Siegel & Ryan, 1988), may inhibit the
acquisition of direct and indirect reading skills
(Brady, 1986; Ellis & Large, 1987; Torgesen, Wagner,
Simmons, & Laughon, 1890). However, not all reading
disabled children show decoding deficits. According to
Aaron (1991), children with nonspecific reading
disabilities have adequate decoding skills, but are
poor at reading comprehension. Other important
mediating variables for reRding comprehension, besides
phonological and orthographic coding skills, tested in
the present study were vocabulary and listening
comprehension. Therefore, deficits in these basic
language skills (vocabulary and listening
comprehension) may underlie comprehension deficits in
children with nonspecific reading disabilities (Aaron,
1991).
Thus the phonological loop may contribute to
phonological coding and the acquisition of grapheme to
phoneme correspondence rules in young children. It also
appears to play a role in the development of basic
language skills, namely, vocabulary and listening
comprehension, that contribute towards reading. Older,
more fluent readers may also make USe of the
phonological loop for reading unfamiliar words and
nonwords.
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Daneman (198'l)and Daneman and Tardif (1987) found that
the mode in which memory material was processed (i.e.,
symbolic vs. spatial) was a crucial predictive factor
connecting working memory to reading. The working
memory and reading tests used in this study involved
symbolic processing. The possibility that the
relationships found in this study indicate a common
symbolic processing factor, and that phonological loop
may I.!; as a symbolic or language processor, cannot be
excluded. These are discussed in more detail in the
following section.
. ,
(b) Central Exeoutive and Reading
Fluent reading involves high-level text processing,
which is usually attributed to the central executive.
However, this was not measured directly by the complex
working memory tests used in this study. Instead, it
was inferred from the results obtained for other tests,
namely,
complex
measures of listening compr-ehens Lon, The
reading and listening working memory span
tests, devised to assess the storage and processing
functions of the central executive, correlated with
lower-level storage and processing functions usually
attributed to the phonological loop. This may be due to
the nature of the test material, as there were
significant correlations between the complex and
traditional working memory span tests. Macroprocessing
as suoh was not required for competent performMnce.
that
These results are
younger children
The older subjects could, however,
more target cued arguments
memory span tests than younger
in line with other findings
in
prooess and store
the complex working
ones.
devote more time to decoding at word-level and micro-
structural processing, resulting in limited resources
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for storage and attention to higher-level processing,
such as comprehension (Hess & Radtke, 1981). However,
the results may also implicate the mnemonic window in
phonological short-term store in the the phonological
loop postulated by Baddeley, Vallar, and Wilson (1987).
The younger children had a smaller memory span, which
would reduce the number of chunks that could be stored
in the mnemonic window in order to understand
discourse. This would have consequences for reading
comprehension,
yet automatic,
storage space.
as their text processing skill3 are not
and this would limit the available
Listening comprehension entails similar high-level
processing to reading comprehension, and the results of
these tests correlated significantly for all age
groups. These findings wers in line with those reported
by Baddeley et al. (1985) and Daneman and
Blennerhassett (1984) in adults and children
respectively. However, the relative importance of
listening comprehension as a predictor of reading
comprehension differed between the younger and ?lder
subject groups. Vocabulary and phonological coding,
rather than listening comprehension, were significant
predictors of reading comprehension in the Std 1
subject group. In terms of the development of
macroprocessing in reading comprehension (E. Kintsch,
1989), this suggests that they were still concerned
with processing text at word-level, rather than at a
sentence- or paragraph-level. Due to immature fluent
reading skills, much effort and working memory capacity
would be allocated to lower-level processing. In
addition to these factors, the std 1 subjects have
significantly smaller ~9mory spans compared to the Std
3 and 5 subjects. Possitle reasons for this will be
discussed in 8.5.4. Therefore, in general,
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comprehension in younger children illaybe restricted by
limited oper~tional efficiency and by the amount of
available memory span capacity.
Listening comprehension was a significant predictor of
reading comprehension in the Std 3 and Std 5 subject
groups. This suggests an increase in use of
macroprocesses, namely,
generalizations from discourse
making inferences and
material to integrate
with prior knowledge. These macroprocesses are" a
major distinguishing characteristic of skilled readers
, .. , which enable them to relate the ideas in a text
one to another and to general knowledge" (Oakhill,
1984, p. 31). The increase in use of macroprocesses may
coincide with firstly, the improved efficiency of
lower-level reading strategies, such as, direct lexical
access during reading, and secondly, the increased
availability of attentional resources (Keenan & Brown,
1984) associated with the central executive. These
results appear to support the hypothesis of the
development of macroprocessing with age (E. Kintsch,
1989) in normal readers.
The )sults have important implications for reading
di~aLled children. Given that children with specific
read~ng disabilities have difficulty in applying lower-
ldvel reading strategies due to cognitive deficits in,
for example, phonological coding, they would have
limited resources available for comprehension.
Furthermore, learning disabled children, who can decode
words, but have working memory deficits, will struggle
to retain processed propositions long enough to
integrate them into a text base for higher-level
processing (Mann, Cowin, & Schoenheimer, 1989; Oakhill
& Yuill, 1986). Children with nonspecific readin~
disabilities due to an underlying language deficiency
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will also have difficulty with reading comprehension.
The relative contribution made by macroprocesses,
usually attributed to the central executive, increases
with age in normal readers. Deficits in readlng
comprehension in nonspecific reading disabilities have
been associated with deficiencies in a general central
eXAcutive (Swanson, Cochran, & Ewers, 1989; Yuill,
Oakhil!, & Parkins, 1989). However, there is mounting
evidence for two separate processors, namely,
verbal/symbolic and spatial, in working memory
(Baddeley et al., 1985; Daneman, 1987; Daneman &
Tardif, 1987; Waters, Caplan, & Hildebrandt, 1987).
Daneman (1987) and Daneman and Tardif (19B7) have
postulated that these processors may be incorporated in
the two working memory slave systems, namely, the
phonological loop and visual-spatial sketch pad.
Although differences in symbolic and spatial processing
were not investigated in this study, the results
suggest that the phonological loop is tnvolved in both
linguistic and numerical symbolic processing, both of
which are symbolic. These findings may accord with the
hypothesis of a symbolic processor. Further research
comparing symbolic and spatial processing in reading
development in normal ch~ldren is necessary to
investigate this postulation.
8.5.3 Reading Development according to the Dual-Route
and Reading Stage Models
The relative importance of phonological and loxical
reading strategies in the subjocts dovetailod with the
dual-processing models of reading acquisition
(Coltheart & Harris, 1986). In general, children who
ware nor~al readers prngressed from using phonological
to using orthographic reading stratcg'os.
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In this study, the Std 1 children appeared to be in a
transition
Seymour &
(Harris
phase between alphabetic (Frith, 1985;
MacGregor, 1984) or phonological-recoding
& Coltheal't, and the orthograph.ic,
indirect andreading stages. Although they used both
direct reading strategies,
still the most in~ortant
comp1'ehellsion in this group.
phonological coding was
predictor of reading
They probably made use of
the lexical reading route for a small number of words
that they could recognize directly. However, at their
stage of reading, many words are likelY to be visually
unfamiliar. They would, therefore, rely on phonological
coding to read visually unfamiliar words and access
their meanings from the somantic lexicon for reading
comprehension purposes (Daneman , 1987; McCusker,
Hi11inge1' & Bias, 1981).
Although they Here morc proficient at phonological
coding than the younger children, the Std 3, and
pa.r-b Lc u.La r Ly the Std 5, aub.i ec t s made gl'eater use of
lexical reading strategies
This suggests that they are
of reading development
Colthoart, 1986; Seymour
Nove rt hoLos a , they stLI J
I<ltratogie:l foX' de cLphe rLng
non' ....or d s .
for comprehension purposes.
in the orthogrephic stage
(Frith, 1985; Harris &
& Ma.cGregor, 1984) •
used phonological reading
unfamiliar words Bnd
The dual-route/sta.ge models of reading development were
formulated overseas (Frith, 1985; Harris & Coltheart,
1986; Soymour & MacGregor, 1984). From the results of
this study, it seems likely that these models can be
generalized to normal readers a.ttending
EdUcation Schools.
'fl'ansvaal
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8.5.4 ''lorkingMemory Development
Working memory capacity appears to increase
significantly with age. Baddeley (1986) explained
working memory u .~lopment in terms of the central
executive and the phonological loop. With regard to the
latter, tLere was an improvement in rate of
articulation or subvocalization associated with speech
development and an increasing use of covert speech or
rehearsal with age to aid memorization (Conrad, 1971;
Ornstein, Naus, & Liberty, 1975; Torgeson & Goldman,
1977). The active rehearsal strategies used by older
children allowed them to combine or chunk more memory
items together (Kunzinger, 1985; Ornstein, Naus, &
Liberty, 1975), thereby increasing their rehearsal set
sizes (primacy effect) as woll as working memory
functional capacity. However, Cohen and Heath (1990)
postulated that the number of both primacy
(articulated) and recency (unarticulated) items
recalled in memory task~ increased with age. They
concluded that both the articulatory control process
and the phonological short-term store in the
phonological loop developed and could be responsible
for individual differences in memory performance in
children and adults.
All the memory span tests used in the present study
required subvocal rehearsal to refresh thr auditory or
visual memory traces, as well as a passive form of
short-term store. Thus, the superior performance in the
older subjects could imply that they were better able
Lo rehearsD and sLore morD memory items than the
younger subjects. This would increase the chunk size of
the mnemonic window (Baddeley, Vallar, & Wilson, 1987),
thereby facilitating reading and listening
comprchonsion.
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In addition to this, speed of item identification and
automatization, such as lexical access, and
phonological coding skills may also be involved, as was
advocated by Huttenlocher and Burke (1976), Lorsbach
and Gray (1986), Spring (1976), and Spring and Ca;ps
(1974). When considering these processing functionsI
there could be a trade-off between storage and
processing in the younger subjects. However, these were
not directly tested in this study.
Again, the developmental findings have implications f?r
information processing tasks requiring working memory,
such as reading, reasoning and mental arithmetic, in
learning disabled lhildren. Many of these children
demonstrate slow i~ m identification speeds (Lorsbach &
Gray, 1986), poor phonological coding and memory
strategies (Brady, Mann, Schmidt, 1987). Cohen and
Heath (1990) postulated that slow articulators take
longer to process primacy items, and this reduces the
amount of attention they can focus on recency items.
However, the results of studies investigating the
relationship between rate of articulation and reading
are contradictory. Hulme, Thompson, Muir, and Lawrence
(1984) found a positive relationship between
articulation speed and reading, whereas Stanovich,
Nathan, and Zolman (1988) did not. Nevertheless,
learning disabled children are 'ikaly to perform below
age-expectations on theso task$ duo to nonative trade-
off effects between processing and storage.
8.6.5 Other Factors affecting Reading Comprehension.
Apart from the memory and component reading skills
discussed above, thero arc other skills which
contribute to reading comprehension, but which could
not tested directly in this study. Oral reading tests
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of words and stories, and tests of visual reading
strategies and iconic memory, which can only be done
individually, were not considered. Other relevant
reading skills that were not tested directly, due to
the unavailability of suitable test material1 included
making inferences from, and detecting inconsistencies
in, text.
Given thaL reading is an interactive cognitive process
(Chase & Talls1, 1990; Walker, 1989; Weisbe~g, 1988),
combining all the above mentioned skills. It was hoped
that individual differences in the skills that were not
tested would be minimized in the present study, as all
the subjects were normal readers. How~ver, the
possibility that some of these skills were interfering
variables cannot be excluded. These variables may add
important information to future research into the role
of working memory in reading developmert.
8.6 FURTHER PROPOSED RESEARCH
This study has yielded interesting findings cuncerning
the role of working memory in component reading skills.
Howev er , the author feels that the complex measures of
working memory were not satisfactory in terms of the
lack of significant results between them and measures
of reading comprehension. Fi:'stly, they did not appear
to tap the macrostructural processes involved in
reading comprehension, and instead, tanped lower-level
processes and storage. Second) y L .h: ":':Jhthe number of
arguments to be processed Lnc r-cas. ! hi th each series in
the reading and listening span tests, syntactical
difficulty was not manipulated, and no inferential
judgements or text integration were required for
conwotent performance. Futuro research could address
these issues by constructing a range of working memory
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tests involving a variety of processing and storage
functions.
All the simple working memory span tests used in this
study required symbolic processing, and therefore the
Daneman (1987) and Daneman and Tardif (1987)
postulation that there may be a spatial processor as
well as a verbal/symbolic processor could not be
examined. Future research could include both spatial
and symbolic test·
postulate.
in the battery to assess this
Although there may have been a trade-off between
working memory storage and processing fUnctions in the
younger subjects in this study, the differences between
these functions could not be measured using the present
materials and procedures. Tests to examine the possible
trade-off between processing and storage, similar to
those used by Daneman (1987) and Daneman and Tardif
(1981), could be included in future research.
8.7 OVERALL SUMHARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study examined the interaction between component
working memory functions and reading strategies and
reading comprehension from a developmental perspectlve
by modifying the study by Baddeley, Logie, Nimmo-Smith,
and Brereton (1985). The subjects included children at
various stages of reading development.
Most of the hypotheses tested in this study were
accepted. The major findings were the following.
Firstly, complex worklng memory span, measured by the
reading and listening span tests, correlated
significantly with reading and listening comprehension
only in the younger subjects. Seco).'\dly,the complex
memory span tests correlated significantly with tests
of component reading skills in the combined subject
group (lexical reading strategies) and the std 5
subjects (phonological and lexical reading strategies).
Thirdly, traditional working memory span tests,
including the word, digit and dot counting span tests,
which correlated significantly with the complex wor-kf.ng
memory tests, also correlated ..Iith tests of
phonological and lexical component reading skills.
Lastly, the tests of oomponent reading skills
correlated significantly with reading comprehension.
The patterns of these results reflected both reading
and working memory developoent. These developmental
results appeared to tie in with models of working
memory and reading development. This suggests that
these models could be used to understand working memory
and r-eadLng development in normal.and reading/learnillb
disabled English-speaking pupils in Transvaal Education
Department S~hools.
The results suggest three major conclusions. The first
is that reading is an interactive process and cannot be
encapsulated be a single test. Tperefore, a multi-test
approach should be used for reading assessment and
should be appropriate to the child's stage of reading
deVelopment. Reading assessments shoUld include tests
of auditory and visual perception: phonological Jnd
lexical component reading strategies, visual and
auditory vocabulary and memory and various aspects
listening and reading comprehension.
The second conclUsion involves the silent tests of
phonology and the lexical decision tests. These teets
of component reading skills are significant predictors
of reading comprehension. They are easy to administer,
and could be used to timeously identify children with
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phonological or orthographic coding deficits. Testing
could be done either individually or in a group
situation, using age-related norms obtained from this
study.
The final conclusion concerns the validity of the
complex working memory span tests designed to tap
central executive processing and storage fUnctions in
reading comprehension. A wider variety of these tests
could be used in future reading research, with
particular at" tt.,;~iv&n to central executive v:rsus
phonological 1001 !Inations. In general, the c LLral
executive remains a vague construct requiring further
research. This might help to clarify the role played by
the central executive in reading comprehension,
Moreover, the suggestion that there may be separate
symbolic and spatial processors incorporated in the
slave systems instead of a central executive require
further investigation. A symbolic processor in the
phonological loop would have far-reaching consequences
for research into the role of working memory in
reading.
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Appendix A
Silent Tests of Phonology: Practice Lists for Regular
Homophones
TESTS OF PHONOLOGY
NM!E:
SEX: STANDARD:
DATE OF BIRTH : _
AGE: YEARS HON'l'IIS
INSTROCTIONS
On aaah line are two words.
Sometimes the twa Hords sound
the same and sometimes they do
not sound the same. IF. you
,think they SOUND the same put
a tick in the SOUND SAHE
column. Ie you think they
SOUND different put B tick in
the DO NOT SOUND SAHE column.
PRACTICE LIST:
REGULAR HOHOPHONES
DO NOT
SOUND SOUND
SAHE SAHE
pain pun t
-loun lonti
sail sala
loan lone
sail nn Lt t-
pain pane
END OF PRACTICE TASK.
DO NOT TURN OVER PAGE.
PRACTICE LIST
REGULAR HOMOPHONES
DO NOT
SOUND SOUND
SAME SAME
nine none
boat boot
sea see
bear beat
tyro tire
bear bare
nohe noon
soot suit
mean maih
sun soh
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Appendix B
Silent Tests of Phonology; Test Lists 1 and 2 for
Regular Homophones
REGULAR HOMOPHONES: LIST 1
DO NOT
SOUND SOUND
SAME SAME
rise rose
'talks tax
passed rust
tail tall.
-- --1----put putt.
tide tied,
hail' ha r e
made r.al.d
hole whole
meet molt
here hair
flee !'led
hal.'e hell I.'
try tried
praise plays
hel.'e hear
I
plain plant--missed mast
paced paste
f!onf.> flown
STOP. DO HDT TURN OVER PAGE.
REGULAR HOMOPHONES: LIST 2
DO NOTSOUND SOUND
SAME SMIE
tnil tale
board bored -
but butt
days d nae
wnde ward
breed board
Hhich l'Iinc~----throne thrown
pause paws
which witch
e e ad reed
duvs dnre
flea flee
plain plane
rose l.'OWS
.
meat meet
patted paste
red feed
tacks t ax
here I'Ihere-
STOP, DO NOT 1'URN OVER PAGE,
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Appendix C
Silent Teats of Phonology: Practice List and Test List
1 for Nonword Homophones
INSTRUCTIONS
On cach line are two non-
words. Sometimes the two non-
words sound the same and
sometimes they do not sound
the same. Ii'you think they
SOUND the samd put a tiok in
the SOUND SAHB column. If you
think they SOUND different put
a tick in thc DO NOT SOUND
SAHE column.
PRACTICE LIST:
NOH-WORD HOMOPHONES
DO NOT
SOUND SOUND
SAHE SAHE
::i11 ::iel
aId n.rd
qlleed !tweed
n.ud awd
guerd smeed
::a11 zaul
STOP. DO NOT TUHN OVER PAGE.
NON-WORD HOMOPHONES: LIST 1
DO NOT
SOllND SOUND
SAME ..•ME
cobe kon.b
fyde p r od e
z011t z01e ----
bau ae bn.ws
caL' eeps
rube rnlb
afe aii'
mied midc
- -~-cairn koym
-- -nime nymd
frew fren
kn ocd !tnod
aEe nuf
pes sed passed
kn oo 1 nUle
!term !teem
bauze bams
skn.in -senne -voiled v01ed
eaf eeph
STOP. DO NOT TURN OVER PAGE.
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Appendix D
Silent 'l'e:st~\of Phonology: Test List 2 for Nonword
Homophones and )tJractice List for Irl'egulr ...' Homophones
NON-WORD HOMOPHONES: LIST 2
DO NOT
SOUND SOUND
SANE SAME
vight vite
myfe mife
dassed dast
--calm boym
zight zeet
'feps b rex
vOllred vored
--rabo raib
fecks phex
fyde phide
cobe roib
frew fl'ue
Iteam Iteem
pirg purg
scan£{ slcain
dyfe dufe
zoIc zonl
nime nume
.._._----parI:! prug
---- ----_.-n i.ed nielt
STOP, DO NOT TURN OVER PAQ~,
INSTRUCTICNS
Un each line are two words.
Sometimes the two words Sound
the same and sometimes they do
not sound the same, If YOU
thinlt th~y SOUND the same put
Ii tick in the SOUND SAME
column. If you think they
SOUND different put a tick in
the DO NOT SOUND SAHE column.
PRACTICE LIST:
IRRIGJLAR HOMOPHONES
DO NOTSOUND SOUND
SAME SAME
car oare
Cl'y quay
none nun
key quay
bone bun
War wore
STOP. DO NOT TURN OVER PAGE.
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Appendix E
Silent Tests of Phonology: Test List 1 and 2 for
I:rregll 't' Homophones
IRREGULAR HOMOPHONES: LIST l
DO NOTSOUND SOUND
SAME SAHE
kncvn nosc
carn urn
~~·------~--I------I-------bold boiled------------+------1-------trhe r e :le~()
':------_,....~---- ,1----
lute li[!ht
hull 11i11'- ~- ---
burty bury ~-,---,-'---~~-----~-----I-----·------ridht In'ito
-------1-----, -.--blow bluc
lmow no
root i.'oto
while whito
may my
through thr~~------
e;;;;;y---;u;y -
bnrI~-~' -------
SOH no
~::~e-~~m-: ~:.__ ~_I==
____________ 1_,_, ---
STO!?, DO NOT TURN OVER PAGE.
IRREGULAR HOHOPHONES: LIST 2
I DO NO'1'SOUND SOUND
SAME SAME
uto eight 1-'-- ---
pence pieoe
lmo t -not
know no----I1row alue
mioe minco-
~ltood ' _.- should
brake b r e ak
hall huul.
..;",,,,,,,--
wood would
bold bO}11od
kno us noso
~~-'--
l'uise
.
l!uyo _. -cur cure
-...-".""
Heal' where
~-o-- ---
fnto -- £01:0--
,,_._-
flOW now
throu!lll 1:hl'ow -=t
-".
STO[', DO NO'r'l'UHNOVER ['AGE,
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Appendix F
Lexical Decision Tests: Practice List and Test List 1
LEXICAL DECIGla~ TASK
NAME:; , _
DATE Or- BIRTH: _
SEX: STANDA~D:------ __
Rood ooch atrlng of lottera
.corefully. DeCide if it ia a
REAL WORD or NOT A WORD. If
it Ld a REAL WORD put a tick
in the REAL WORD column. If it
is NOT A WORD put a tick in
the NOT A WORD column.
PRACTIce L.r~1.
'3.f.'.l'~RD .llil.'L!l_WORIl...
(HTe
mune
knife.!
blood
moon
-_. -- ..-----/--_._---mud
bJuk
fune
fail
tune
wife
f ,110
blud -f---._._
mala
_-_.·1--- ._f--- -----
mite
STor. no NOT TURN OVER.
LIst' 1
r{ole
----.-- ·-----1-------Hum
roe
------------·-----I~---------prum
fl'i.encl
wise
pruno
box
thaw----------.----,----------sonp
orumb
bruin
oalte
aluo
-----~------1----seni'
Gloat:!
""C""ig"",h:-t-.-- -- -·'1--------
pod
-to-o;-- ---1------
taro----1--- -------not
STOP. DO NOT TURN OVER YET.
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Appendix G
Lexical Decision Tests: Test Lists 2 and 3
LIST 3
LIST 2.
tree
pole
sead
~gum
1.'010
sopo
rox
l(>np
kuke
nose
l!lew
ke e
_
____ I_J.illA1_j_· '~R~ l_t_lO__T_A~Ii_Q_B._Q.,~ould
slurt
wonp
lont
yoaks------~---------- --------- l!ito
tox----1------ f------::ino
-:----1---------- clenp
shoe
drum r-nc ks
----1-,------ --------wot what:
---'--'---;1----- seedcum----1------- ----_--,chew plew
selid wosc
come-:----1------ ----~sine hoise
...hu-r-t--f-------- --.----- ~------I-------~-----------said
--~·--f-----+--f)."cntbonks
hood cont-----------~---f--------!toat -------------+------I?ll.ko~~--I------------------shurt: .".....~--f---·:------fOll1
-------1-----1-----_t_o_e_s L_ ~ _----'-------'--,-----
STOP. DO NOT TURN OVER YET. STOP. DO NOT TURN OVER YET.
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Appendix H
Lexical Decision Tests: Test List 4
I,IST <1.
nine
fita
frend
noi~e
sheH
rope
size
toisa
brtlno
ao cka
take
sent
arum
eOl<
bite
sleap
nod
aot
tone
--- -I------j,-----
Lan e
cood
END OF TASK.
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Appendix I
An example from the Stct1 Vocabulary Test
Choose tho best answer in each ccse ,
When a cupboard is bore, it is •••••
A
dirty.
C
broken.
o
empty.
B
untidy.
2 When a person is miserable, he is. 1> •••
A B C 0
unhoppy , stingy. angry. funny.
When something ~ it becomes •••••
A [3 C D
hot. tough. soH. stjff.
A signal is a •••••
A B C D
flog. secl , sign. mark.
A colt is 0 .....
A B C D
young horse. flash. baby's bed. garment.
3
5
6 When an answer is ~~I a is, i, ••
A B C D
rude. False. true. quick.
7 When something moves to and fro, it. '.'t
A B C D
swings. bounces. rolls, turns.
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Appendix J
An example from the ~td 3 Vocabulary Test
Choose the best answer in each case.
4 When you put something on show, you ..... it.
A
erect
B
display
C
Frome
5 Close the door as there is a ••••• ,
A
drag.
[l
cold.
C
pull.
6 You ~pos, iF you ..... your work.
B
protect
C
suspect
D
view
E
sell
D
drought,
E
drought.
D
regret
E
ucccpr
Cheese the word which hOI tho some moonino as the word undorl incd ,
7 rocommond
A
examino
B
remember
C
suggest
Choose) the bes t answer in each coso.
B Our phone number is not in tho t%phono •••••
A
dictionary •
Il
directory •
C
library •
D
remain
E
cure
D
oxchango.
E
guide,
A Il C D e
playful. thoughtful. hato'rul. helpful. !)ratoful.
10 You $hrug your •••••
A [l C 0 E
hocd , arms. fist. shoulders • logs.
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Appendix K
An example from the Std 5 Voc~bulary Test
WHICH IIORD CAN BEST REPLACE THE WORO UNDERLINEO?
4. He beckons his friend to come.
A 0 C D E
winks ges tures snouts exclaims tr icks
5. Those two are sworn ~.
A 0 C 0 E
friends enemies pr'ofe,sionals workers IUlmerjacks
6. He was rrl udant to do the denper-ous job,
A 0 C 0 E
"ill ing keen able unwi 11in~ undecided
7. Th~; r np~ea ling flees were ignored by him.
A 0 C D E
reject ing bU'J91ng ignorant smil ing fearfu,1
B. 1 am not sure whether they are aC1uaintanc~s.
A 0 C 0 E
spectators hunters s trlngers enemill.s friends
9. , 0 have a compani on on a trip makes it more interesting.
A 0 C 0 Emap I'ehicle rod rucksack comrade
10. A friendly letter is simply a fOI'.n of conversation.
A 0 C 0 ~
chatting buying writing ,alculating bui1 ding
11. It is pleasant to rcca 11 some happy .:!.'!.Sidents. of the past.
A 0 C 0 C
even ts dreams thoughts illr:• plans
12. The tops of the pi nos were reflected in the water.
A 0 C 0 E
floating mi rroreu sinking fas toned moored
13, The nurse told us many !:Ieird stories.
A 0 C 0 E
popular old boring interestin~i s tNnge
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Appendix L
Test Lists A and B from the Rey Auditory Verbal
Learning Test
LIST A LIST B---
I drum desk
2 curtain ranger
3 ben b; rd
4 coffee Shoe
5 school stove
6 parent mountain
7 moon glasses
8 garden towel
9 hat cloud
10 fanner boat
11 nose 1amb
12 turkey gun
13 color penci I
14 house churchis 1';ver fish
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Appendix M
An example from the std 1 Reading Comprehension Tes't
There are several ways in which camels have adapted themselves to desert conditions.
They hove broad feet which enable them 10 walk through the sand with ease, They
have long eyelashes to keep the sand out of their eyes during a sondstorrn , Most
important, however, is the fact that they can travel long distances without water
because they store water in their bodies.
6 Camels walk through sand without trouble because of their ••••••
A
hump.
B
brood foet.
c D
10n(1eyelashes. strength.
7 Camels Can travel for without water because they .••••
A store water.
B seldom drink.
C walk slowly.
D need no water.
8 "Desert conditions" means that there •.•••
A are no roods.
B is 0 cold wind.
C ore rainstorms.
D is little water.
9 Long [oshes protect the eyes of camels against .••••
A thirst.
B wind.
C long distances.
D . sends torms •
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Appendix N
An example from the Std 3 Reading Comprehension Test
One fine morning, from their rocky ledges, lho baboons sow Two horses being led up to tho
stoep. Presently the former and one of his sons come out, mounted and rode away. The
baboons watched them disappear over a distant hill. The foolish young baboons were wild
with dolight, and talked and jabbered about tho good time thdy wero going to have in ~he
orchcrd, ond wondered whether the former's wife would bo mcikhg jam that day. IFso, thoy
would wait till it was well under way be foro frightening her off and seizing it.
26 Tho fermer and one of his sons came out •••••
A B C C; E
immediately. soon. much later. secret Iy. slowly.
27 The young baboons planned to •••••
A ride tho former's horses.
B look ofter the orchard.
C climb the distant hill.
D go wlld with doljght.
E grab the jam.
28 Whon baboons [obbc-, they •••••
A B C D E
chatter. shlvcr , grumbl~ • gigglo. fight.
29 What plecscd the baboons so much?
A It was a fine morning.
B They were young and fool ish.
C Tho fermer wcs away.
D They were in tho orchard.
E The farmor's wife modo jam.
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Appendix 0
An example from the std 6 Reading Comprehension Teet
On the march the tribes fhu9ht against him, and harassed him and killed his men,
until he was forced to send back to Chaka to beD for an addition to hi~ force.
But Chaka refused; those he had with hin: should suffice. Nongcgo went on until
he reached the spot and started to return with the stone. And on his return march,
one day, he fought a big battle, At sunr-ise he found himself surrounded by a large
force of the enemy. ihe Zulus stJod shoulder to shoulder, formed a square and fought
manfully. IIhon ~he sun set, most of the enemy were dead, but Nongogo was left with
only ten men whom he continued to exhort to die like sons of Chaka, to let theil'
last resting place be the heaped up bodies of their foes. The enemy saw that they
were all being killed by the Mazulu and it was clear that, even when the last Zulu
was dead, .probably not more than one of their own men would be surviving and that
\,1uld profit them nothing. So they let them be and departe~.
TomM McfoZo: Nongo(/o and NWjamana
lB. Whomdi d Nongogo ask for morc mcn? He asked ••• fer morn men.
A
Zulus
o
the enemy
C
friends
E:
nobody
19. IIhat had Nongoge and his men gone t.o fetch? They had gone to fetch a
A
spear.
B
stone.
C
shield.
o
knobkerri e. man.
20. During this battle the Zulus used tne tactics of
A. surrounding the enemy.
O. standing close together in square formation.
C. ambushing the cncn~ in difficult terrain.
O. attacking at sunset.
E. fighting from behind the heaped up bodies of their foes.
21. How did Nongogo encourage his men? He
A. told them to be careful.
B. set the example by fighting in front.
C. asked them not to be cowards.
D. told them to die like sons of Chaka.
E. reminded them that they \ ,Zul us.
22. Why did the enemy stop attacking Nongogo's men?
A. NongogQ's force had received reinforcements.
B. Nongogo's men wera moving too fast rc- them.
C. Nongogo and his men were killin~ too mnny of them.
D. The tiny force of Nongogo were hidden in the bush.
E. Nongogo and his men only marched by night.
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Appendix P
An example from the 3td 1 Listening ComprehensiQn Test
LISTENING COMPREHEIIS:CON
STD ONE
Listen to the story I ~hen answer
the questions by choc~ing the
correct answer and drawing a
circle a~ound the latter above cr 2.
next to the corr2ct answer A
B
C
D
PRAC'rrCE
1. A flower
B button
C neodle
D ribbon
2. The baby wa~ put into a ••.
A pram
B cot
C walnut
D basket
3. The cot was made in the shapo
of a ••.
A ball
B bath
C walnut
D basket
STOP. DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL
YOU ARE TOr.D TO.
1. '1'hocat waits
A bchilld
13 in front of
C next to
D at the back of
..• the house
Japanese ladias are
picking cherries
growing tea
arranging flowers
building homes
clever at
3. The Japanese arranga flowers
with .••
A bamboo
B cherry blossoms
C cherries
o taa blossoms
4. Ric, ;:;grown ..•
A on I.: ,0 hills
B in the valleys
C on tho slopes
D near the mountains
5. During an earthquake a house
of parchment is .••
A Golid
B strong
C safe
o dangtlrous
6. Camels v'alk trough sand
without tr~uble because of their
A hump
B broad feet
C long eyelashes
o strength
7. Camels can travel far without
~ator bocause the~ .•.A store water
D seldo,..drink
C walk sluwly
D need no ~:ater
O. "Desert conditions" means that
thera ••,
A are no roads
D is a cold wind
C are rainstorms
D is little water
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Appendix Q
An example from the std 3 Listening Comprehension Test
LISTENING COMPREHENSIONG'l'ANDARD TIl!U111
Listen to tho story then Dns~cr
the qucmtions by choosinR tho
Correot answer from the riv~
possible answers nnd markin~
its letter on your ANSWER
SHEI'r.
DO NOT WRITE ON THIS QUESTION
SHEET.
PRACTICE
1. 'Tho liono(ltlHUS tit".! up ••••
A noxt to tho lawn.
n on the terraco.
C und o r 0. t.r ee .
D on the stoop.E behind tho house.
2, Why was the lioness tied up?
A Father WBS orass.
B The dORS barked at hor.
e She hud to be fed.
o Tho scvants wore nfrnid of
her.
S She Rrew andry.
3, The lioness ..... the soont or
horsoa.
A enjoyed
!l Loved
C disliltod
o dosobeyed
11 welcomed
STOP. DO NOT TURN OVER THE PAGEUNTIL yOU A[m TOLD TO.
PME 2.
4. At Lhe top of hills hc .•..
A drove i'aot.B drovc carefully.
C drove dnndorously.D beoamo rookless.
E took ohancos.
D. Whilo following tho oonvict
Clive had to ...•.
A lassen spoed.D toke adYnntao~.
C drivo uurOloBsly.
D bake hood.
B taka ahunooD.
G, ,'1'ho
clrivors ....
funtast
A tuk~ purt 1n tho ~uco.
o chaso tho oonvict.
C nro ~ riuk on tho road.
o nro sufo drivers on tho
):()UQs.
r profer narrOH lunos.
'1. Why did Cl.i.vctolte L'islts ut
L'irnt;?
A .10.:1 a L'uciOl: tlrivQl'.B ~rc Hore mony bicrolos.
G lie HUS ohuain!! 0. ccnv i et ,D Tho rand WUD nurrOH.
E It wus hilly oountry,
STOP. DO NOT TURN OVER.
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Appendix R
An example from the Std 5 Listening Comprehension Test
LISTENING COMPREHENSION
STD FIVE
List':lnto the story, then answer
the questions by choosing the
corre.::tanswer and mal:king its
lettor on your ANSWER SHEET
DO NOT WRITE ON THE QUESTION
SHEET
PRACT!CE
1. 'rhe :.ion charged in the
dirccticm of the •••
A hOrDe,!)
D hunte:r.o
C bush
D 'Jholtor
E noise
2. lfuo l.:lc.lcedafter the h()rses?
A girl
B old servant
C dog
o young boy
E old man
2. How wan the lion ltilled?
A Ona of tho hunters shot him
13 ThO boy ohot him
o Ha fell and b~oko his neck
D Ho was ldllad by a spear
B One of the sorvants clubbed
him to death
STO~. 00 NOT TURN OVER UNTIL
YOU AF.E TOLD '.(0.
PAGE 2
<1. They did not act ~.s they
,~antcd to because tlley were
afraid they would
A sink tho boat
D be overturned
C dl:'awtoo much at\~tmtion
D upset the captairi
B f.righten the fish away
5. l'1hatcould they not do quickly
without danger?
A pull their lags up out of the
\~ater
n rO\<I away ac fnot as they could
C thro~1 a fish to tho sharlc
D find out from which quarter
tho dangor trontonod
E nhoob tho ohu:r;)c
G. Dafore thoy throw the fish,
they clearly !Jaw ••• above tho
Durface of tho w~tar.
A a dead fioh .
D tho outlinos of a boat
C the white breast of U ohark
D a sharlc fin
E a floating log
7. The ohar)c clifforD from othor
fioh because •••
A it io much larqer
D it has two rows of terrible
tooth
C ito mouth is not at the point.
of ito hand
D it o.l'l'1t\yoturno over on ito
nido
E When it attaoks, ito white
brauot :'7'1000
O. Tho attuokero had ••• on
their helluo
A boado
n capo
C akinc
D fonthern
E helmeto
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Appendix S
Working Memory Reading Span Test
lVORl<ING MEMOR'.l READInG 'rEST
N1>J.1E
STD
EY.AMPLES
1 Tho baby Wl:'otn the. lc:tte.r
2 Tho mother carries the pencil
3 The bear jumped the wall
4 Tho aat tied the shoe.
5_ rrl10 £isl:1 sa 'i.1 ad the Sga
G Tlie mouse watched the Gun
? Tbe cloC; caught tho bo.l1~---
a Tha mnn ptlckcd the box-~..-~--
!l The grocor' oold. the :Jwect:;;
lo~Jz...eacher~~ ..~..J:~'l
11 The. monl(~L£h!lsed 'bn9_~_tl
12..!!lLc!.SP.!L2!JQ!'o th..tL.c::.O(\'\:
13,'lh~_.!Wi.~.i!lS:...),ll·~~L __
14..!~h(.',._,~1!?~t;:.~:tittli~,~
TEST 1 (2 SENTENCES)
1~:"'~~1~ 3.~~!~,~~J!~
2_~~M ~fli~i1~~_ cx:~a,,!_.
3 ~ho _boy ju~a.d. ~e._.\'Ia:l.l
4 Tho m0111~y_opc.ned the :tock
S 'l!hc V(o.rm_told ~thQ_jim!'.
(j_~he l(in1L!!.pj.J~.!2_!llI.B£U::_
TEST 2 (3 SENTENCES)
7~a girl ran ~he race
B The mo1;hercu-e the bret\d
!l ~h() Bingel" san~ £he..ru:mg....
10~)l:1cso.ilol:' sailaa. the Po3,'l;
n ~ttc man oaught 'Che bus
12 The frog di.cl the. aUlns
13_Thc lt~ dr<ln\t t,he. tea
14 Th" coW~lkc,d the npoon
15 Tho lion tli::c. the hlUo.t.
~E$T :3 (4 SEN~ENCES)
1G Th.o g!.rl t"(')~c.Ul..li!L_, __
17~,~:- mOtll<.e.y~to 1;~'p'le_
10 The. ~~!k~:'" b'~ltcd _!;he~_
1D~!~"9-'~OYopcuo.d th~_~oor ..
2 o..]hc._£t:~~Bg!t!L_thp. rl!9.!!~o.~
:.1l.11~s:...P"cotl.0 CU!.Q_:t.h.£....!:.Q.~ __
:22_'1' Ite t iJ;.£.E...,;!;!1J.t.t_:truW:.l.~..c.lL.
23_.~hC I-Mp11 kicked the Ct1l1
24_ IN~c lady p1("l~~~
25_~ha owl saw tllC._O....;;'y_O _
2 G 'rho. ope ate thu r~c:_I!__
27 Tho roan \~Gh(l.d the car
Appendix T
Additional Items on the Working Memory Reading Span
TesL
TEST 4 (5 SENTENCES)
28 The f'athO'I' blew t)is nose
29 ~he donKe~ hit the riai1
,30 'rha d05 chaseq the §hi:J2
31 The. coolt mtlde the food
32 The Tat wore ~he pen
33, The maid WtlE\hed the r(.\g
34 tho pupgcn peQl!!.:! tbe );;rJ:lom
3S Tho ltldy £no.de. th'l .!>ltirt
36 The boy dl.ci the &;um
:3 7 'rho 'barber cui; the. c~
3a.E:~':!: Ch~d the. tre ...._
39 The. monl<ey ate. tho banam ...
40 The. father hit the h..'\ll1ll\cr
41The. t.:od:;pr bit the. bi..le;.__
TEI:lT:; (6 SENTENCES)
<l3_Tbs. 1 €)c!y \y;JQbed htl)' moe
44 The m.lt"f;(!blew the. ~ __
<l5~~ml1kl'.d tho cow
.: (j~ [lh~ld reil.g_...!hD-~
1\ '7...1h!L Sri, 1<ll'J:L~ll~Ll;lll!_.:tunc
4B The. tnpU-d:cilIili.J.:h.I:LlDillL-.
49 The teacher Peat the d~
50 The mother sal.led the. sea
51_ The p\.lclc drank th~ V\OtQr
52 1J.'l1e banker saved tt. ~y
53 Tb~ Ct'lt. chased tho wQ~J
54 The:.. owl srqW tho tree
55 The :farme.r ~lQntcd the.graSG
56 The fly oEcned the ~
57 Tho meue a lSis~ed 'tjh§;1 oebELir
58 'Ph", boy vmtC',h('d 1',IJ<::lllloYj e
59...!E~_fox cMlled tho bull
G0. Tt.~fJ nurse 1 it the ll'llnp
TEST U (7 SENTENCE)
61 ,{,hopilot wor<l th~ pl!m.!!..
62~..duck told j3 1 ,)C
63 The m3'11 hit thal box
64 The flea wrotQ. a note
65 Tho buck k.l,ct~udthe' 1('8
GGWho k~ng ~rokc. the di.ck
67. Th(\ girl wore the CLl....l? __
Gay.2:=. snnl.l run tnu l"OC(1
6!)~~iI:d nw<\rn t~~ll_.
70J.~ Ei~ dr:!lnkthe V{<lt(',r
11_Thc rnt toJd .~ zto~x__ .
72 'l\h·(} J?1)~"tl'!;~thn ••f:Jl.Mll.-_
73 _If'h e. f''l'!E.!.1~l::_huill....~be hQuoe.
701~he _lady rehld tbo bool~
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Appendix U
Addi tional Items on the W'orking ~4emory Rea.ding Span
Tes',
75 'rhc cout' ~rQtcbc.d the, i;ree
76 'I'M. puppy ota th~ nut
'77The tiger dral1le t.he. tea
7~ The pird pUklt the. nest
79 Tho hen :lGi.d 'the. eBg
so 'rhe. froe; caueht. "the 'flSf
!31_'[1M bull sl/legt the. house
END OF 'rES'!.'
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Appendix V
Working Memory Listening Spzm Test
l'lom<WG HEHOR'l LISTENING SPAN TEST 2 (:3 SENTNCES)
NAl1E 7 'rhe lody drove. the C8l""
STD B Tho flea told the t l.ma
EXA:·jPLES !l The be,c rtr:Ide the honey
1 1'ho bird built tM. nest loTha hQn wont to Dt:hool
:,__ml'" policem:m r1.dcn the horoc
- ._"",- 11 'l·ho. b"..\k!.!T'cwept th,,_ ~
3_ The goai: vnlked "the lcf'__ 12Thc cow chc.w..:d -!;he cud
.;.......'!2:~l-.t:2B £'pil t the cr-eam 13'rhe _manplew his nase
!3 The buc:~(at_~~. ~rac_!J_ 14 The rir, :illl.led the boat
6......!!:!~ __msmh.~y ::!_IO'("C t!'!!LS.~_ l!.i'P.h<: r.lt \'J3lkcd the pOle
"1._.j.'he lx' ss: shed 8._:t::sar _._
s Iphn.-ln..9:L.","\ t'hp~_b!'_Y' f'ac~
!l 'l'be taochor -rei:!d 1;.h:: lal:ll'2k
lO~h~ O\~~ Kl.ckcd the sock
11 't'he ape ate thQ nu:- _
1:1 'ntte man oailed the ~
13 The fnthar ~lcl<cd tl:\e_~J.J
14 The meueo 0\;01 c the ehc~J'('--_,._--- . ,
TEST 1 (2 SENTENCES)
1 The bul1._~t~ tl1~ p:rar.:;r,
2 'I'h~ f'~J:lQ~.:'the lnwn.._.
3_ The dOR ci'lqy_{rLthl:'. PQM._
.\ Th(',_p~.!l.ll~£Ltl)c l;:()at
5.__The k.}J1S_..QQlId tbe. .EinLc:f.:.'J:',!L
G It'he. b(,~"Ir~~
TEST:) (4 SENTENCES)
16Thr, cat. cl.imbc:-.dthe tree
17'.rho blrd slMs the. £oog
laThe f.i.f..ll.._~ the. ~_. _
l!l!he farmer lost his hBi£
2eTha horse .iumped th~~
21Jhe. cow ot~ th~ OGtc
22Th<e fox nnde the. I;md
23'1'1'10. donl~gy ki.ckod :E~.o.or
24.Tj}£: ..)n.\'l}~s1x.9~p~d :thE! CUp..
2 !ifJ.Ih..£._~.~!LCfl..!:!B.~t.....:Ebi'.,_oo,U_
2 (;_'R!!..(':......''ji!~_p-f-ill.~r,:l:C-
27~hc. VpJ'1'lLQp<!Ocd :l;hu_..dao..c.....
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Appendix l'l
Additional Items on the Working Memory Listening Span
'rest
TEST .: (5 SEN'l'ENCES)
::w_"l:hc, I:loy w.:Itche.ci the movie
291I'hc-hon laid the eM
30 Th<> IT''''O fleYl the. l<:.ite.
ai The kitten cn':'l.Sed the 1/1001
.32 'Phe lias y.-rotc. th_e cha l c.,
33 '1'he. l=:.\~2.Q._l!~A_t~p brQ¢m
34 The. teacher ~j;_t.Q...fc.tr·Q.~l
35_':110 beetle ate. 'too t'lovler
:3G_!.hc bob.v chewed tim bone
:37_~~bc.~~1:_E~~ht_!l}_~_~~_
3(l~lC _~t ucratchcd t!!F-L ..f.H~l
39 _II'hl! bo~ WOr'£!. the chi r-t
<1 U rrhp._pi 1 ot f'J 1:'.)\1 tt)(\~tL
41 The. flC:.h. W).lkc.d the. t'Q£l_~.
42 !£he li~n t..L~.9_J:.I).~.J\lc.L_
TE$T ~ (G SENTENCES)
.13_.'Ehe l~i.ns".IOt'<l '\;~~~own_
44 Il.'h~\tc:he::-._~~~~t
.~£j tN~e fr08 emo", the :race
.jG.5.~ ~.::.~~hc~:.>~so
47,,:~_~.:...~mbcd. the. :~rcc
4!J_~C! flea cl~<:)l:'l1~ th~_.£~~
49 The piS ute tho bccud
50 The dClCt.CL" carrlud the. bal2i
51._T11Cf['og ""tlrf'('.a the pot
52_'Pl1e nurse lit the lomp
53 The ~ccn wh!:stled .the. tt.me
54 The. 1ady [?ickc.d 'the rose
5£j 'i'hn gtrl wr-ote thro. pencil
56 The mother \,1,;1SI'£.~1 tht"_ sOc}~
57 'i.111o.worm told the roc\~
DO '.J:l'e. ape ate. the. 'tur.e
!]!) 'i'hc m."Inpl).C~c.d 'the bo;, __
GO "rhe. ~.Oliler drzmK. tbn t.c.a
TEnT G (7 SEN'l'ENCE)
61 The chl.ld played the toy ...
62. 'lIne. cnall c('\ul!l.~t the train
63....T.ha f] y ron H1'~ mel]
G4 'Pbe. li on \Jte. -t1~cal<e
65 'l'he kina ,!jane, '!;he scm~
GG_.~.:..!.;i.n8e;: ...e.t~~ the pan_
G7 Th~7~ mt\da the oed.
00_ '11he.=":''I<lll<.e_:I the. road
6() ••~C !,?=_~urnc~ tho. keU _
70_ The ~~.!£~JY..t th(! si:1 ck
7l.J:hC bullJ?CQ't -the. druo.!._
72, The oonkQ·r-_QlIJJ...t th!"! hO\.lc,e
73_rpne. ow). sti.rred thl1.J?~!.!J..'\
74 'I'hc,.in!!.c.l' saved ~~y
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Appendix X
Additional Items on the W'orking Hemory Listening Span
Test
75 The. t;ooi( made too 'food
76 The. pilot. ~wept too houce.
77, '.Ilhe bor5e: dad the. SUm
7a The oot Gems the shoe
79 tL'ht!. queen tnQde. tha caka
SO The. girl. combe.d her hal.t'".
01 The. r.nol"\;:ey ch.ase(\ the. bee
l':ND OF TEST
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Appendix Y
Digit Span Subtest from the Wechsler Intelligence Scale
for Children - Revised
DIGITS FORWARD Scoro
I Trial 1 I Pass·Faii r Trial 2 IPass.Foill 2. 1. or 0
I. 3·8·6 I I 6·1·2 I
2. 3·4·1·7 I 6·1·5·8
3. 8·4·2·3·9 5.2·1·8·6
4. 3·8·9·1·7·4 7·9·6·4·8·3
5. 5·1·7·4·2·3·8 9·8·5·2·1·6·3
6. 1·6·4.;:;9·7·6·3 2·9·7·6·3·1·5·.'
7. 5·3·8·7·[·2·4·6·9 4·2·6·9·1·7·8·3·5
Max.-14
Totol forward
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Appendix Zi
An example of a Dot Counting Span Stimulus Card
176
Appendix Zii
Dot Counting Span Answer Sheet
DOT '::OUNTINGSPAt-(
INS'l'RUCTIONS:
count the number of GREEN DOTS on
each card, and remember these totals
Write the totals down in tho same
order.
EXAMPLE: One card set:
Two card set:
Three card sot:
Four card sat:
Fiva card set:
Six catd sot:
Sayan card sat:
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